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Commenced on earth, continued now in heaven,

-

God help the aching Fears, the mourning ones;
Which in a shadowed home are gathered now,
The star that set beyond the western sky,

BY THE

BAPTIST PRINTING
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The annual meetings of the various Baptist societies are a fair indication of the life
and work of Baptist churches. They afford
an opportunity which even a stranger could
use to test the vigor of the principles professed and the usefulness of the organizations
created to propagate or maintain them.
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Dead! dead! we'll not believe the tale. 'Tis

sure

Some idle rumor floating on the air;

to seek

the grave’s calm

There’s many a soul that grovels in the earth,
To do a deed of love. Such, may the dark
Destroyer elaim; but not thie one with eye
Undimmed, with form unbowed, his sun in its
Meridian glow, his threescore years and ten
Still in the future far; that future bright

a

Rich as Goleonda’s gems, that, dropped upon
The weary soul, shall germinate, and bring

Forth fruit, a hundred, yea, a thousand fold.
Alas! it {8 no vision of the brain.
The sad, sad tale is true.
We read it in
read
It in the gloom, the

heavy

aud, behold, a man.

own,

gloom

that

We

the dark

lives!” Each

Our

murmuring
not know

hearts.

Sabbath

here we may

* Why oft the noblest ones are taken from
Our midst, perchance within another

sphere

The mystery’ll be revealed,
Another of
The world’s Great Hearts has crossed the river to
The other shore, Our loss is but his gain,

"The pitying Father saw his servant bowed
Beneath a load of care; he saw the need

IT

the

the

form

of

a Christian

still.”

We are often so busy in proving the gospel,

fount,

of the thurches.

Dhring

the

hear, whose

tones,
Whose thrilling tones have fallen oft upon
The charmed ear; that we no more shall catch
The pearls from lips touched as by sacred fire.

year

10,582

members have been added to the denomination—a larger, clear increase than has been
known for ten years. During the year also
68 young ministers have settled

Oh, not for him we four, but for ourselves,
shall

and

that we forget to preach it. Such was in
substance Mr. Maclaren's address.
There was but little business for the Union
to do. The report spoke of the progress

It breathes, has soared aloft, and now its powers
Unfettered by the chains ot earth, it roams
At will, it basks amid the realms of thought,
And slakes its thirst from
Wisdom’s flowing

voice

thus

0, 1875.

additions to mission

churches

are

in the

East, excluding Southalistan, 392 ; in South-

as pastors,

95 new churehes have been formed, 88 new
chapels built and 128 enlarged or improved.
As to public societies, £14, 360 have been
raised for Home Mission purposes, £60,000

Bj

Yen, though his home

Be now, above, the waves of influence,

which

He here in motion sat, shall never cease,
‘Not #’en when
with

time’s

swift

tides shall mingle
:

Eterhity’s broad sea,
EY)

i

*
Thank God for such
Alife; a lifo 80 rich in all that makes

It beautiful und bright sofpoble deeds

!

Number 23

(oT

its

* Lip

: , Wolk volume of’ commen: | shall
urelbe shall
bie
the Romi

alistan, 1,600; in Africa, Europe and the
wn
equal his Mlegory?”.
a load bs years he ‘wis ‘read and
West Indies, 1, 564 ; in all 3,646 persons, At
the Bible Translation Society's meeting, at love ‘administered peace and comfort,gave
the Zenana Breakfast, and at the Young str 1gth and encouragement to a thousand
Men’s Missionary meeting ‘missionaries households, before he was appreciated by

the cultured.

were speakers.
The Rev. Dr. Wenger, of
Calcutta, the Revs. F. D! Waldock, of Cey-

which culture

lon, J. Sale, of Barisaul, and J, Grafford, of
Serampore. The Zenana work is becoming
more and more useful; the number of versions of the Scriptures increases; and.the
area of missionary operations widens ever y
year.
A Baptist soiree was held al the Caooon
Street Hotel, and it was intensely evangelistic and missionary in its tone. The Rev.
H. Wiberg, formerly a Lutheran

now

a Baptist, gave

an

has blindfolded

men.

Can

any good thing come out of Nazareth ?
We learn words
cah inspire them,

by rote, but lift alone
make them real and a

of the

‘exclusion
of all others,

patience, are as husks, except a new birth,
growth ard development

glory. of that ‘which

reveals

the true

the chaff conceals.
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are now being guthered
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BECRETARY BRISTOW’S ¥IEWS.

in. The P.

o litle more than tivo
x

e proving

esting

shi

converts, of a
r
«A very inter

the state of the work in the Fo-

| Kien Province has: been’ received. ‘Tn soveral
cities and viliages the, Work’ has Been’ attended
with gignal blessing. Last yeur 168 adults were
baptized.

These, however, represent but, asmil

Secretary Bristow briefly = addressed a proportion of the inquirers who are believed te
large assemblage of mercliants and citizens be sincere in their profession, but are undergoing
of Louisville, Ky., at the board of frade a further probation before being admitted to bap-¢
tism. At Khutien alone 100 converts are reporttooms on Tuesday. He believed that “real, ed.” At this place the church has ehoéen ten
subslantial, enduring prosperity is to be young men to be unpaid lay preachers, and
reached only on the basis of a solid founda- through their instrumentality many have re-

part of one’s-individual experience. Integ-|
rity, perseverance, ‘courage, enterprise; tion of actual meney:
likewise, kindness, tenderness, humility,

Nothing is more ephemeral than words, the
very sport of fitting opinions ; yet incarnate

minister,

account

It is not the first instance in

»

iy

»

2

.

nounced idolatry,

' TUFTS COLLEGE

The inauguration of Rev. E.- H. Capen,
as president of Tufts College, to succeed
Rey. Dr. Miner, took place on Wednesday.
Hon, Israel Washburn transferred the char-

At

A-Chis, the

‘people

have

built a church and mission-house at: their own
expense. In one village, near La-Nguang, the
Christians are now in the majority. The annual
idol procession could not be held last year for
want of filnds, and in the public hall the idols

have been removed from the place of honor and

progress of Baptist churches in Sweden and: thew, as did Bunyan, and they will live for ter, the seal and the keys to Mr. Capen;
after which the latter delivered an address
Norway. He reported a revival movement generations.
on ** The Purpose and Scope of American
as extending in both countries; and in
University Training.”
Sweden alone as ‘many as 222 Baptist Exchange Ni oteéss and Quotes.
_+DEDICATION.
churches, with 9,678 members, 10,000 Sun-

the Ten Commandments substituted.
?
According to the Chinese Recorder, there are

day scholars and 300 teachers. The king
told a Lutheran deputation who waited upon
him to urge complaints, “Why don’t yon
leave the State-Church? There is a respectable body—the Buptists—why don’t you
unite with them?” The Rev. H. Klockers
spoke of Dissent and Evangelical faith in
Holland, and a growing community of
believers. The Rev. R. H. Roberts told
again the story of the introduction of gospelpreaching in Italy, and the need of other
laborers to supplement the work of Mr.
Wall and Signor Grassi. Genoa, Milan,
Venice, Naples urgently demanded gospelpreachers. The Rev. Dr. Landels closed
the soiree with an interesting account of
El Karey, an Arab, baptized in the pool of
Siloam, and. now a preacher of Christ at

ago last April, has

Nablons.

The Dr. also spoke of a young

Baptist in Japan who was working bard in
preaching and circulating Christian tracts,
and who had baptized a Buddhist priest and

gathered together a Japanese Baptist ehurch
of nineteen members. The Buddhist priest
is now a preacher of Christ.
Our brief survey of Baptist anniversaries
thus discloses great activity among Baptists
and a fair measure of progress in the Lord’s
work all over the world, ¢ from

Britain

to

Japan.” One quarter of the globe only,
America (excepting the West. Indies), was
unrepresented at these meetings. But the
United

States

is now a venerable

nation,

just entering upon its centenary, and is well
able to” take -care of and repoit her own
doings in the field of Christian enterprise.
THOMAS GOADBY.
YY

LRA

The Ana-baptist Tinker
Lid

——

BY E. A. 8,

John Bunyan lives. The story of his life
resembles those simple tales which a child
will beg to be told and retold, and to whieh

it will listen attentively to the hundreth rep-

loss to accountifor his greatness;
as one marveljng.

we stand

This tinkeyfs son, barely able to read and
write, feels concerned in regard to his soul’s
welfare, goes home, and his wife, hunting

among the rubbish,

finds two

The Plain Man's Pathway to

old
Heaven

books,
and

The Practice of Piety. How eagerly he
listens as she spells out the words! Soon
the Bible is found and earnestly studied.
In what keen agony he passes the nights!
How deeply he feels his sinfulness! And
what a blessed relief comes

at

last!

The

huge burden, which bent him to the ground
rolls off, and he rejoices with an exceeding

great joy.

He is a worker.

He has found

the

light

The Christian Union in-an. editorial . on

Decoration Day calls attention

to the

fact

| thas’ “(0-day the’ American Union,
politics unsettled, business ‘stagnant

with
and

an enormous debt, stands higher in the esteem of the great powers of the earth than
it did twenty years ago when

its

debt

was

It is claimed that the

largest

and most

imposing civic display
that New York has
ever experienced fook place in that city on
Wednesday, in connection with the dedication of the New Masonic Temple. It is at
the corner of Sixth Avenue and Twentythird Street, and cost over $1,000,000. The

but trifling, when every industry was active

procession of Masons, who came from all
sections parts of the country, numbered 20,000 men.

and’ profitable, but when two great
stood suspicipusly watching each other.” Tt Ld Grand Master Lewis delivered the adalso adds; —‘‘ Every difference between the" ress.
North and South lessens the respect in
OHIO ‘REPUBLICANS.
which we are held abroad as well ‘as the
The Ohio Republican State convention
pleasantness of our home relations. The met in Columbus, June 2,, and. nominated
remedy for existing disorders and" the pre- R. B. Hayes for governor.
Among the
ventive of relapses lies with ourselves to
resolutions is one declaring that there
administer, for no prescriptions by Congress should be no connedtion between church
or President will avail
ail anything. »”
and state; another regardsthe, example of
the presidency
erty, ratheror than severity ” is what Washington in retiring {rom
Zion's Herald believes the public welfare at the close of the second term as¢‘ a fundademands in the legal treatment of the crim- \mental rule in the unwrilten law of the rc.
inals now apparently multiplying among public. ”
REVOLUTIONARY
RELICS.
us. ‘No real right of a suspected person
The
Ladies’
Centenfal
Commission
of Bor=
need be infringed,” it says, ‘‘ no cruelty in |
sentence need be exacted, no irresponsible ton will open a special museum of the revoperson need be punished, it he be properly lutionary peviod of 1775, at 56 Beacon
restrained from irjuring himself and others; Street, commencing Juue 14, to continue
Persons having in their posbut when crime is made manifest, no un- one week.
necessary delays, no trivial, technical legal session such relics are earnestly requested
difficulties, no false sentiment or misplaced to lend them to this interesing exhibition.
sympathy should binder the certain and Glass cases will be provided, securely fastearly administration of the law's most fear- ened, and the whole collection will be unThe house
ful sanction. It is not the worst thing that der custodians day and night.
can be dome with a voluntary manslayer to will be open in the day time only, neither
take his life. It may be, with a proper gas nor fire will be allowed on the premisspace for repentance, the best for him. es.
THE CHRONOMETER LOCK.
Certainly it is the best for the community,
as the law now stands.”—It was, by the ; The failure of the eight masked men who
way, a typographic error which made us attempted to rob the Mohawic National
lately include *¢ the aged patriarchs” in the Bank of Great Barrington, Mass., recently,
has called attention to the peculiar lock
Herald's list of ‘‘ burdensome members.”
which baffled their intentions. This conWe have been pleased to note the fact sists.ofa lock within which is a clock-work

thus referred to by the Methodist :—** In refreshing contrast to the pounding of Dr.
Eggleston and his Church of Christian Endeavor by a portion of the religious press,

machine, that being set at a certain hour wiil
not permit the cashier, president, or any

other party to unlock the safe till the time,
at which

it

has’ been

is the fine and manly spirit of the Doctor's | When this is adopted
friends in

the

friends know

Methodist

ministry.

that Dr. Eggleston

These

good

to

lock,

arrived.
reveal

or

the

* take

UNDERVALUATION OF IMPORTED GOODS.
Mr. Hitchcock, of the firm. of Hitchcock
&

Potter

of New

York,

called

President on Tuesday, and laid

Era mentions among

characteristics of the Baptist

has

cashier will no

the consequences. ”

or creeds, and

continue to honor him as a brother in
standing.”

The Christian

altern ative

regards ‘secret of the combination

his case, and the case of his church, as special and peculiar, and that he is not crusad-

ing against denominations

longer fear the

set,

the

on

before

accusations against persons engaged in

the

him
the

the New York appraiser's office of undervaluing

Anniversaries

crape goods imported by Philip Schuloff &
Co. of that city. If put on the witness stand,
he would be willing to testify that the undervaluation of a case which came under his
own observation, was upward of 90 per
cent. Moreover, he stated that he would
ary Union. . ‘Loyalty ” it adds, ‘“ was at a
take every piece of crape goods -in the
premium, and ¢ liberality’ was at a dishands of the government, at 50 per cent.
count. The day of compromise seems not
above their invoiced valuation, and would
to be found in ‘the Baptist calendar.” be "glad to get the goods at these prices,

in Philadelphia that ** Liberal” Baptists received no recognition except in one in
stance where by some unaccountable process two of their representatives weve put
upon the board of managers of the Mission-

There's the pity of it!—This

exception, we

»
»

ro

—]

now 99 American missionaries and 34 American
ladies—besides missionaries’ wives—at work in
Chivd.

JAPAN,

The church at Kobe, Japan, organized

now

eighteen

a year

members,

It

was impressed upon the minds of the converts
that they should preach the gospel, and ten of the
twelve male members do

spending

several days

preach, some. of them

of the week

in touring

through the country, paying their own expenses.
ASIA

The
most
order,
tance

MINOR.

effects of the famine in Asia Minor are still
distressing. Houses are torn down, in
by the sale of their materials, to get a pitfor bread. Many farmers are without seed

wheat for 1875. The statistics of 200 viMages
show that a population of about 70,000 has decreased nearly one half in two years.

The efforts

of the Turkish government to relieve its subjects
are very feeble, and would be amusing
occasion were not so distressing,

if the

INDIA.

Mr. Campbell,
who joined the Teloogno mission
one year ago, writes in the Missionary Magazine

of a tour with

Mr. Clough

the Teloogoo

Christian viilages.

through a portion of

The Ongole

field has a population of 1,000,000, occupying an
area of 6,300 square miles,
In one hamlet were
three brothers, smart, intellicent young men,
who, when heatheu, were a family of priests.
They are now devoled Christixns, and two are
In another village all were
faithful preachers.
Christians.
He says, “I was struck by its tidy

appearance.

Bro. Clough said, ‘ You

cun now

_The attempt of Mr. E. C. Johuson, formerly,
an officer of the Bengal army,to carry the gospel
into Kafiristan, is characterized by the Miss. Mag. _
of the most daring efforts of the present
as o
time. HQ left Pashawar with a caravan in March
of last year, disguised in a Pathan dress, To the
master of the caravan he declared him-elf to be
a Christian faqueer, who was willing to give away
his head but not his religion; and to this bold
confession. he adbered in moments of greatest
danger.
Arrived at the gloomy hills which mark
the Indian frontier, he felt that he was entering
the Valley of the Shadow of Death.
At every
mountain path and village the caravan was
sharply inspected by armed -men of ferocious
aspect.
Frequently Mr. Johnson was suspected
to be an Englishman, but be was saved from saying more than “Iam a Christian faqueer from the
‘banks of the Indus, near Mari;” which wus literally true. Several times he thought that his last
moment had come—ouce beside a new-dug grave,
and again when a Pathan drew his dagger and
brandished it over him.
To the. latter he gaid,
“ Don’t kill me.
If you kill me, let me first commend my soul to my Saviour.” At night he was
stowed away among the sacks of the caravan,
apd guarded by members of the company who
felt a kindly interest in the daring man.
Having
reached Jellalab, he saw the snow-peaks of Kafiristun, and hoped within two days to reacli this
mysterious country.
At this place he was
thoroughly identified us a European, and seut
back to the frontier under escort, but not without
opportunity to speak of Christ in public and
private to Afghans.
He thinks the country is so
firmly closed, not to Christians as such, but to :
Europeans; and that if protection for wissionaries, and for them only, were demanded by the

He was assured that an investigation would British government, it would be granted.
"SWEDEN.
be made, and whatever was wrong would
The American
Baptist Missionary Union is
be set right.
doing a great work in Sweden.
Twenty years
THE LATE EUROPEAN WAR RUMORS.
ago, Rev. A. Wiberg, a Swedish minister who
* The Earl of Derby declined, Monday had embraced Baptist views, sailed from New
ble, and their election is * null and void.” evening, to lay before the Britishaflouse of York for Stockholm, having been appointed
nt of colportage in Sweden by the
~The. Watchman and Reflector, alluding ‘Lords the cerrespondence between Great superintende
American
Baptist
Publication Societ\.
In 1848,
to the introduction of the Southern dele- Britain and the centinental powers arising seven years previous to this event, the first Bapout
of
the
recent
war
rumors,
which
had
gates at the meeting of the Home Mission
tist church of six members was formed in

Society says: —** The introduction

of the

their

army.

origin in the

increase

of the

French

He claimed that England in offering

her fiiendly aid in dispelling the

misunder-

_

see the effect of Christianity.”
And truly there
was a marked distinction. The streets were
clean and rid of that noxious smell common te
Indian villages. They have a nice school-house,
svhere we had a little prayer meeting?”
During
the trip, 20 were baptized; a number of others
presented themselves, but on account of a scarcity
of water, had to wait until they could go te
Ongole.

suppose, which .the Era notices, is ‘made
the subject of an editorial in the Examiner
& Chronicle, which holds that the persons
thus elected, not being members of * regular Baptist churches,” are therefore ineligi-

standing between Germany and France had
made no pledges, but at the same time her
policy of non-intervention did not mean indifference to the peace of Europe.
THE SLAVE TRADE IN CUBA.
sneeringly, styled the mob element, out of
rated: in the great work of Home and Formoreover, for larger. attention to this im-|
which came sedition and discord. In: their eign Evangelization ? We are one *family ;
On
Tuesday
evening, a deputation of the
portant branch of Christian labor. The dis- ranks fanaticism flourished, yet among them
English
Anti-slavery
Society presented a
we
have
a
common
work;
we
each
need
C.
Mr.
of
paper
a
followed
cussion which
was found the five of pure enthusiasm. The the: ¢o-operation of the other; can we not memorial to the Earl of Derby, urging the
Bailhache revealed the same feeling. The
:
common people heard them gladly.
The government to take measures for the aboliooh be organically-one again ? .
churches are awakening towthe urgent need
tion of the slave trade in Cuba.
He gave
Bunyan
began
to
preach
and
drew
peoHome
Mission
Society
is
already
on
SouthautumThe
home.
at
work
evangelistic
of
no
encouragement.
Although
the
deputa- )
ple,
as
he
does
to-day,
by
his
unselfish
earern foil, doing a great work in the education
pal session of the union, it was announced,
[i

wt

gt

be continues to be a chief among Cures Ja Btate, in whieh.

Southern delegates was a very interesting
aad he must help others in the search, must feature of the Home Mission Society’s meetfor Foreign Missions, £15,987 for colleges. incite them to’seek, must warn them to flee
A people mourn to-day ; a people whom
The presentation of the report occasioned a from the wrath to come. He casts his lot ing. The welcome was cordial, and the
responses fraternal.
We could not help
He loved; tor whom his toil was given, Enshrin- discussion in which the evangelistic work
with the Baptists, who then were composed thinking, why should the Baptists of the
ed
and
ot the churches was specially spoken of
of what the statesman of that day, doubtless North and South, be any longer kept. sepaWithin their hearts he still shall live, for such
The desire was expressed,
commended,
A's he can never die.

WAS

would not be held Plymouth.
ai
*#But where RT
he. oo out of his heist, 3 heart of the colored ministry. With this work it tion urged that the good offices of teh United
it would be held, the secretary did not ap- kindled with the love of Christ and burning is plain our Southern brethren are coming States might be relied upon to fr ths
pear to know, The ministers and delegates, withthe fire of a holy zeal. It was the ob- more and more into sympathy.
What Woven; yi the Eat belia
that
as usual, dined at the Metropolitan Taber- | sci and the howly who found in his words could
merican
people would
receive any attem
be better than a sirong union of
nacle, at the invitation of the london -Bap- th§t which aroused them, made them anx- forces, both North and South, in this the of England to interfere between Spain mpd
Cuba with snspicion, andbe apt to put a
iots ; and aldo, brought them comfort and mission field to-day of Nor.h America ?"
tist Association.
wong construction wpe it,
consolation,
®
The Missionary meeting at Exeter Hall
Extracting
the
flash,
and
the
smoke,
and
r twelve years he foiled and read his
was addressed by Messrs, Gange of Bristol,
"Mission Field.
Brock, Jr., of Hampstead, Dr, Mullens, Bible and prayed in prison. Pilgrim's Prog- the report, here is the ghot itself which the
rp
“
ar.
bas
just
fired
in
the
free-school
[2
ress
was
the
result
of
that
imprisonment.
of the London Missionary Society, and Dr.
CHINA,
|
0
Any Church that seeks the public
Calrns, of Berwick-on-Tweed. Not ope It was from the labors and confinement of | fi
Canton was the , first. place iin Chin ogsecupied
missionary spoke, and only Dr. Maullens those weary days’ and nights ‘that we are i, for its own ends, Is to be resisted. by missionaries, and in no other lage, in that
had any personal knosledge of the work.of]|¢ omforted and strengthened. Should we And above all, the Romish Church, as a ‘country. is t
such a state of preparation for
missionaries abroad. But the report spoke call them weary P Were they not rather Church, is to be exposed as the avowed foe the Gospel” Multitudes have heard the m
of a large income, a great number of con-| gl
writer himself? He be- of religious liberty, of free education, of a’ ‘a8 preached in many chapels daily during'a long
on oi di to.
A the nto
the influences of the | free Reess, and as advocating®the- didn of series of years, ‘Numerous fruits of this patieut
verts, and an augmented m'ssion staff, The

etition.
Judging from an wsthetic stand-point, he
gospel of thoughts, it would be professorial’
is
not less wonderful. Taine, the cultured
and didactic. But we have a gospel of fact,
dnd therefore we preach.
Not we perform, and refined scholar and philosopher, says:
not we argue,—we preach. The adaptation ‘* Bunyan has the freedom, the ease and the
He is as close to Hoof the message to the need of the time did clearness of Homer.
not mean compromise or unfaithfuiness. mer as an Ana-baptist tinker could be to a
There was as true an adaption in rowing heroic singer, a creator of gods. Nay, he
ugainst the stredm or athwart it as in going is nearer. Before the sentiment of the subwith it. Perhaps the truest adaptation to lime, inequalties are leveled. The depth
the wants of this age was to bring into of the emotion raises peasant and poet to
the same eminence.”
prominence whatit overlooks, and to emTheris that in Bunyan's life which stirs
phasize the proclamation of what it does
not believe. That controversial preaching the hearl wherever found and however eduIv ag- |. cated. Judging him by the common standis often out of place and mistaken.
ards of the street or college, we-are at a
gravates the evil it seeks to remove.
“I
“and, thank God, I am

Not of, The spirit from all shadows, from
All burdens free, clear as the ambrosial air

more that

for light on

grave

have heard the Bampton Lectures Jor thirty
years,” said a sagacious university official,

Of rest; and so with tender hand, he brushed
The shadows from the weary brain, and took
Him home; and there he calmly rests upon
The bosom of his God.
4
For him we may
* Not mourn, for rest is sweet ; and rest like his
So peacéful, so serene, earth’s children know

That we no

of the

our message is determined. If we had to
offer to the world a gospel of rites, the
character of our ministry would be sacerdotal. If we bad to offer to the world a

But hush

Though

I looked

mysteries

cation, redemption, and

"Tis said in Scotia's kirks, this prayer ascends.
The grand, the usefal lives! ah! how they fall

Around us like autumnal leaves.

it

and I get the cross; for morality, the cross;
tor hope, and still the cross,” and so it is,
for Christ is made unto us wisdom, sanctifi-

We did not think he’d die; we thought
The prayers ascending to the throne above,
Would answered be, und that once more he’d
take
His place amid the earnest toilers of
The world, and fight undaunted as has been
His wont, against the powers of wrong.
Alas!
"Tis mystery all; dense shadows gather round;
We grope in darkness vainly seeking light.
I neath this frowning Providence, God hides
A smiling face, ’tis hidden from our view.

the useful

though

future, and you tell me a story of resurrection and ascension.
1 ask for religion

broods

Around.

¢ God spare
morn

for

seeker after wisdom, satisfies the legitimate
natural cravings of the seeker after signs
and every divergent tendency bf human
nature. An inquirer, ignorant of Christianity, might say, *‘ I expected a theology, and
I am met with a human lite, I looked for
thoughts, and I am set down beiore a historical fact. I wanted principles of conduct,

" With grand, heroic d eds,with burning thoughts,

our

president.

meets the wants which it seems to ignore
and eoutradict, becomes wisdom to the

Muck-rake in hand, and never lifts itself

* The tear-dimmed eyes that meet

the

may seem ; that this-theme includes an elemen’ of doctrine and bears closely upon
practical’ duty; that our business is to
preach Christ, faithfully, urgently, authoritatively and uncontroversially, for the proclamation of Christ and him crucified really

The world! ah, no! we can not spire him yet.
There’s maoy a weary heart which feels its life
longs

veteran,

of his life is his death, paradox

Some baseless fancy of a troubled brain.
Dead! he, so honored, so beloved, his life
So rich, so teeming o'er with deeds that bless

Work done, and
rest;

The

the year, Mr. Muclaren is well-known as
the most brilliant, the most accomplished,
and the most eloquent of the preachers of
the Baptist denomination. His inaugural
address was anticipated with eagerness, and
listened
to with « anflagging
interest.
Thowgh-occupying an hour in delivery and
dealing with a familiar and common theme,
it charmed and delighted the audience as
yi the freshness of a bright spring mornng. The purpose of the address was to
“insist upon the strong and earnest affirmation of the positive truth concerning Christ
and his death as our chief work and best
weapon in view of the existing state of feeling and opinion.” With great ability did
Mr. Maclaren carry out the purpose of his
address. He showed in the outset that
Christ is Christianity ; that the central point

regularly

responsible for the payment.
If a person orders his poner discontinued, he
wel By all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send it until Jays is made, and collect
the whole amount, whether the paper is taken from

WEDNESDAY.

interest,

ing the Rev. A, Maclaren, as

DECISIONS.

person who takes a

unusual

of the Baptist Union

Rev. C. Stovel, retired gracefully from the
presidency and introduced with much feel

from the post-office—whether directed to his name or

a

The widow and

The fatherless, a veil rests on their hearts.
Therr dearest and their est they mourh. Alas!
That lonely home, Alas! the weary heart!
Words seem but mockery now. God pity ;; for
No power but his can solace bring,

Rev. LD. STEWART, Publisher
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Sweden, by a missionary

from

Denmark.

The

little band increased, till in 1861 it numbered 52,
when

the

missionary

was

banished.

and

two

years later, the majority of the church emigrated
to America, so that in 1855 only sixteen wwembers
remained.
From this period the spread of the
truth has gone forward with #lmost unparalleled
success.
At the close of the year 1873, the nam-

ber of baptized believers was 9,678, but this does

not represent all that have been converted through
the labors of the Baptists,.as many of the converts still remain in the State church, and many
have emigrated.

The work has also extended to

Norway and Finland.

Many

thousands of chil-

dren in Sweden have been gathered into Subbath
schools.

[4
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see Lesson Papers.)
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A

J.

them.” (1) God

declares that “be, as ruler

of the people, by their choice is rejected. He
soothes the irritation of Samuel, by saying
that the people have done to God rather than

;
DESIRED.

to Samuel

1 SAMUEL 8:40.

an

act of ingratitude;

and yet

God says, ‘let their request be granted.” (2)
GOLDEN TEXT : —“It is better t5 trust The government by judges which the people
in the Lord than to put confidence in| desired to alter was carried on by the judgprinces.” . Ps, 118: 9.
.
es as vicegerents of God. That government
had given the nation a marvelous and, on
=
the whole, a glarious history. All its great
Notes and Hints. °
|
The effects of* Israel's victory over the movements were made by the command
Philistines, the judgeship of Samu (with and under (he cate of God. It was a type
his homie at Ramah where his parents lived), of adm’nistration that led to communion
the appointment of his sons to succeed him, with God, and ought to have made the peo:

and their perversion of their office are
events skippell in beginning this next lesson at the place designated.
4,5. Tug ELpErs COME TO SAMUEL AND
Ask FOR A KiNG. ¢ Then all the elders of
Israel gathered ‘themselves together, and
came to Samuel unto Ramah.”
(1) The
dissatisfaction of the elders, that is, of the
chief men of the various tribes who per-

formed

subordinate

duties as judges

and

rulers in their various cities, (Deut. 1:13—
17), led first to a consultation among them,
led next to a definite resolve,led in the third

place to the very dct which we find them
now performing.” (2). The home of Samuel
was at Ramah, in the hill ' country of
Ephraim, where bis parents had resided before their death.

Samuel

was no doubt heir,

asthe first born,to the wealth of his father
Elkanah, The marriage of Samuel is not
mentioned, nor the number. of his household.

His

two

eldest

sows

were, at

this

time, well advanced into manhood, and
therefore in his written history a period of
DY years isomitied. Upe or two verses
——
.
.
I,
the gvents of many years of his
lite, 1 San; iz,
®) The elders
come to Raghu
> their various tribes

bosom of every

community

were

enemies

lurking. Caldwell had often been threatened by the tories, and at this time it was
feared that'violence might be offeged him.

ment. = “Follow me,

Therefore arms weve not wanting, and in
one corner of the building the “guns were

stacked in a pertentious pile.
The church

was a small,

He mounted up to one of the windows.
With desperate strength he broke

away.

unpretentious

into

the pulpit, every

and

A glad cry broke from the patriots.

the stern, sad fage, heroic as the face of a

them

the manner

of the king that shall

be over them.” (1) The ground
petition and demand was right.
God

said,

‘‘ hearken unto

them.”

of the
Hence
But as

they approached this question in a wrong
spirit and way,it would not prove the bless(2) Itfis best to uning they anticipated.
dertake no enterprise however. good, until

1-=3 to {he judicial duties.
pleasant thing to break to the aged proph+ | them.

them

through

went

A thrill

of the troubles,

« Children of God, " cried

as

tized, where they bad sought
their God, and ‘en thousand

he, ‘ gird up

yourselves in. faith.

When/-the

are dying, then— oh!

then, it will

conflict

God thus teaches us not to set our

comfort

it low.

the general

manner

show

“and

| oo fhred.

of kings.”

Samuel

was true to this duty, as succeeding verges
Oppression, taxation, impressment
8 how.
for servapts and soldiers, were all mentioned as accompanying monarchies, and sure

"to be their Jot.

(1) The lesson teaches us

Lrepes’ ang the God of
In the day and inthe

night,in the battle und in the viclory, in the
« Amen, and amen!”

passed

from

one

born of God, and which is our rightful inheritance. And it shall be ours and our
children’s after us, in spite of tyrants and
oppression.. Are you ready for the battle?
1am.”
There was a pause, and a wave of tremulous

feeling

surged

over the

crowd,

Caldwell

was

said,

look-

Israel
thus to ssuffer,
Through these
flames, brethren, vou shall walk to a happy hereafter, Like Barak,ye shall rush upon your enemies and they shall be dis-

mouth to another in the eager, excited audience.
« We have a fizht, ” he went on to say,
« which none but heroes would dare to underfuke. A fight for that “liberty which is

words,

resola-

ing from countenance to countenance, ** for

to your

sorrow and in the joy.”

stern

the firstto speak.
, ‘ It is good, it 1s fitting,” he

of Deborah god ‘Barak,
7
the Bible, the 5,4

will stand with you.

and

their conflicting emotions.

them the manner of the king tbat shall
reign over them,” is meant, but ** describe

special kifig, Ly the

* Help yourselves,

Sorrow, anger,

tion struggled in their breasts. It was no
wonder they watched the oe sbising conflagration.. No wonder they stood mute in

virtue.”
- + May the merciful God belp us in our
hour of need!” murmured an aged listener.
« Help yourselves !" exclaimed Caldwell,
with startling emphasis and glowing #7es,

to be thankful for the government instituted
for us of God. We may even notice the
similarity, in principle, of our ‘government
| ¢ o that of the Israelites under the judges,
e
and recognize with thankfulness our bles:ruptible old wan, their father, and decid
|i ngs.
reof
most
(2) It is another teaching of this
has
h
which is preferable, whic
|
|
in
er
everything we desire in our disforev
that
live
esson
will
cter
chara
h
ward, whic
that it is
{he honor of the world and the favor of God content is not for our good; and

Let us pray for our enemies.”

He sank upon his knees, and with one accord his learers followed his example. The
flames roared, the sparks went whirling
upward in the columns of smoke, and the
timbers dropped away with loud noise.
But, above all the confusion, rose the

voice

of Caldwell in fervent prayer.
what could exceed the
scene, in which this New
tion took part ? We have
tan fathers on the deck

grandeur of this
Jersey congregaread of the Puriof the Mayflower,

offering up their prayers under

interesting

and

They

touching

on the

circumstances,

threshold

of

unknown

were

trials,

but

their trust was Li that Being who had Jed
them through persecution and the storm.
But the New

Jersey

farmers

knew

what

was before them, The begisning of a
mighty revolation bad in prospect some-

‘thing more gloomy and threaléving than
the barren shores ot an unknown land, yet
they, too, looked to the same Omnipotence
for strength and HN |
As they rose from
The prayer ended.
their knees, thetottering,

smoking

embers

A
a loud crash to the ground.
fell with
groan arose from the assembly as the last
The pulpit, the fatimber came down.

as

th

iin,

with the armor of God

Liberty.

‘* Herein is my Father glorified thy

and of disciples.”

:

:

« Over the Pinch.

“Of

,

Good and Evil”...
7

BY REV. R. L, Hy 1¢* -

-
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‘There is n strange, sad Thystery envelop.
Having occasion to set out some maples ing that scene in Eden, so pregnant wig),

terrible results for ‘us; we could almos
without a wish that we had been ourselves the ones

this spring, I cut one back very close, leav-

ing

about

ten

feet of

trunk

limb. As I did it, T thought, such treatment allotted to understand its meaning, even gt
to humanity would be very discouraging, Ruch a price as Eden, if it must be so costly,
if not absolutely rujnous. Very few nat- We imagine the trembling and the shrink.

ures would bear it, And following inthe
train of my thoughts, I was led to notice
the tree with more than usual interest, By
and by, its fellows leaved out beautilully on
all the little limbs

some older trees

that were left them, and

on

either side

came into

full toliage, with strong indications,—to my

fancy,—of tree pride and vanity, and with
increasing sympathy I found myself closely watching my naked tree to see what the
result would be. As 1 did so,I began to put
words in an imaginary

mouth, located some-

where in the gray trunk, as follows:
What chance have I now to be anything;
afterall this treatment? I have not even a
bud left me, To be removed from my home
aud all my old associations is quite bad
enough at the best, but to be déprived

of every limb and

ingat the -echo of God's

footstep,

and

wonder whether, after all, there was not
something of anticipation in the though
that ihe direst penalty must bear a revelation
in its bosom. Yes, we are Adam's seed,
and we dare not claim, in full consciousness
of our human nature, that we would have
done differently had our positions been Ie.

versed.
Do we act differently?
enacted, with but littlé

Is not the dram,
variation, almost

daily in each of our lives; Wilh the same
toying with mysterions wrong, the same
-half-shrinking, half-longing

attitude towarq

the complete result just being unfolded, ang

the utter abasement when it is all under.

stood ?, The cup of the soul's poison as it
sparkles before our eyes. is wot gothatose,

balf my trunk is quite bat rich with delirium; and our pulses leap

too much.. And then such discriminations
have been made against me. If 1 had been
treated as ell as my fellows, I would vot
mind it. I think I owe it to myself not to
try te grow. What is the use? And then
if I do try, I shall never amount to anything
by the side of those larger trees. I shall
just drag oul a miserable existence fora

with unnatural life as we

aroma.

detect the mere

We are dashing away the film from

our eyes, when we press the lip to the ruby
chalice, unthinking of the thicker one that
shall gather while yet the lip and chalice,~

no longer ruby,—shall scarcely have parted,

. Of good and evil. As though io the in.
finity of good there were not breadth
while, only to Ge mere and more/hopefully enough to elude the-out-reaching of the
overshadowed und eclipsed. And now" I most ardent soul ; not hight enough in God's
think of it, there is an injustice about the own blue empyrean to bathe a wing in unwhole proceeding that ought to be rebuked, touched ether ; not labyrinths enough along
and
re I will make no effort, tor! God's pathway of eternity to serve as pas
cay

not consistently do it.”

time for the mightiest mind ; as though deg.

a

But while I was thus talking for my tree,
behold! the gray bark began to be flecked
with

little

specks

of

pink, in

rings

quite

around the trunk, about six inches apart,
for near half its length from the top down,
and closer inspection revealed the fact
to me,—which I had more
pected,—that - they
were

than half susbuds, _ which,

radation were aspiration do we penetrate
the gloom which God has flung over the deformed and abominable, and insist upon
knowing evil.
~
And truly do we know it. [Tad there
been no revelation of a God, one hour of
the

inebriate's fresh

despair

would

have

been sufficient to formulate a code more
terrible than the decalogue, and to enthrone
though a little tardy, bad made all the haste
a.deity burning with-unapproachable splen:
possible, and were coming to the sunlight,
rallying all their forces to save
amd devel. dor, and girt with power. The weakened,
staggering brain becomes in a thousand inop the in no wise discomaged tree.
And then I confessed to a little twinge of stances the prophet of inspiration, but with
one burden only for the debased sou).
“¥
conscience in this regard, that while I had
Then comes also another message. Iiis
used such language as would apply to ninein itself a song. Into it are woven the exty-nine out of every hundred men, perhaps,
periences of men and the revelations of
and to very many organizations of men, I |
God. There are wooings and warnings:
had really slandered my tree. It was not
sweet, tender notes that seem sometimes to
capable of such a betrayal of nature's prindraw us almost in epite of ourselves, and

ciples and trusts, it was true to itself, no always draw us toward the right; sad,
laggard in its tasks and a viclor over the
plaintive notes, too, floating in upon the
most discouraging circumstances,

should have
been hu
of the
ge
knowled
we been content with
of
mystery
the
let
to
us
urging
all
good,
evil remain a mystery; and promising us

ear—spirits, as it were, which

Sitting in my study window to day, I see been embodied, and would have

several of those little buds, —those new
creations for an emergency,— lave come

twigs of inches in length; till it has more
limbs than its fellows, add is really ever
the pinch, giving good promise of a successful futare. © And as I muse my tree becomes my Mentor, saying to me, like a revelation, ** This prodact ol wature is a manifestation of the hand of nature's God. I, the
litile tree, have no option. He holds me
to my end. He bids my forces rally, and
“He tones my inanimate
they obey him.
heart to duty, and the only answer is imme-

pleasures less maddening but more sublime,

not to be as gods, knowing good

C

l

|

"os ud

and evil

but as God, knowing only the good.
Warten, 111.
—

rs

’

Tribute.

Year.—A

One

—

« At 1e¥gth the long feared and dreaded ILshe

ing with husbarié and children came, an
left us for a home * eternal in the heaven.'”

:

March 26, 1874.

The year is gone,
Her first in heaven;
One year ago
Her crown was given.

Dear, tired feet,
«Now lightly roam
OFer golden street,
One year at home.
‘What is her work
In that fair land,
‘Who never here
Withheld her hand?

y.

Sometimes I think

There enters in
A blood-bought soul

She helped to win.
And when she sees
The gate of pearl

Swing to let in
Some little girl,

Perhaps she looks
If it may be

-

he grasped his pistols and held them up to
diate life and action in all its tree forms.”
view. He returned them to the desk again miliar pews, the steeple seen from afar, And thus God says to me, * Behold the
Once more he spoke, were totally destroyed. Nothing but Cald- example I have set you in the maple at
after a few moments.
seemed hardly to well’s Bible had been saved.
ation
way, walk ye in
congreg
and the
your door. ‘This is the
.
interest
The
people
gazed
in
silence,
but
Caldthe
afflicwas
intense
disconragements,
present
so
our
e,
of
trials,
most
us
e
the
When
breath
make
it”
judg
to
to
better
often
on high. (6) * Make us a king
of the Almighty well spoke again.
adverse
servant
of
terribly
hazard
d
even
the
on
when
Such.
ordaine
s.
insist
come,
to
An
than
elder
tions
“
ngs
the
d
surroundi
aske
ns,”
natio
like all the
Said he: “ The devil has succeeded iu circumstances surround you, still he true
de- as T am,” he said, ** I bid you in his name
i
aking had heen promised. Dent. 17:14. change. «3) ed nsider that inordinate
of burning a temple dedicated to the ever- to yourself, lose not heart, be full of courcup
the
you
be
given
sorrow,
have
ke
1
and
hurt
,*‘li
field.
our
to
the
words
to
may,
the
sires
to
Any referees thersfore
:
subject. (4) the sacrament, and 1 would now place the lasting God. He has strewn the ashes of age, rally, do<”
ail the nations,” as if the elders desired to granted, as we see from this
for
is
battle
The
hand.
do—to
your
altar
where
it
was
erected
for
you
to
to
every
es
anyin
ed
sword
Learn also what in all perplexiff
Crucial hours come to all. Life strug«* ape pepular custows,” or ©! desir
glory. Up! pray. But be of good cheer, my people,
body that would make a figure,” certainly pray, as Samuel did, * unto the Lord.” He freedom, and for Christ and bis
gles. They come to the child, the middleearly formed this habit, and it was the most —ap, to the duty of saints and of men! and look you to that greater t2mple not aged, the old. They may come more
are irrelevant, and forget the very language
s
asked
elder
natural thing for him to do in his old age. Have you wives and little ones? Place them made with hauds—the human heart. There than once. They did to Abrabam. So
The
of God’s own promise.
books
the
in
ise
(5) See also the other side of the truth that in the keeping of your Father in heaven. will be burnings and ashes; there wiil be to Moses and David. Bat probably onprom
a
of
lment
for the fulfi
do
the sins of parents are visited on their Have you lands and gold? Give it all to blood and bleaching bones in’ the days | ly once so trying. Over the pigch, and
However, the desire to
of Moses.
of
value
the
children: that the sins of children "bing hunt the minions of England from our which are to come. But liberty will arise our struggles wiil be tac less severe.
Itis
as others do, irrespective of
To only the more “beautiful because of blood
danand distress to their parents. The shores, Be ready, my beloved people.
and
ous
shame
hiev
misc
a
their doing, plays
earnest of an inward as well as an
a’'sure
the procla- and tears.”
.
outward vidkory, which makes subsequent
gerous part with many souls. Every youth aged prophet was wounded in his heart arms !—to arms! will soon be
I warn
valiey,
sons
and
“Thy
in
him,
to
hill-top
said
erred
s
from
elders
the
when
mation
He lifted his hifagbore them aud pro- victories comparatively easy.—That boy in
needs independence. The elder
aN
J
you all, be ready.”
pounced another bene®ction. Thén,mounta strange city who elects between the Sunpot first taking counsel of God in this mat- walk not in thy ways.
came
throat
every
from
and
which
work
ceased,
ing a horse, he bid them farewell, and, with day school and a party of pleasure, choos-’
do
He
to
hasten
not
mast
We
ter.
,
his Bible under his arm, rode away.
the respose, * We will, we willl”?
ing the former, who kneels and prays by’
God his nat sent us to do. Men may be too
was
It
ced.
pronoun
then
tiwas
procras
and
Prayer
duties,
A wide-spread indignation seized the his bedside before his companion, may be
precipitte in’ some
characterized by the same fiery eloquence country as the outrage of burning this over the pinch. Many a one on giving his
nate too much in other duties. Some would
more
;
Jesus
of
as the sermon, and still farther fed the church became known. But the: perpetra- beartto God and coming out boldly for
hasten the second appearing
After a
not be the Saviour bas fought (he hardest battle
A Minister of Ye Olden Times. kindling flame of patriotism.
would postpone the day of their submission
suspected, could
tors, altheugh
usual
ment,
the
guverp
ot
came
10 God. Of the two forms
In the’ of hig life. Others again may find it like
hymn, in which all joined,
punishment.
or
justice
BY FRED MYRON COLBXy..
to
brought
—
rr —
-r
fad
that of royalty or that of judgeship, the latbenediction.
of Caldwell, however, it proved a Paul in a call to the ministry of the gospel
hands
fer approximates move to the republican
The power of the pulpit was ‘an imporThe people rose to-départ,but on the very circumstance of tremendous power, to sti of Christ. Some in stern trials. Some gooil
Aype; and when to it is added the element tant element in our revolutionary struggle. threshold the foremost suddenly halted, while up the inhabitants to meet the crisis. Sub- Christians, —veal; fruil-bearars,—in the seforth some a horrid fear blanched their faces. Up into sequently, when the conflict came, he vere use of thepruning knife. ** And every
of divine guidance, it becomes far prefera- That war of seven orien
ble to the former. Certainly , Moses, Josh- of the noblest examples/of heroism found in their very nostrils surged the smoke of a
shouldered his inusket and went (o the pranch in me that beareth fiuit, he purgeth
_ua and Samuel, in comparison with the best the annals of the world, and among no class conflagration which had been ignited in the field. During most of the war, he acted as it, that it may briaz forth more fruit.” But
N
'; of the kings of Israel, are not inferior, and of people were they more prominent than open portico.” it may be, this is
chaplain of a coptinental regiment, and wherever snd whasever
« Fire! fire!” was called out™Nn startled when in camp often preached io the army.
;* the feebler judges are nb more than idola- among the clergy. Some of the greatest
duty; rally, straggle, act. Though you can
:
divines of the day were thoroughly infused tones.
trousrand tyrannical monarchs.
But he did fighting as well as preaching, give up, don’t do it. You are to be in part
thing
the
¢
Fire!
Fire
|”
But
with
the
loftiest
spirit
of
patriotism,
and
*
ASED.
DiSPLE
6. SAMUEL
too, for such a man as Caldwell could not the product of your own choice and action,
There was a hoarse, riumphant shout out- remain quiescent when battles were going and do yourself what God makes the tree
displeased Samuel when they said, give us used all their eloquence and argument to,
his
viewed
rouse
the
public
heart.
and then the galloping of horses wus on. He took part in several conflicts. On do. Come through the pinch,~the ordeal,
He
side,
(1)
a king to ‘ judge us’?
wrong
a
The
Reverend
James
Caldwell,
of
New
heard.
ered
consid
and
family as set aside,
the fire. Come through as gold. You can
one occasion, it is related, the Americans
«It is the tories,” cried the men. were in want of wadding, and Caldwell soon do il, as my tree has, and all after
done him who had seived them so success- Jersey, was one of the boldest and mest eishrieked the women,
fully. He regarded the desire for a mon- fective of these. By his followers he was i+ Save us, save us!”
dashed off on horseback to a neighboring may be prosperous and blesed.—Full of
the
but
and clinging to their
preacher,”
children
gospel
their
trouclasping
“‘rousing
It
a
r.
called
ill-favo
and
and unchecked developarchy with suspicion
church, where he ¥procured a rapid growth
Presbyterian
!
priest,” husbands’ arms.
‘frantic
a
as
him
usdenounced
religio
tories
ically,
Dis- ment.
patiiot
lly,
persona
4
]
bled him
quantity of psalm and hymn books.
« Fire within, and the devil without!”
OL. course these
he
soldiers,
the
ly. It grieved him to be,in his old age, re- and a “rebel firebrand.”
among
them
tributing
And if our churches could do this, could
jected as governor; he feared for the fu- different and widely meaning appellations exclaimed Caldwell, rushing from the pul- cried : “Now, put Watts into them, boys.” bring all their membership to do it, how
difthe
of
pit with the Bible. ‘‘ But God will deliver
ture of his’ nation under this form of gov- owed their origin to the diversity
It is needless to add that the encmy were soon the buds of promise would appear,
ernment ; to him also the movement. savor- ferent stand-points from which the no- us. Secure the guns.”
;
the gray bark of rust and inaction yield,
He advanced to the, front, but turned defeated.
ed of a rejection of God, for the judgeship nenclators looked. Be that as it may, howvery obnox- the little twigs of teeming life deck the
was
man
_a
such
course,
Of
the
back,
singed
and
blackened.
Huge
fires
of
among
was merely an executive office under God ever, Caldwell's = popularily
to the British. The tories, in particu- unsightly trunks of bare visibility, and God
the chiefruler. (2) ‘“ And Samuel prayed Jersey people was unbounded, and from dry wood had been made, and all means of jous
His would. gloriously crown with flower and
forgave him.
unto the Lord,” This fact gives wealth to his pulpithe many times stirred up the escape by way of the doors were stopped. lar, never forgot nor
murdered
froitage the results of our human endeav:
wife
his
and
burned
was
the whole lesson. God *‘is a refuge,a pres- patriotism of his countxymen by the pathetic The figry element had even seized upon the | house
Lors.
Even though our circumstances might
by
a
band
of
these
marauders.
It
was
a
ent help in time of trouble.” Samuel was and irresistible appeals of his ardent clo- adjacent poste, and the flames crackled and
such as to put in our mouths the lanbe
terrible
afflic'ion,
and
it
smote
him
like
a
Here quence. °
_ surely wont to go to God in prayer.
leaped over carved balustrade and areh:
;
dagger’s blow.
But he lived through it all, guage of the little tree, with regard 10
Dark clouds of smoke rolled aloft,
, he found rest, strength; ‘composure, sympaOn one dtecasion, he was particularly elo- work.
and the great joy he experienced in the hopelessness and surroundings, still, there
Tbe children of Samuel were much
thy.
It ‘was upon the and it seemed as if the edifice. was about to
quent and impressive.
The exhibition of the divine
is the lesson.
triumph and independence of his¢ country
responsible for his trouble. Their bad con- occurrence of the first Sabbath after the become a funeral pyre.

Communications,

P

look to your weapons—women,look

and found
tender and

sacred memories centered around the spot,
but the torch of the vindictive tory had ‘laid

comes, wiven blood #-streaming, when men

disability hearts inordinately on the things we may
et, for he was unconscious of apy
ul for an | w ish, lest, it given us, they curse us. - God
of mind fer his office. It is painf
consnm- has oftener warned than forcibly restrained
aged person, whose life has been
re of men. It is a principle of moral governwelfa
the
to
ed in an office of devotion
old | ment to allow what yet God does not apin
be
y,to
ministr
others, like that of the
| rove in men. He forbids all forms of senage cast aside. The people respected Samand by physical laws
uel, honored his character, but thought that | sal indulgence,
te; men rush on
the good of the nation demanded a. change profests against appeti
to suffering and
but
in ‘the government. (4) *‘ Thy sons walk against the protest,
said.
fully
truth
premature decay. (4) Sathuel was to denot in thy ways,” the elders
, scribe the ways of royalty unto thew. No
These sons‘ turned aside after filthy lacye
of such conduct by the law. Deut. 16:19.
Contrast Qe opposite character of Samuel,
his incorruptible integrity, his consciousness of a righteous career. 1 Sam. 12:3—
5. In these days, the sous of Samuel are
reported to have many followers, and pexsonsin places of trust sometimes become
liable to the charge of turning aside for Juere and taking bribes, (5) Let any young
person put himself-iu the place of these corrupted judges,then-in- the place of the incor-

The’

women and children were hurriedly taken
ple religious. It did not burden with tixthey sa him take out his pistols and lay out at the window, from which they pre' es the industry of the land, nor compel the
them on the cushion, one on either sie of tired a short distance where they stood a
pation to sustain in luxury and idleness a
‘The men with their
his Bible. More powerful and far reaching melancholy group.
great house of princes. It jpvas well suited
guns
gathered
about
them
as a body guard,
that
was
than any sermon could have been
to yield piety and prosperity. To rejeot | act of the bold divine, and eyes flashed and ready to defend them with their lives in
case of a surprise. And there they stood
this form of government now was in keepbreaths came quick and short as hey wit- and watched the rising conflagration.
ing with the "conduct of Israel from the
war.
of
ations
declar
a
enessed it, for it was
It was a stirring spectacle. _ Flashes of
tirst,
(8) They sinned in this act not so But in another moment the tide of feeling
Kuch hy what they did as by what they did changed, and all heads were bowed as flame like red tongues darted in and out of
Ring pad thay as | Caldwell knelt with bands on Brow in silent | the windotvs. They seized with devastatSof ora
ing grasp upon the belfry and ran alolt the
......
prayer.
could governjthrough aking. They did not
spire quick and bright as lightning gleams.
es
14.
4:
—Judg
nced,
The text was annou
seek,in this matter, for the direction of God,"
« Up; for this is the day in which the Lord Fanned into greater volume by the breeze,
but acted as if they were competent in
hath delivered Sisera into thine hand: is they shortly enveloped the whole byilding
(hemselves to change the form of govern- not the Lord gone out before thee?” The in a sheet of fire.
in
ment given them of God.
They
stood
gaziig
with
kindling
eyes
startand
fire
of
full
were
words
r's
speake
9. A Kine GIVEN UNDER PROTEST. “Now
ling earnestness, and every sentence ap- upon the burning church which would
therefore hearken uutd their yoice ; howbeit
pealed, itself, to the hearers’ hearts. Ashe soon be ashes. Here was the altar of their
yet protest solemnly unto them, and show
approached the close of his sermon,he spoke faith. Here was where they bad ‘Leen bap-

Joshua.

you. The giant is preparing to wrestle
with us ; the oppressor is lifting his foot to
put it upon our necks; the cry of dying
we ask our God t6 direct and to bless us in martyrs bas already gone up to the ~everievapbe
>? remounstrance,
it. It is thus we escape the tate of those lasting throne. ”
with a bill of
<i
md, The duty whom God gives their requests, but with
The people were moved {v audible sighs,
and an accompanying dema..
MN advis- leanness to the soul. Why not come to Jewas mnpleasant, and the demand 1.
and even tears, by the tides of emotion:
ed. The grievance and remonstrance,
be. w=! 8 us with all our plans? why not with all de- The men reclined forward with grim lips,
They
said
to
Samuel,
| su “es and purposes run confidently to Him
to catch every word, and sobbing women
éver, wére wise.
who kno V8 What is best for us, and whether covered their faces with their bands.
“Thou art old,” not with the implication.
' aims lure
: us on to prosperity
« Sweet, tranquil peace,” resumed the
that age is a fault, but with the “hint that our wishes anu
(3)
Samuel
was
or
to
sorrow
and.
pact?
nathe
age had impaired his ability to rule
* has fled from our shores. Ibeio
against this move- orator,
butcher, the robber, the unsparing, are
tion, restrain and direct his sons, and at- told to protest solemnly
land. Men,
This was not a | ment. He was to warn them, bat not reject treading the soil of our beloved

and took bribes and perverted judgment.”
Here is a manifest allusion to the prehibition

sash

the

Then, with pistols in hand, and the

Bible under his arm, he sprang to the
ground. Such of the men as were armed
The
followed him. Butno foe was seen.
tory desperadoes had silently executed their
fell work and bad fled. It was no part of
their design to face the heroic defenders of
those weak ones.

utmostby the rural populace. The farmers,
with their families, had come from all the
éouatry for many miles around to hear
As he
what Caldwell might have to say.
eye was fixed upon the tall, erect form,

darkness. |.

After me, brethren.”

wooden building, and it was packed to the

entered and passed

of

led about

by the

Out

men.

windows and face these imps

gain

One of the lambs
She left with me.
Chord of her harp
If I could hear,
Or catch her voice,

I well could bear

\

To labor on,

To toil and wait
Till bidden in
Through pearly gate,
BIPAPAPS

Be

;
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freedom of the nation. They were buck- ye bear much fruit, ‘So shall ye be my
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" « Follow me, wives and children, cried
the stern voice of the minister at this mo-

the

The
strife coming to their own doors.
the
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and
land,
the
ng
clouds of war overhu

of our

wid

AND

voice of the people in all they say unto thee;
for they have not rejected thee,but they have
| rejected me that I should not reign over
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for any, that we should withhold
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7,8. Tue Lord CoMEORTS SAMUEL. ** And
the Lond said unto Samuel heaiken unto the

:
cre
children
blood shad erginline arrivedin that sec- en and
were
fire
(he
of
Theterrors
and ful to move.
tion. In consequence, the preacher
from
these
thau
dreaded
be
(0
more
scarcely
the
of
damger
every hearer felt. the growing

us on, saying,

jot to the’ swift, nor the “battle to the™
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the golden

rae pi et

Sabbath School Lesson,—June

49, secking Wildly |

endured.

all
from those who seem to be carrying off leh
are
we
while
joy
bundles of
to glean in the naked field.

JT.ev it never be

selfish
said of ugthat we are 80 wickedlyis weant
h
whic
as to covet to do the work
in moral courag®
for others, or so lacking
as to be continually
and Christian fortitude’
n

heal our broke
crying for something to
all points as W°
in
ted
temp
hearts, He was
for strength
him
plead with
us rather

are; let
the soul, stripped
to endure. Whatever lays
, isa greate!
and bruised; at the feet of Jesus
gs of life, !
thin
good
blessing than all the
but the
hing
anyt
in
trust
fo
us
these incline

Cross.
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Wealth tries the soul, poverty the body

A

"duct gave oconsion forthe request
displeased Samuel aud led him to God with
bis distress,
ed

. 8. Deparhuient,

b eckoning

April, 1775. The intellis
which | memorable 19th of
gton ‘and the
gence of the affray, at

a

—
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{ Father, iofinite, my hands are weak,

And tremblingly seem sinking neath the load;
Oh, suffer not the tender cords to break ;

~

:

Yet, if sustained by Thee, mo weight
For Thou

art all omuipotent aud wise,

And if proportioned wrong the burden

To one so frail and weak,

Trusting that
‘deems,

Thou

strength

suflicient

come
Inspiring one of feeble strength to rise,

And offer thy great love to welcome home
Thy erring children, whom thow’lt ne’er de

.

Thy love, which ecasteth not aside the sin-defileds
Nor driv’st them to thyself by fear of wrath,
Doth

mere
from

glow thy
earth,

yearning

heart

reviled,

toward

all of

Thy love, which seeketh not to break our strength,

than zeal is required.

Nor crush to earth-worms thine own children
dear
But which, infused in human souls, at length

ruby
that
00,~
rted,
ie ine
vadth
[the
Fod's
1 un.

Doth Juise their love and
sphere.
HE

or sacred.

aws,

But through thy Son, answering
our feeble call,
Thou show’st man’s-nght assisted by thy pow-

A

n

TE
thy

et

deg

a
t!

tha Kad)

she

This call which comes to me from every hand;

And though the strength seems weakness tound
in me

1e de-

Yet in thy strength I'll trust and firmly stand.

upon

J

How They Did It.

there
ar of
have
more
hrone
splent
ened,
nd in:

—

S—

and prevailed,” we aré constrained to look

further and see how they did it. We inquire
for the secret of their success. It may be
said that if the Holy Spirit were poy out
as wonderfully upen our churches as upon
- the church at Jerusalem, we should spe the
phenomena of Pentecost and the scenes of
Samaria and Antioch repeated again. Suppose we reverse this, and say that if we live
and pray and labor as Peter and his fellowChristians did, we shonld have as plentiful
outpourings of the Holy Ghost. Of the
divine side of those early successes, we will
say nothing. On the human side, what do
we
ver P
~ J. We see a prodig
amount of personal labor, The Book
Acts is not a
chronicle of conventions, or conferences, or
councils, or even of churches as such. Ii
is the story of individual life and labor.
What Philip did to enlighten the Etaiopian
treasurer, and what Paul did for a heathen
jailor, and hew Peter visited and gaided

‘a

It is
Ie €Xns of
ings!

nes to

3, and
sad,
the
have

had

of the
ery of

ng us

Apollos aright—these are the main features
of the apostolic history. We do not. read
that a ‘‘ benevolent society ” was organized
at Joppa, with plentiful by-laws. But there
was one woman's needle very busy there
under the ** by-law ” eof love. Throughout
the book runs this golden thread of personal
consecration to Christ's cause. In our time
there is no small amount of eloquent nonsense uttered about ** reaching the masses.”
It is a glittering generality, which finds no
warrant in God's wise book. Human beings
sin as individuals, suffer as individvals, and

| evil,

reduced

he

leaves

a town,

he

sinners by wholesale,

1f the devil can only succeed in euticing
God’s people into a big convention and into
the passage of a series of flaming resolutions, and the appointment of a tremendou
committee, and

then

going

home to sleep

over it, he is perfectly
delighted. But whén
he sees a man like
Dr. Spencer, wrestling
with an obstinate sinner, or a Harlan Page
bang at it in personal effort with some impe ent soul, he is full of rage. Satan
nows what hurts him, asd there is nothing
that he chuckles over more than the pious

vaporing about ** saving the masses.”
When

churches are revived,

®

all

ave left

ever be

gelfish
meant

ourage

tinually
proken

8 a8 We

strength

stripped

His

greater

f life, |
but the

conclude

that

the millennium is nearer hy several degrees.

henever they begin to give *‘ as God has
prospered them,” we shall hear po more
about .* destitute neighborhoods,” and
starved-out mission enterprises, * The art of
iving to the Lord is well

body.

but

f he

et us go back and find

tameut,

nigh a ¢ lost art."

it in the New Tes-
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one of these inapt teachers, when, for want

There would

to them that love God,

seer

to be enough in these two’ statements to rethe plaie ol

and

glory,

God’s

its

Well, then,

possess

may we

our

souls

in

have

no

patience, though sorely tried in many ways,
and

in ways, too,

over which we

control. God knows, even though we do
God controls, though we can not.
not.
Yes, and it would seem as if God were going to glorify himséll. by making those
things, seemingly the most adverse, to be
really the most helpful in fhe furtherance
of the Christian «in his spiritual advancement.

This is, indeed,

the

most

wonderful,

as

knew how to
preach. The narrative is—* The y preached
Christ unto them,” A personal Saviour

means to make of them,

does it not become

us with Saint Paul to be hopeful, patient,
comforted, yes, exceeding joyful in all our
tribulation? To accept sickness, bereavement, poverty, reproach, anything painful

wealth,

learning, its

pleasures

its

and

honors—and lose his own soul?”

The Use

all things

-here shall conduce to this end.

bapfies

well as most effectual bruising of the head
of the serpbnt, when his poisonous malignitill the blessing came, Such prayer would tv is turned into a health-giving medicine.
bring a revival in the most cast-iron church True, we may pot see how it is to Le
in all our borders. Nay, such prayer meet- brought about, but our understanding how
ings woulll be a revi a
A
a thing is to be done is not at all necessary
IL. Those eurly. Christians knew how to for the doing of it. But done it shall be.
give. They sold a part of their possessions For God has said it. Aud the fact of our
in order to help Christ's poor. They gave being encompassed on every hand by these
also, systematically, every week, as God
painful things, over many of which we had
had prospered them, When the time comes no agency in bringing them around ug, and
that American church members begin to earnestly desire to have them depart—in
sell their parriages, and rosewood pianos, view, we say, of our actual gurroundings,
good use God declares he
“and Brussels carpets, in order to fill up the and the great

of Christ, we may

though

—§

merce would alone account for the number
of cities recorded in the Bible, and the denshy of population of the East.

move disquietude, and silence the murmarit is ‘ings
of Christians, Believers shall be to

work.
:
II. Another secret of apostolic success
was that they knew how to pray. They
had no stereotyped liturgy, such as we
hear in too. many Presbyterian meetings.
Too many Christians pfay ‘like a book.”
Those early Christians asked God for Bid
what they wanted, If Peter was in a dungeon, they met al John Mark’s house, and
praybd him out of the dungeon. If they
needed tourage to face the enemy, they
prayed that they ‘‘ might speak thy word
with all boldness,” Every prayer had a point
and a purpose, They were united in their
requests. They continued in supplication
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the longing of the heart of humanity.
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Come, and boldly, frankly ask, What
is truth? and wait for and. accept the answer manfully, if not joyously.
Find the
truth and do it. And so doing, you shail
know the inexpressible joy of i nest freedom, the inspiring delightsomeness of the
sense of perfect, everlasting liberty, the

or threé, and these will be
exceilent

who

in Christ Jesus], and the truth shall make
you free.”
And to be free has, through

the Sunday school is evidently not his
sphere. The work of many of our iustitutions is retarded and sometimes blocked by
incompetent men : especially in the Sunday
school are these disastrous results seen. In

golemnly
enjoins upon Christians to kee
rsonal oversight of each new convert,
If
Brother Moody has any ‘‘ hobby” it is the
sensible one that personal labor is the mainspring of spiritual success. He bas no patience with this magniloguent rubbish about

saving

two

teacher may be a most

Each person must be reached—one at a
time. Brother Moody preaches Jesus to
ten thousand hearers in Dublin or Manchester, and then he asks each individual to
stop and be conversed with in an inquiry

When

to

staring listlessly about, snd manifesting
the signs of a want of interest. -

must be saved as individuals. Christ did
not die for!* masses"; he died for. men.

meeting.

he

of religious fanaticism; and the word of
God says enough about the danger of
earnestness withont discretion to warrant us liberty of the suns of God.— West Christian
in asserting very plainly that for successful Advocate.
Christian work something more thax zeal is
eguired.
|
t me lay it down as a-second principle,
Ancient Population.
‘that all men are not equally adapted for
b
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every kind of work which the church
Mr:
George
May
Powell, of the Oriental
affords—a principle so self-evident as to Topographical Corps (in a paper on * Olive
seem like the assertion of a truism, but, Trees,” recently prepared and read by him
nevertheless, one that is often forgotten.
as Chairman of the Forest Committee of the
The Apostle talks about the different gifts American Institute), has, perhaps, furnishour
of men; but in selecting workers for
ed the key to a mystery ip both sacred and
various departments of labor w+ seldom secular history.
e shows, from his pertake the trouble to find out what their gifts sonal observation of the o'ive industry in
To
all.
at
any
have
they
whether
are, or
Syria, that a low average yield of oil is 500
begin with, there is such a thing as natural gallons per acre. Consequently, as the
b
means
aptitude, which is what Scripture
wholesale price of a gallon of oil exceeds
a man's gift. Almost every church will that of a bushel of wheat, and the average
of the neglect of this pied of wheat here is not more than ten
supply illustrations
common-sense priadiple. Visit any Sunday
ushels per acre, an acre of olives, at these
school, and you will see round one teacher relative rates, is more than
equal to fifty
fixed
eyes
all
with
or girls,
a number of boys
acres
in
that
great
pi
mg
i Tl of
attenon him, and every nerve strained in
wheat-growing. Versus Colenso, he ar-'
tion; whilst the next class will, perhaps, be

Cornelius, and how Aquila and his wife set

blime,

$e

that. The fountain is full, overflowing, and

asking, we shall receive.
told us whatis truth. He has
the way, the truth, and the
seek Jesus and win him, we

shall possess
with the truth
in my word,
deed ; and ye

chureh’s history have been the consequence

When we read that in the days of the
apostles *‘ the word of God grew mighty

F with

b

power may be fully utilized and their excesses restrained. “But surely no one will
venture to assert thal in the highest and
most difficult ‘work any man can engage in
—a work which has to deal with the subtle
spiritual nature of man—untutored zeal 1s
all-sufficient. The Bible says, *‘ He that
winneth souls is wise.” Some of the most
melancholy and disgraceful events in the

sein,
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|through.”
“And yet we do pass constantly with
ours,” said one friend to another, as they
contumely of the proud, strip us of cherishturned up this passage out of a more freed plans, and shut the gdte on troops of quented
and broader thoroughfare. They
beckonihg pleasures ?
.
carried no visible burdens, but they were
This «is not a manly, sincere way to ask like many who, although they have no out““ What is truth?
God is not mocked by ward pack upon their shoulders, often stoop
our half-hearted, hypocritical asking. Dees inwardly beneath the pressure of a heavy
he not honor Syropheenician earnestness load upon the heart. The worst burdens
and lig
. esteem a Pilate-like indiffer- are those which never meet the eye.’
euce? We
dyght to ask [or the truth with
Thére is another gate—one which we are
an intensity of earnestness that will render, invited to enter, must enter, if we would
a denial the deepest pain and disappoint- ever attain to rest and peace, and over which

ing—is essential; and where these qualities
exist in full force it is net difficult to graft

ind,
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We might

it ‘instinctively feels will be the strong,
living answer that will change so many
things in our lives, expose us to the keen

I do not wish to be

That which

fresh supplies of the pure water,

jections - and cunning glossings, while our
cowardly, selfish heart shrinks from what

zeal—viz., earnestness, love, and right feel:

§

Therefore, O Lord, I must go forth to these,—

pas

oft

and

understood to mean that other qualifications
without this will be sufficient; for I much
question whether mere cleverness, without
sympathy and these: feelings which are in-

hopes to thine own
.

ers.

cd it will die unless it receives continual and

of

of
Corist,—the friends of the world?
When we inquire of the Lord for the true
way, do we
fumble about for plausible ob-

will make a man
Thy love, which wil’st (he happiness ofall, br ‘ dependebi of education,
effici ent in any kind of work, either secular
Though not by rendering void thy high, pure

long

n

np

take the following:
The success of a church will -depend
much on the character and qnalifications of
its officers and chief workers. Mr. Spurgeon, when once asked to account for his
extraordinary success, replied that he had
“qa strapping good lot of deacons;” and in
most successful charches, if you look into”
their inner life, you will find this to be the
secret of their prosperity. Much depends
upon having the vessel well manved.
A
captain, however skiliful he may be, can do
little if he be surrounded by a worthless
and incompetent crew,
Let me lay down as a first principle, that
for work in God's church something more

Twas well; I thank thee,

But through hy Son, our Brother, once

a

in the manner

the value

conviction in his demagogic heart that the again, and return to the Fountain, Your
answer from the pure, truthful, brave lips of peaiient heart is your proof that your sin has
en washed away 2) the ever-flowing
Jesus would ent sharply and uncompremisWere it not for this
ingly across the proud will and ambitions blood of the Lamb.
pure, fresh stream, you must die; but it is
and desires of the Roman Governor.
Do any of us now ever ask like Pilate? flowing for you, therefore believe and use it
Do we ever say,
Lord, what is thy will? for yourself. If it stops, you are lost, but
and then turn away
rinking,balf-dreading the supply never fails; it comes forth in
to hear the answer from the lips of Jesus ? greater abundance for {he healing of the
your
Do we ever nsk what is truth? What is nations, therefore you can receive
the right in this or that question that cluse- share from the wounds of the Great Physily affects our life? and having said the cian, ‘The blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth
\
words, do we go out and attempt a safe us fromall sin.”— Interior.

A writer in the Methodist (English) makes

I know they aye not; from thy blest realm they

leap

in

of this body of Chris
p time of their union with

rogre

when he had $aid this he went -out again to cleansed from his gin. Do not doubt, then,
the Jews.” Perhaps there was a secret ye weak one, when you fall; you can rise

certain pertinent remarks about ‘‘ Common
Sense and Christian Work,” from which we

Which ope, as buds of promise,{rom thy word?

ose,

it is found

clear, limpid streams, and when transplant.

rect. But the hummn questioner did not
wait to hear the divine answer. *‘ And

Work.
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o

spise.

olime, far-off Madagascar,

begin to think hima sinCere' searcher after

affects me

pure, sweet, cheerful, honest,

Christian

r
But are these later visions all for naught,

ame
vard
and
der
as it

No epistle

Ss

e
My heart is human, but if One attends
1 need none else,~my cause is well sustaived.
Thou Psd me on this earth, midst those who
Much of thy wrath,

Oe
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they would serve as a reel. The plantis of
such a nature that it can not live unless it is
Improved Farm
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water. In its pative Guaranteed,

eternal verities, for his words are so di- Christ ; nothing can take away his sin but

The burden chafes, because from early filends,
From loves of youth, 1 walk alone, condemn-

taught

—

honest, earnest, manly inquiry.

men and women,”
Then we shall have a
fresh and beautiful ** Book of the Acts."—
Dr. Cuyler, in Evangelist.

seems,

i

y

that noble old Paul ever penned

yet I will rise,’

thy

N

‘Theve is significance
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y

the connecting threads are so minute that

Asking like Pilate.

heroic life. The man
. himself represented
Jesus to a wandering, wicked world. The
crying need of our day is * more Christ-like

I'll bear.

a.

men as well as in their words, Pilate's
question, ‘* What is truth P” looks like an

4 more than his

* “yor I have grasped the burden of my lot, :
And welcomed it, Tis great, and hard doth
bear
And keenly chafe on many a tender Spot,
!

i

upon every conscience, Conversions came
thick and strong.
:
V. But the grandest thing about those
early followers of Jesus was their lives.

- to live was Christ.
For them

_ Stay, Lord, my feeble strength o'er buna

Ea

i

Intelligencer,

sinner.
They wasted no time on
les controversies. Taking it for grant-

ed that each man was a perishing sinner,
and taking it for granted that the Gospel of
Calvary was true, they pressed the Saviour

Prayer for Strength.

TAT

the world can never take away.—~Chrisiian

was brought Yightdiionie to each needy,
uilty

»
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Agents Wanted

of Enemies.

When a man complains of his enemies, it
pot only shows that his heart is filled with

enemies ave far less dan-

gerous than secret ones. ‘The man is an
enemy to himself who indulges ip hatred to
his

againgC

fellow-man,

those

and

revenge

meditatés

hostility he com-,

of whose

plain€; for by cherishing such a temper of
mind
God

Ye makes himself an enemy of the
o condemns all implacability and

malevolence of disposition,

the matter calmly, and

Now

you will

how much good ybu may derive
enemy, and thank ‘God that so
can come out of evil.”
i.

The

soon

see

from an

much

good
;

fib. i. IEP EET
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bring about God’s best ends, our preparation
BY A. H, K.
for n<efuluess hereand for heaven hereaflier.
There is a plant whose leaves are of so
Such a state of midi indeed a loretaste of
resemble
yet sojourning on earth. “peculiar a construction that the
heaven, while
porEvery
name
its
hence
;
a
work
such
lattice
in
peace
a
joy,
a
hope,
There is a
state of mind, which God alone gives, ani tion of the leaf is of the finest texture, and
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that comes upon us, as God’s best means to

urs

hesitate

not

would

to retaliate if opportunity should offer, but
also that he lacks wisdom as well as charity
in not considering how useful an enemy
could be to him. A wise and faithful friend
once spoke to his acquaintance upon this
subject, asfollows ;
“ You are ever complaining of the wrong
and annoyance you suffer from your enemy,
but you forget thay more than half your
trouble and fears come from your own
heart. Guard more against yourself, and
you will have less reason to fear other
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and taken home the idea of Ged’s| public ought for a mement fo be endurgrasped
He
helpfaloess, it is a great gain.
He mules in the earth.
mighty.

their

. AN ANx10U8 QUERY,

Day, is ready at once to enter upon the | acterized the

and of | lic©
Mission

prominent

reso-

the last ‘twenty days.
Suicides, murders,
and all the variety of fiendish assault, have
been of almost daily occurrence.
One can

seéms, “at times, | take the responsibilityof érime

a good conscience
keep

n

of the best kind.

He comes freest when | The churches that already exist are not
H . 20 es in spite of | enough to properly perpetuate the princi-

and | understanding
it.
= that ishit would
:

They are
giants.
ants.
then baffled and beaten. The Juste
bread is often a hard one; the struggle
integrity is often a much fiercer thing.

win

liberty

thant secdnd; béckuse they dan I ufford'to

ya

hts

.

ok should also oocapy-a

contending | have fa nndertake such a work with el’ unt |

mow
everyato

eu]

of 8 cost]

Others must be established, if we would*| respect, and we are glad to ohserve that
‘
they are making it.
:
Book-KEEPING WITHOUT A THACHER.
lute fidelity is what will make this help of wisely provide for the future.
wif
:
—
We are glad to observe that Prof. A.’B.
What is pressingly teeded in this departhis seem most real, abundant, sure and pre——THE
INEBRIATE'S
REFUGE.
The Ap- Meservey, Principal of New Hampton Inment
of
work
is
money.
Without
it,
God's
cious. Without that help even the strongWith it, pleton Home, lately removed from ‘Boston, stitution, has taken preliminary steps to
est are liable to fail, while’with it even the grace caf do only hai its work.
and
with
a
wise
and
consecrated
use
of it, was openedin Needham, Mass., last Tues- ‘prepare a text book on, the eleménts of
fearful and feeble are going on to certain
day week, with appropiate speeches® and. ‘book-keeping, and whieh may be used in
these
places
of
ignorance
may.
be
enlightvictory. We want many things, both for,
other exercises.
The location of the Home
common schools and academies without the
the sake of the inward life and the outward ened, his word may be proclaimed in is fayorable, both for health and in point of
aidof a professional teacher, and also by
success, but this is the chief and vital thing new fields, facilities for -doing his work beauty. There is'no class more deserving private students.
The work is the result of
may
he
multiplied,
and
the
mame
of
on which almost ull else depends.
:
of help than the unfortunates who have be- long experience as a teacher and careful
the Master and of the profession that we
come chained to drink. The object of this thought on the subject, and will meet a real
bear may both be honored.
A Lesson of the Hour.
Home is to help and reclaim them. We
want. It will be printed in colors b
y
- As an esseatial and foundation principle,
C.
The startlibg crimes of the past few let the brethren thus assembled ‘seek com- wish it and its inmates success and prosper- “Avery & Co., Boston, and published by
D.
Thyng,
New
Hampton,
N.
H.,
about
the
| sveeks are the subject of general comment. pleter holiness unto the Tord. Mere de- ity.
[
20th of July, of whom it may be obtained;
The press,the puplit and the bar,—the latter nominational loyalty and nnion, abundance
——TuE PRESIDENTIAL QuEsTIOS.
The also of Thompson, Brown & Co., 25-29,
in a professional capacity,—have dealt freely of money,and enterprise. in all departments
political event of the past ten days has been Cornhill, Boston.
with them, every utterance being winged =f Christian work, are highly
valuable.
the President’s letter declaring that he is
with the horror with-ayhich the awful recBat they are as bankrupt paper without the
not a candidate for a third term. This simBro. PaiLuips AT PROVIDENCE.
Among
ord has filled the mind.
underlying, directing and engrgizing agent
plifies the work both for #he approaching the more noticeable features of the recent
Hardly any period of time of equal length ey of a holy life. Seek that, and then with
campaign and for the next National conven
meeting of the Rhode Island Association,
has shown a blacker
record
than
has

ai their!

i

{he bre ol

Pexample may
J
ap
:
haveo any.
influence

‘| running to’ sentimentalism and looseness,

our anxieties and

road Dd) Mos) let ops

exaggerate

a pigmy

of | tion and

p

POSEnOW ; and third, becafise,so far as their | items which they would

Truefortify
soul this
liberty
To
liber-is

not -veview the list .without. shuddering.
will readily appear to
©*
eriences are
; Can we possibly getany benefit out of it ? J every lover of our faith. Let not the YearBe on the bilby bag
Yes, if the record shal! turn the, attention Jy Meetings pass without earnest effort to
“n
:
-.
They ig
interpret themscIves in the heart of the peasant of the , nublic'to its responsibility for erimis strengthen our Zion in these respects, and
“hin certain
limits,
the public the results may be blessed.
There are ceras well as in the s62! that walks in royalty n als.
Wi
crime impossible. That is, tain agitated questions of church doctrine
of place or power.
And wherever this ought to make .
~te, restrain and elevate
and practice which we have not {ouched.
truth is realized it comes as a gift of it ought to so educ.
“tthe criminal pro- These, if the other ‘needs could be met,
strength, of courage, of confidence, of comevery member of it, tha
arreplaced. So might safely be left to take care of themfort.
pensity would be overcome .
“ly for the selves.
Of Swrength. This often proves a hard much should be insisted on, pa.
Pe
1 partworld to men aad women.
The barriers good that might be accomplished, fx,
Tributes to Dr. Day.
The [1y for principle’s sake.
in their way are many and great.

hi 1 Bo

and | purpose.

Oesitle oni ‘the diy'of' graduition—')

DO

ree

ty with such guards as shall prevent it from

many a human experience. . And thes.

them
oj
forces.
a that: oppose

“The Committee on the eirls’ hich

ly

A

It is to the
actual levels and experi- | The subject of church extension,
of our
daily life-thathe thus comes, | the various branches of Home

iroug nts.
Sconragency

which marks the writers of (bh, East. They
express only what has been foun, trie in

might.

enough ~{0” dress in calico, | Seems to be. the desire ot the ‘friends

:

able to take vital hold of the idea that . God

mere

a

now near and ready to aid us in getting on The want of accomplishment in this reand (hrough and ‘over our hindrances and | spect is really a weak spoke in our wheel.

ofboth

prayer:

“ "fhis is life eternal, that they might know
thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ
whom

xa

tender | 10 nd bitter as these may be.

That

by

hat have been coupled-withthe office, Khe, that idea when they built,

lady graduates were | chief reason for reviving the discussion NOW | architecture in Europe, | This

land Association of Free Bapist Ministers, | that an attempt will be

him | 6c eS 01 our gal y

outward con

-—

burdened with our weaknesses,torn with our | may well be a chief aim of
fears.
vos

~—that which enables us to apprehend him
in his vital relations to us,—goes far to in-

.

and returned to the owners, when desired. | these gentlemen decline to vacate volun;
tarily., Thesame is true of the Collector

a

ip
:
The true
knowledge of him,

{
trustful.

and

and

om

rod is such a helper, even though we fail | should be our "earnest purpose. Thus to;{ 40d. should ive weight,
a
ile, Jet
to take home the fact. - Tle is & helper to | seek the denominational welfare, to the end | them and otijets readily suggested, enter in-

con- | SOTTOW s,tossed about with

id
beneficent

—

forthe youfig dlta dome
Lt
of ornamentation
oréswentation ws:
bag’
» Yoit hoetert
feedn't detract
detracl from
from the
the famefeud oror] | tod:
ted. Thawgee age of
has passed2h
as possible. | The service of the, other illustrieus names
i
fe orvmehtation
simply

as weto those plagued with our trials, | that it may doa higher and better work, | ©. the calculations of the many who are |

are

sturdy

gratitude,

and peculiar’

and bis hoart ean pever go unsolaced.

Thinking

a

in

the, | going iu the least to hinder our best Chris-

iiadinte'iszich in fhe diviuestpossassions;

Men are like}

the gods they conceive. Looking, we

of God as lawgiver

either settled

the viston
with like
tender
tion our
aré watchword.
unchanged.
other
comfort
that tears.
: he. whoThere
has isit noin | |still

LFF. O the Wor ship of alse gods, B20
; Sirong y Protespel Rgainsh because false
changed iplo the same

and the. gift of help,

of | * © £boke speech with gratitude and

That is also why idol-

views Work moral mischief.

through | cussed, and

it i4 God that comes with | the way,—that is, if by remaining they

comfort is sometimes so deep

‘
a Fhat,
Hpiare
relations,
too, ois

; we taken todisabuse

when

both the pledte

ss wiv

we are taught so mich in the Scripture

Shahan
his qualities and

And

:

:
aa) choo! 1a Boston tas lve ady ad.
dressed a circular to the ‘advanced classes | PB. DAY'S MEyoIR. We are glad to anin tht school asking them to dress as sim- | nounce that Rev. W. H. Bowen, of Lewis-

their tggu€ And stopped (Mir sighs with a | Christian spirit or else put resolutely out of

God's joflaenoe ooh. 18 depends largely
N

smiled

.

—

be
p y
ye.
pe
‘
‘[ which of course made the gentlemen less Colonel Presgott to erect a monument in his | come, and lience money must take the form
be done }
!
2h
all
| extravagant in their outfit; The reform is | memory. A Boston. gontleman offers to | of utility, if'it would serve God or man
‘Much every’ way:
First. of all, they being urged this year in several of our cit-| head a subscription
with $500 for (hat weil,

s nOL10 baforgotien or | should earnestly seek to unite and strength-

up their eyes jn gladpess,

: Helper
eiper.

not, And

WM

nearly

last year whose

What will they find to, independent

need. But for such | en the denomination in all its parts. Many
lon should be addressed to the Editor, andean | 1eft nirdded dn
letters on business, remittances of money, &c., | WOrdS, how mavy hearts would have ulter-| questions have lately arisen to distract and
should be addressedto the Publisher, Dover, NH, | ¥ sunk, Which, stirred by them, bave lifted | perplex us. Thesesghould be amicably dis.
—

\
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(hey can afford itie
or
Thon
ey to follow sgl 25
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This issue of the Star will find mest of | We gladly hemrd’ of twe or 'fhiree Tnstiry-
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the highest to $300° for the lowest,
The
Alliance says some good things on. this sub.
ject, an extract from which we suhbjoin
with hearty commendation :
:

¢« Among the doctrines which the modern

{han satisfactory, it
ing. ‘The classes in
States and England

was decidedly intevesthistory of the United
were quite propatosedhome,
Db

stions
qaweropel
and
¥
i
A
d
es
&
dw
strangers with
not
Tdid
k
Gree
and
{tn
t
LA
The classes in
en of, Bro,
hear, but they were highly spok
osed! almost enMorrell's Bible class, comp
with the minisity v
tirely of young men
eutere

clergymanis to preach is the right use of view, or those who have already
money. It may not be in the Confession of (he field, showed a familiarity with
ethics, of com-

Faith, but it is in the modern
mon sense, and should be widely
«>

inculou-

pistory that was truly. vefreshing.
‘

i

sacred
®

3

’

a

fia

BRE abairet ny ouvapitewer

THE
Bracket being

ers, five in number, brother

F. B. Woman's

seed i AL estry.
arer Ib Be
church in Providence, May 26, at

the principal, are expected to continue their | ‘sembled in nt
Brother Mor-

connection with the school.

ell is expected to prosecute his agency a ». N., the second day of the

| R: I. Association... |
. Mrs, Brewster ‘was chosen President, and
Mrs. M. M. H. Hills, Secretary, Reports were

supey
portion of the time, and raise monto
t
curren
the
g
meetin
in
ency
defici
ply the
The accommodations ave far
expenses.
“00 limited for the number of students that
desire to attend, ‘The gentlemen's board:
ing hall is a great help, and the completion
The
of the ladies’ hall is greatly needed.

read frgm

ciety had

Tuesday. ‘evening,

field,

an enthusiastic talk on California.
Wednesday is the great day, The grad-

‘forwarded $147

as wisely

memory,

in the

is my earnest prayer.

tribution.

only

to the Treasurer of

kinds of work very neatly,
untiring in her efforts

But

a condensed outline

assisted by the report

in the

and out of school, - I thought

froth

heathen,

if ‘you,

. . .

we found Mrs. Smith quite ill.

At

well

And

bers to attend the anniversaries.

learn to embroider, but cared

instruction, - The baboos ale glad to have their

wives taught, and the work jn the zenanas,
originated by Miss Brittan, is perfectly fascinating. The baboos, however, have a bitter dislike to anything being said about Christ. The

»

missionaries may teach about God, but they are |,

*Home Mission Chit-chat.

unwilling that Christ shouldbe named.

We want to call t he attention of the brethren

a while, one of the zenana women in Midna,
pore became a member of the: English church.

as they assemble in %their Yearly Meeting association to the claims that the “Honie Mission
cause has on their benevolence. The past win-

This act so excited

must be

REV.

We

gatherings,

and

then

have not space to give

you

will

be paid.

the work done

for

our Zion the past. year, through the instrumen<
tality
that

of the H. M, Society,
some thirty or

forty

but briefly

needy

notice

‘churches

were

helped, several missionaries supported, some
three thousand
added to the dénomination.
Some of our interests in cities and important
places would have ceased to exist but for thé aid
of the II. M. Richmond,
Va, Harper's Ferry,
Cairo, New Orleans, Alabama, Tennessee, Chica:

go, Cleveland and other points mustbe given up if
the H. M. discontinues its aid. We doubtif there
are four millions of persons on this earth who are

more destitute, and veed the help of the gospel
more than the colored

in our own country.

Our

brethren in Wisconsin, 11inols, Towa, Michigar,
and Obio commenced and have carried forward
the Cairo Mission thus fur by their liberal dona

tions, and we ask them-to remember this mission
as they assemble in their Y. M’s, Dov’t let it go
by default. So let our friends in New England
and N. Y.

remember

Harper's

Ferry,

u

work

they ean not afford to sée languish for the wan;
of aid. Our H. M. work Is imperative, on it
depends much of our future lopes as a denomination. © We

hope and

pray

that

not a single’Y.

M. will be held without remembering the wants
of the'poor in our own country and the necessity
of aiding them'by a collection as great as the
importance of the object,
The church in New Haven, Mich., is enjoymg
much prospenty under the tuithfal labors of its

pastor, Rev. U.
through severe
management the

of his devoted

B. Mille, “After

having passed

trials, by wise and
Master has crowned

servant

judicious
the efforts

with the most

cheering

of blessings,~the success of the cause.
Rev. Jesse Robinson is laboring as a mission-

ary in Amelia County,
Getersville and Amelia.

Va. He preaches in
He thinks there isa

She told me of

fair

up

prospect

of

building

churches

in

both

places, but needs help very mucli.
‘We publish the following

letter received

from

Rav. N. L. Rowell, the faithful pastor of the
church in Biddeford, Maine, in hope that it may
influence others to imitate the example of this
pastor and church, and set the mission ball a
‘rolling :
!
For the past year we have been struggling to
liquidate a debt of $2,000.
on our church.
We
have also made repairs which bas taxed us con-

siderably.

But we could not afford to be depriv-

ed of the blessing of giving in support of missions, as no chureh ean: aecordingly, yesterday
a stormy day, we set. the ball a rolling. Raised

some $75 in a few

moments,

and

should

have

raised our full apportionment had our usual
audience been present. Shall now hold quarterly missionary concerts, and hope to bear our
Prespart in the matter of church extension.

ently I shall ask for subscribers for the Evangelist

which

fwe

prize

bighly,

and

regard

honor to the Home Mission cause,

it an

Bro. Manning writesas follows, which will be
read with interest by the friends of the mission :
. @The Mound City Q. M. held its May
session
with the Ullin church, on the Ill. Cen. R. R.
The churches were all represented but one. They

all reported harmony and steadfastness, but little
increase in numbers.
The Mound City church
reports a net increase of eight, Their management the past year has been rather damagingto
* the pros
ty of the cause, Tvisited
Mound
ity about seven months ago; they had raised

their house of worship,

which

stood

but a few

which you have heard,

not conceives

threw

great

‘ The

but

many

of

whi$h

famine

of

you can

orphans upon

the

One of these pupils,

hands of the missionaries,

now married, collected, of her own accord, a
group of scholars into a school, and is the first

instance of a native woman teacher in the Santal country.”
Murs. Phillips said that nothing, during her
ten years of missionary work, had so much
cheered her as the formation of the Woman's
Miss. Soc, If, in the past, more women had
been

sent out, the results

would

have

been

far

greater. The women have much influence over
the children ; and in the zenanas, the mothersin-law are absolute rulers of the household,

When the son takes his wife home, he s#ys to
her, ¢ You are to obey my mother in everything.”

In one zenana, I found a wife, who.had

been in it for years, who had never spoken in her

mother-in-law’s presence, only
expressly given her permission.

when she had
Often a family

of several generations is found in one zenana,
sometimes

numbering

one

hundred

persons.

Ten years ago, the baboos would not allow their
little girls to attend school to receive religious
instruction ; but now, very many go regularly
it up, and in two weeks they have promised to to Sunday school, and these "children will not
ut-up the frame again, Several of the members
grow up idblaters.
:
ly moved into the country, others are going.
Atthe close of Mrs, Phillips's address remakks
There is no-work and the city is being depopufunds
lated very fast. The people were never 80 poor were made as to the ease with wh¥h
us they are BON How they live I can’t tell, but
the
if
work,
mission
the
they are hopeful amd
want a house for the Lord, might be raised for
» and they will divide the last crust of bread and women in each church would band themselves
give their last dime for the Lord. 1t is wonderat first they be few in number,
ful what sacrifices they make for the cause. I together, though
Carbondale. The 3 M. is to pay two cents per week in addition to what
am going to-day to
held at Grand Tower. I expect to find a poor they are already doing.
The hour being late,
people there. The furnaces are stopped and the
o'clock, next morn~
10
to
distressa
in
adjourned
are
the meeting
Jeople are out of work. Things
days when the wind blew it down,

and there

it

; has remained until the Present time. Some of the
lumber has been carried away for kindling, I
succeeded in getting them to meet to-day and
pile

ng condition, but with all their poverty and
suffering, they still trust and praise the Lord.
Cor. Sec.
A. H. Caasg,
Ce
<

pe

\

Rev. H. F. Woop writes from Mancbester,N.,

H., as follows: We gratefully acknowledge the
pr sence of God and the eontinuance of his blessing upon the efforts of the Pine St. ¥. B, church
of this city. Converts were baptized and added
to the church on three of the Sabbaths of May,—

May 2, twenty-three; May 9,six; May 28, seven,
Others will follow

soon.

The

revival

interest

still continues, and scarcely a week passes without conversions, Between fifty and sixty have
been addod

to

the

church

during

your,

Ry,Ag

AA

hi dro

ode

the

past

around

ing.

work and life, and control the avenugs leading

ities,how much greater are those which cramp the
women of heathen countries.
Their condition
should appeal forcibly to us all. The work at-

Such things

growslowly, butin each church some should be
aroused to do » work which shall not supersede,
but supplement the work of the. General Board.

To direct funds from the main channel would not
serve the cause, but by small avenues considerable sums may be raised. What is greatly to be

cess to the women

She would have ac-

in zenanas as no man can have,

The native physicians are, for the most part, mere
jugglers, and the natives are relying more and
more upon the missionaries.
It will cost something to carry a woman through a, three years’
medical course, but we must

homes of India

remember

that the

would be thrown open to her.

Auxiliary societies shoyld be formed and the support of one woman be assumed.
. Mrs. Brewster said that as a body the R. I. Free

Baptist Association numbers about three thousand
communicants,of which,

at

least,

one-half

are

women.
If each woman could be persuaded to
give a small sum weekly, the needed sum to
support one woman missionary could: be easily
raised.
Upon motion of Mrs. Burlingame, it was xe-

solved that the'sisters of the R. I. churches make it
their aim, during the coming year, to raise $400,
the sum necessary for the sapport of one lady
missionary.

Pei

;

Mrs. Brewster read a letter, from Miss Smith,
of New Hampton, which told of the formation of
a society of little girls who work for Indian girle,
and have assumed the support of one, whom: they
have named Eva Hampton,
Twenty dollars will

support and educate her for one year,
&

Sec.

nb

A very inter
Met according to adjournment.
;
Ministers and Churches,
esting letter was read from Mrs. J. A. Lowell,
the Cor. Sec. of the F, B, Woman's Miss, Board,
that Rev,D. C. BURR has resigned
learn
We
which contained the following extracts from let- the pastoral care of the ‘church in Poland, Me.
ters she had received from the missionaries.
Also, that he has accepted a call und entered
Miss Crawford writes :
upon his labors with the Parker’s Head (Me.)
Our fleld was never so encouraging as now. church.
Schools and books are called for, and some of the
Few have
ople ray, ¢ teach us to pray.”
REV. R. A. COATS, of Spencer, lowa, writes
Raith in the idols, though they go through the

ceremony of worship.

WexroRrD,

after a short

His work

oe

Speaking of Miss Libby, she says:
The missionary of the Woman's Board needs

H Hyde, Conklingville,
N J.

t, in his acknowledgment of clothing from the
nwich chureh, Providence, R. I., he stated
was invoiced at neacly $200, This: is some:

armington

.

————

C. Ri R.,

to commence

on’

€onterenceat 2, P.M,

of

Friday,

June 26,

’

with

Lyndon Literary Institution.
The annual meeting ‘of the corporators
and
trustees of this Institution will be held in the chapel of the Instisution, at Lyndon Center, Friday, June
4, 1875, at os A. M., to elect the officers for the year
cosuing, and

to transact any other proper
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church,
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usual time wn June next.
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will be

Co.,

to send

a list of the

ment, to revise

THE

the

chprch

as

in

Oneonta,

follows:

Schoonover,

God and man,

not the poor

Prayer,

W. H. Fonerden.

Mission

in

Kuture, or the State

of the World

read

for

Loomis.

P.M. at93

§
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*

CORRECIHON.
CORINTIL
West Top ham, Vi., June

HourToN

‘the Linn

not fail to make

at 2

the impression that his religion brings sunshine
into the heart and so makes it attractive to both
young aud old. He announced, at the close of
the school, the decease of Bro. Day, and with
deep feeling referred to his emnent seryices to
our denomination and the great loss we must
sustain by bis death.
The announcement was

extended

spiritual

relations, and

attainments and

breadth of Christian influence.
May all who love our Zion join

in

the

prayer

for the success of the Boston church.

zeal, and

théy

are

been

next

looking

forward

converted

or

to

reclaimed.

Lyken’s church has received three new m
recently.
rs

, Ju

X,

and

Humor

Sec.

to Run, and will do All Kinds of sewing.

NEW

THE

OLDEST AND
IN THE

WALTER
at 7,

Meeting of Trustees at 7, p. M.
Anniyer:ary

Exercises

Ge A. FARWELL,

ELLSWORTH

at 9,

Sec,

Q. M. will hold
Dedham

its

church, at

L. Gorr.

THE

BEST

WORLD.

BAKER & CO. began the manufacture
of their celebrated

Chocolate, Cocoa
“and Broma.
Its standard of excellence and

purity has won for
ir various prep-

arations have received the HIGHEST

MEDALS

| at the Paris-and Vienna Expositions,

the

Principal

Exhibitions

of

competitors,

the

They now make the FINEST

late and the German

Wisconsin
Xi M. will be held in Johnstown, June
25, and the Ministers’ Institute will commence at

Sweet

VANILLA

Chocolate.

is an excellent

be daily at Milton Junction to meet

by R.R. to the Y.M.,

We

hope to secure

fare oa the R. R. tothe XY. M.

reduted

food

Their

des

and. those

Arabes

for invalids, and

unrivaled

in

delicacy. -Allthe above ave for sale by Grocers and
Spice Dealers throughout tlie country.

Walter Baker &Co.,

R. CooLEY.

VAN BUREN -Q. M. will be held with the Porter
church,commencing Friday evening,June 18. Opening discourse by Rev. Wm. Clark.
0. H. P. SHELDON, Clerk.
SORE
sr ape
Bates College, —Correction.

DORCHESTER,
26t9

Rev. C.F. PENNEY will deliver the sermon before the Theological School, and the theological
graduating exercises will commence at 2 o’clock.

Post

Racahout

all

Choco

Cocoa

Breakfast

the day
station
to mee*
P. M., to

will

over

Wi

is the great desideratum of Dyspeptics
aflicted with weak nerves.

Yasgenger trains each way; also at Lima
on the Chicago; Milwaukee & St. Paul R. R.
the passenger train from Milwaukee at4,
convey, free of expense,all who may co

and at all

World,

10, Wednesday morning, June 23. The lesson in
Kidder’s Homiletics will be the 15th chapter on
“ Habits of Preparation for Preaching.”

Teams

2

to beth Family

{00 YEARS AGO

Institute.

Tuesday, June 22, Manson Prize Declamations at
LP.M
'Wednesday,June 23, Examination of classes,com-

4

NO.

SEWING MACHINE CO,
WEED
:
JAS. H. FOWLER, Manager,
14t16
No. 533 Washington Street, Boston,

PM...

24,

F.

and Manufacturing purposes.
Special inducements to agents,

SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY,

June

G.

runs without noise, and is adapted

E. TIBBETTS, Clerk.

Thursday,

No person

should buy a machine without first examining it. Our

|

mencing 49,4. M.

SUCCESS
OF THE

A
€
no sewing machine ever
was, or ever
Probabl
will be pu pos the market, that in so short a time
as
success,
and
popularity
immense
such
gain
will
has this machine, and all because it is so Simple, Easy

Notice.

Declamations

°

Send for Circulars.
;

$1 a bottle.

\ Family Favorit
| SEWING
MACHINE !

By a resolution passed by the last session of the
IOWA Y. M., a gengral meeting of preachers and
people is called, to meet at Wilton Junction, Aug.
26, at 7, P. M., in connection with the Iowa Y. M.,for
the arrangement of a ministers’ meeting, of Home
Mission Board.
E. DUDLEY,
Moderator,

Monday, July 21, Select Prize

RHEUM,

SALT

RHEUMATISW

SCROFULA,

e138,

located at some central place, easy of access.
E.
TIBBETTS, Cle-k.

Central

Cure.

VOICE

OF

MASS,

GOD.

BY REV. ALFRED NEVIN, D.D.
A new and valuable Book of absorbing
interest containing
all the HISTORIC
and LEGENDARY
with accounts of

Office Addresses.

Lore of the BIBLE,
its Patriarchs, Proph-

S00 Royets, Priests, King and Heroes,
numerous handal Octave Pages with
WANTED.
AGENTS
engravings.
some
Millers’ Bible and Publishing House,
1102 & 1104 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

Rev, 0. C. Hills, Wellsboro, Tioga Co., Pa.
* James Nason, Meredith Center, N. H.
“7, Kinney, Houlton, Me.
* D. 1. Quint, N Weare, N. H,

13t14

Falls, Wis., and soon after commenced holding
In
meetings, once a month, in Beldenville,
January, assisted by Bro.H. M. SMITH, a series
of meetings were held in B., which resulted in
the conversion of forty souls. Then meetings
were heid in RiverFalls,a prosperous and enter*
prising/place. In the course of a few weeks a
church of fifteen members was organized here
with PROF. WOGAN as pastor, They are striving
to build them a house of Worship, and desire the
The interest both in
help of the denomination.

River Falls and Beldenville continues.
Rev. L. D. FELT, writing of our interests in

the Waupun, Wis. Q. M., sends some cheering
A few Sabbaths ago seven were baptized
words.
at Wrightstown, whefe Bro. Phillips labors
faithfully. The East Vineland church, under the

is enjoying

21y1

UNEXAMPLED

Resolved, 1. That the constitution of the Y. M. be
so changed, as to provide fr an association of
churches by delegates elected from each church, instead of delegates elected by the Q. M’s.
2. That the sessions of the Y. M, be permanertly

Maine

.

[ ! Prize Picture sent free!

Clerk.

BULTERFIELD,

CO.,700 BrowawayN. ,Xe

FOWLE’S

everywhere.
meow 12

that the following amendments ta the constitution
will be presented for action at this session:

Letters

REV. J. E. BAYLESS writes that on account of
failing health he was obliged to leave the Fiat
(T11.) church in Beptember last, and seek a more
He found a home in River
favorable climate,

of REV. W. MITCHELL,

Location Healthy.
Titles
8S. RIDGELY, Adarney,
:
1

N. Y.
Buffalo, N.Y

LEPROSY,

URDER.

Frida

W. P, KINN:

and
Homes,

|

session with

Ss

that the church at

‘Fifty have been baptized, 34 of whom united
with the ¥. B. church, of which Rev. J. B. LAsSH
is pastor.
informed that 22
From the same sourcs we a
have been added to the chuy
3

labors

us courch, commencing

June term with the Orland and

better days. Bro. Doyle also states that he himself has baptized one happy convert, and others
will unite with the chureh soon.
We learn that the éharch in Venice, Ohio, has
enjoyed a wonderful outpouring of the spirit of
During a series of meetings, in whieh the
God.
United Brethren and Free Baptists united, 85

profess to have

its

St., New York.

CATARRH, KIDNEY DISEASES, and all diseases of the
SKIN, and the greatest BLoOD PURIFIER ever discovered. Entirely yegatahle, Send to me and take
back your money in all cases’ of failure. None for
16 years. H. D. FOWLE, Chemist, Boston. Sold

the Burril’s school-house, and notat the Ginn’s
school-house, as notice was given by mistake.

Kenokee, Mich., has been much encouraged under
the faithful labors of Bro. GEO. BULLOCK.
When Bro. B. went to them eight months ago,
they were nearly discouraged, but the success
with which he has labored has incited them to re-

newed

49 Bound

I WARRANT
ONE
BOTTLE a perfect
cure in all the worst forms of PILES, also two to five in

tlie Fabias
ApulinstaJune 25-27.
at 4 o'clock,

PER

FACE,

it a world-wide reputation, and

31, 1875.

writes

wll hold

2siock, P.M.

« CorrBerioN;

WESTERN.

REV, E. J. DOYLE

M.

A, M.

A. L. GERRISH,

Pittsfield, Me., May

D

.

Pile

pA
Towa Y. M, will convene with
e church at
Wilton Junction, commencing August 27, at 10, A.
M. Q.M’s cpnnected with this YM, will takenotice

demonsirations of

tardily and reluctantly to the work.
We closed the day’s labor feeling that the
brethren and sisters of this church are worthy of
abundant success, and with the prayer that God
may direct them in the choice of a judicious and
faithful pastor, who may be able to lead them,
under the divine direction, to greater strength

Q.

M.T.

from dread of the remorse of conseience, before
they engage in Christian labor, #nd then come

to high and

A

Towa SATE EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY will meet in
conpeestion: with the lowa Y. M., at Wi ton June
tion. August 30, at 9,A.M.
A full attendance is earnertly de-ired. as matters of especial interest will
be considered,
C. DUDLEY, Pres..

grief.
!
The preaching service followed the Sabbath
schol at 3 P.M.
The prayer meeting in the evening was indeed
a precious season. - It was a gathering of Christian
laborers,
who manifestly. from love to the Master
and his cause, consider it a privilege to render
cheerful, loving service.
How unlike this are
they who must be goaded by a feeling of duty, or

and permanency in their temporal

‘

BEY,

Q. 'M. wil' be held at
13-20, instead of 19-21.
.

firm of D. Lothrop & Co,, superintendent.
Bro.
His smiling counL. is at home in this position.

your Druggist

The TOLL GATE eligi on

Center, B. P.

Wi HiLvs, Clerk,

workers for teachers, and Bro. D. Lothrop, of the

by the school with

4m20 5thp

Be MBRIDE&
cular fice.
1362

A

Clerk.

fo

of earnest

FRECKLES,

TAN, ask

Agents for the best-selling Prize
Packages in the world. It contains 15 sheets paper,15 envelANTE
opes, golden Pen, Pen Holder.
aly Dutent Yard Measure, ahd a Plece i$ gover,
post pa
ze,
package with elegan
ngle

&N. Y. R. Ro Teas will be in waiting, Wes nesday and Thursday at 6,P. M. Any one wishing
conveyanceag any other time can notify DEA. A, C.
HovEY, Committee.
SUSQUEHANNA Y, M. will be held with
charch, five miles by omnibus from
tion, Syracuse & Binghamtoa
R. R.,
Conterence will ¢ snvene on Friday
25th,

tte

10,000

Grounds or

Y. M. at Elton, v ill stop at Yorkshire

G

itd

sult.

B. C. PERRY,

Acres.
Near railroad.
ood.
Address, WM.
enton, Maryland.

Delegates and visitors to the HOLLAND PU..CHASE

The Sabbath schoo} met at half-past
gue o’cloek,

received

707777237"

DR.

Lang-

Scramlin.

an

8 Blackheads. or Fleshworms,
t use Perry’s Improved Comedone and fimple Remedy—the
Great Sk
edicine, or con-

x

with our church in Boston, Mass., now worshiping at Freeman Place Chapel.

can

A488.,

:

A Chapter of

P.

:

FOR PIMPLES ON THE

Effect on

Hymn read for Criticiem,
H. G. Meeker,
3t
A. E. WiLsoN,

Church.

words

Y.

when Christ Shall

Criticism,

\

Seth W. Perkins, of Canton, Me.

8S. Hoxie.

Its

Cause of Minjsterial Success, S. Cady,

It was my privilege to spend Sabbath, May 23,

and cheering

Boston

AND

A.T. Worden. Regeneration, G. Huxtable,
Relation of the Sunday school to the Church, 8. Wood.

ing were properly presented, Christian people
would cheer fully contribute until no: worthy
person would be left unprovided with the cormmon comforts of life.
|
S.C. K,
i Austin Academy.

tenance

‘of

June 23, 6,

Mrs. J.

Bark,

for Perry’s Moth and Freckle
Lotion. It is reliable.

Hundred Years,E. Crowell. The Duty of the Clergy.
to vate and take a Public Part in Political Contests,

believed that if the wants of the needy and suffer-

jr.,

Clerk.

The Bibl> View of

the .Church,

‘The Christian’s Armor, A. B.

Calisaya

by Rev. A. Caveino) Mr. Edward

davghter of Rev.

Come the Second Time, E.C. Hodge. Mode ofBap-’
tism in the ‘Christian Church for the Firse Three

Seripture

of

Frank
A. Noyes sad Mist Abbie Kings, bom of
if
b
FORMOTH-PATCHES,

worihy. The Soarce.and Necesgity of Spirituul Power, A. E. Wilson,
Our Home Mission Work, I. B.
Colgman, Foreign Mission, J. M. Crandall. Christ,
Our Guide’and Pattern, T. A. Stevens. The World’s

widows o®our departed brethren deserye some
recognition from us? Does it honor the gospel we
advocate to neglect the common duties of humauity ? Can we in innocence. * pass by Jon’ the
other side?” Our God bas promised te remember
the poor and needy, the widow and the fatherless.
Do we purpose to let him ‘fulfill these
promises by us? This communication is to ask a
candid hearing for the claims of the N. H. Charilable Society upon the Christian public.
Itis

Dover, NH
eeler,

Essays: Origin of Evil, M. C. Brown? . Design of
Christian Baptism, 8. F. Mathews.
Christian Bevevolence, J. B. Randall. >The General ResurrecS. W,

Elixir

Opening Sermon

alternate,

fread,

n
the Free
Baptist
church in Lyndon Center,
Vt., by Rev, W. L. Noyes, May 30.
hy Re
I
Pres~ott, of Lyndon, and Miss Ellen A. Pgrikins,

as soon as ¢hosen,to

for Crirvicism, J. Langworthy;

Woman’s

‘HEGEMAN?’S

Hath, of Biddeford,
Mé. '" ”

Clerk. “)

LITERARY SOCIETY of the Central N.Y.
Assignments

v8

+ © LIBBX,,

MARRIED

at the

EB. H. PRESCOTT,

M. will meet at

tion,

Reasd ly

the Themberstip, if necesssary.

321

P. M.

3

8.00
6.00

Tonic for Invalids and debilitated persons. The
ood qualities of this preparation have been fully
ested and
proved by almost every
family in New
England.
egeman & Ce.
New York, Sole
Manufacturers. Sold by all Druggists.
m1

held with

N.Y.,

'H.N. PLums,

delegates,

2,00

A pleasant Cordial which strengthens and improves

we

‘Hampshire

It is a live school, with a board

25.00

the Digestion; an excellent preventive of
Fevers
Fever and Ague, &c., and a
at Renovator and

many warm hearts and hold sweet communion
th the Master,
Brethren, como praying.
ona is on the Canada soutnern R. R.
22
J. 5. HARRINGTON, Sec.

N., H.

)

Cordial

ONTARIO Y.M. will convene with the Iona church,
Friday,June 25, at 10, A.M," We hope to meet

there are many of our brethren, who have done
good service in the ministry, who are now in
very straitened circumstances and yet who pre-

P.M.

:

business

of the corporation. A full attendance is requester,
e
1. W. SANBORN, Sec.
Tyadohiville, Vt., May 13, 1875.
’

it right for us as a Christian body to make so lit«
tle effort to minister to the temporal wants of the
needy at our very doors? It may impress some

Boston

*

Mission,

per L D Fell

= Special Notices,
GREAT SPRING TONIC

»,

D

to be bat little noticed and the modesty of its advocates has suffered it to become too ohscare. Ts’

The

X

Tah

Dover, N. H.

the Y. M. clerks; also the delegates to meet in the
church Half an hour previous to the commence-

Do

7.50

wll

"SILAS
haga) QURTIS, em Treas.

Foreign'

“

ST, LAWRENCE Y. M, will hold its next session
with the church. at North Lawrence, on the Vt,

als, especially superanuuated ministers, an
widows.
Its work has been done so quietly as

fer to suffer rather than beg.

;

~

Quioby,

Qu td

Fock & Dane Q M. Wis, per R Cooley,
he 8, Ortonville, Mich, per O BR Vantine,

lieved many aged, decrepid und blind indie

New

per H

8 Dwinell and wife, Gloon,VY, |

NEW HAMPSHIRE Y, M. will hold its next session
with the Farmingtow church, commencing
June
8,at112 P.M. Fofthe more speedy organization
Lab the Conference, the Q. M. clerks aré requested

reader more {o suggest that in

wo

i

Waunpun Q M, Wis,

has re-

society

»

Concord,N; H.

Notices and Appointments.

tract the notice of our brethren to the duty of |
making a move systematic and gnergetic effort to
This

oy

_ydia Potter, Pittsfield, NH,

Cleveland Q M, 0, per A If Clase,

11.00

society an opportunithe next Y. M. «My
to-that vote is to at-

provide for those in need.

Home

Hom
fon.
|
' $ minister and his wife, N H.
50.00
state of Doreas Harding, late of Standish, Me, de:
ceased, per/A Libby, adm
J
50.00 Rey DD) 8 Chureh, Blackstong,
%
2.00
Philips vo Me:
rD Pease y
.
8.10

the disgubting nausea which is |

April

of the

§

;

Newmarket, N H, per B Kaley,

Society.

It was votéd at the last session

id

(}
iE:

proprietor, A. B. WILBOR, Chemist, Boston, and by

in the gospel |

H. Charitable

r

y

druggists generally,

The gathering spirit at Delmar, Pa., remains
active.
Rev. O. C, HILus baptized five more
on the 80th ult,, and more will go forward soom.
N.

Me.

7.00
(08
15:
5.00

and pruyer meetings well attended.

The

e

Writs
A Rie
i
/
ar
Valley
, Towa,
er!
fodar and Anna Bouton,
Olean, ny,
Bh
A A Parker, Montague, Mich

illness,

A faithful lahorer and

§

Nu. a)

Wi

Geo
Sturgis,
al
J Morse; 8 Newbury,

‘}such a prominent objection to the Cod Liver Oil
when taken without Lime. This preparation is prescribed by the regular faculty, and sold by the

Sunday school is flourishing; congregation large,

should be educated as a

physician, and sent out,

M. M. H. Huts,

THURSDAY'S SESSION,

to

it, Even with those who do not care to casta
vote, there is a feeling that they should be free to
do so. If, in this favored land, there are disabil-

desired, is that a woman

without creating

w

J N Hall, Bowdoinham, Me, ' =

meetings and a

value. The combination of the Phosphate of Lime
with Pure Cod Liver Oil,as prepared by Dr, Wilbor,
has produced a new phase in the treatment of Consumption and all diseases of the Lungs,
This
article cun be taken by the most délicate invalid

Rev. 0. DODGE, the pastor at Granville, Pa.,
baptized two young men on the 23rd ult. The

It seems to me tht,

tracts as yet but little attention.

Bow

preparation was of undoubted and high intrinsic

great endurance, but he has gone to his rest.

-extentof our duty. But the fands come in so slowly, and mnany of our largest and’ most influential
ladies see no gentlemen exeept their
If a physician is ever called they are closely churches have no Woman's Society. Truesthey
pay their assessment to the older societies, but
covered in bed, a hole is cut “through the cov- surely this they oughtto do and still not leave
exfor
thrust
is
hand
the
ering, through which
the other undone. ‘We ought now to be eduamination of the pulse, Ifthe physician wishes cating a lady as a physician, preparitory to
to sce the eye another Hole is cut just large sending her to India. I'his our missionaries are
"begging us to do. This we must do, or be fuithenough for that purpose; or the tongue, a hole
less to vur trust.
thrust.
is
tongue
ismade, through which the
Says one, ‘Let us look at'the work itself. It
Several ‘of the zenanas in Midnapore aré now
is the evangelization of the women of India,and
workopen tb the missionaries, Miss Cilley is
therefore of the entire population, for it has been
{he bas ten'na- said, Give me the motherg and I have the race,
ing zealously among them.
g
The work is to women by> women, through the
tive Christian gifls assisting her,
of inter- homes, schools, and private life of India.” Says
full
is
Santals
the
among
work
‘I'he
_a.missionary, * Itis very hard to have to refuse’
est. Our station at Bhimpore is surrounded by new openings.
I think I. must petition the
were
converts
Some
several of their villages.
Home committee for grants for these new outveceived into the church the Sunday before she stations; it seems such a pity when they are
within our reach not to take them up.
Itis inleft.” Mrs. Phillips gave somé very interesting deed
more than a pity when we think of the sad
cases of conversion.
accounts of individual
iritual state of those who thus invite us. Itis
Among them, was thatof the aged mother of cheering to hear from home of increased support,
the first baptized Santal convert in one of the but I wish:thefunds could be increased a hundred
Doubtless we all readily ecko this wish,
villages. Such was her bitter hostility that she fold”
but the question remains, how can more interest
rushed with a drawn sword at Dr..Bacheler
be awakened.
Let all feel the proper interest,and
There the treasury would soon be. overflowing.
who was administering the ordinance.
trust the - example of your Association will be
are, in these Santal villages, ladies, though unThe more meetings
They are followed by many, others.
taught in what we deem’ essential.
the better. Good soul-stirring meetingslike those
graceand
manners,
friendly, courteous in their
Weatjoved last fall at Providence can not fail
ful in their bearing, The Santal girls are gay of arousing an interest. May the good Spirit be
d,
freedom,an
gréat
allowed.
being
present in ‘your meeting, and you gain an impeand attractive,
JJike the girls of other countries, love to have a tus in this work that shall be felt not only by
yourselves, but by many others who heretofore
good time. Many ofthe women work in the have felt little interestin these matters.
fields, and often break down under their burMrs. Burlingame, President of the Woman's
dens. It is disrespectful to speak of the moth- Board, theh addressed
the ladies, saying that gne
ers of sons ‘by any other name than that of the thought that had lately impressed her more forcibly
Dula
of
eldest son. [For instance, the mother
than any other, was the brotherhood of the race.
Daughwould be addressed as Dula’s mother.]
In our own land there is a deep and growing feelThe Santals have idols
ters are at a discount,
ing that women havenot all the opportunities of
of various sorts, but are not so given to idolaeducation and work that belongs to’ them; that
try as the Hindus. - They worship much under
they should be free to choose for themselves their

The speaker continued,

LEVI

French Creek Q. M,

husbands.

They suffer

RY BF WootMeans

years, and has steadily grown into favor and appre:
‘ciation, This could not he the case unless the

field for over forty years, was in Western N.Y.
He was the founder of most of the churches in

Balasore

without wishing that 1 might be able to do more
to assist them in the noble work to which they

much persecution when they embrace Christianity, still converts are continually multiplying.
The converted women often . manifest wonderful faith in the power of prayer. The converts
can do more for their people than the missionary.

Me., churches, one-

1, 1875, aged 76 years,

The zenana

trees, but have ot many temples.

East ‘Wilton,

do, you

Mrs. Lowell adds :
Perhaps these extracts will be sufficient to
show the spirit of our missionaries, Their letters
are all deeply interesting, and I never read them

have consecrated their lives,

is

died in Harmony, Chautauqua Co, N.'Y.,

a Society, we are doing very, very little. The
labor in instructing the assupport
of one missionary can not surely be the

wotrien of the less wealthy class,

helped,

and our missionaries have not been paid. We
have said to then, We expeet our’ prethren will
be liberal in
théir donations for H, M., at their
annual

abundant

latter found

have been compelled to ‘borrow money in orthat

the hostility of the baboos

in that city that for some time they closed their
houses against the Jady missionaries ; but the

ter has been especially trying to our
feeble
churches, as well as to'our missionaries. Calls
for help have been frequent and pressing. We
der to save some interests

After

of

both ig

and nice gardens. From her vegetable garden,
[this was written in Febd we have green peas, |
eans, beets and turnips. In her flower garden, she has many kinds.of roses in bloom. 1
am to commence now and visit - every day.
I
am becoming more and more interested in the
people. I thank you and the dear Lord for
sending me here, Pray that he may always work
through me for his glory,

little for religious

Rev A E Wilson, N Serib

Liver
Oil and Lime has now been before the publi¢ for'ten

pr.

half the time with each.

ladies at

ina cyclone. . There are beautiful tree

wished to

colors shown her, and

tiful worsted

they may be proud of Storer College, for it
has already furnished more than fifty teachersand twenty-five preachers for them.
I. D. STEWART.

Hw

Y. M. to give this ancient
ing quiet for a while, and need not go Buy
Her buildings are good and substantial ; fhere is ty to prefent its claims at
no danger
of their blowing down over our’ heads object in calling attention

cause it would be rude to do so; but when he
left, she ugcovered her face and was ready to
converse. She was much pleased with the beau-

in their behalf; and they rally in large num-

i

Dixfield and

of these she has not been able to visit for more
than a year, and the native teachers need some
one to oversee their work’ in their families, The
%|'baboos are complaining of it, and will shut up
casion ; and it Ts to be_ repeated ‘Thur
‘ant coufitenance, Emboldened by this, she i
their housés unless some one comes. I cah not
evening at Charelston.
quired for his wife, and finally asked permis- talk much to them, as yet, but hope to be able
more
of
ove
been
has
ary
This annivers
sion to see her, which he readily granted.
He to soon, It satisfies many of them to have a
than usual inlerest, not only from the num- conducted her through many passages to her white person visit them, even though they can
converse much, About half of her families
ber in attendance, but from the return of apartment in a corner of his large establish- not
are Bengali, I have commenced to study Oriya
vale
the
in
here
eflicient
once
old téachers
ment. She instantly veiled her face and refus- —think to take both the languages. The doctor
ley.
ed to speak while her husband remained, be- thipks Mrs, Smith will regain her health by be-

The colored people all through this sectiontregard the scliool as a tower of strength

/

REV. D. WATERMAN 1s ‘engaged with the Fast

and help.her.
Mrs. Sinith has more zenana
families than they have at Midnapore, Some

occasion of her
cises by the advanced class.” Tn the even- first walk after her arrival in the, country, she
gradu
under
the
of
ition
ing was an ‘exhib
saw a baboo (native gentleman) standing near
ates, which was also a most’ iutéresting oc- the_gntrance of his dwelling, with a very pl
sday

the meetings ure spiritual, with in-

growling congregation,

limited spacé piévents the publication of the ens

tire urticled

the work here, and it seemed best for me to come’

dress,
Mis. Phillips said that on the

A

and their heart felt regrets at his departure to
another field ‘of labor.
We regret to say that

good, and thata still deeper interest ‘would be
awakened for the

Vani

knows what a

home, could see the work Bo; it would

Provi-

blve

J., where he bas been recently laboring, testifying to the high esteem in which he was held,

them,

At Wunpun

creased interest in the mer

We have received a communication from the
friends of REV. A, SARGENT, in Bricksburg, N,

Miss Crawford is

to teach

de

ed upon his labors in that place.

be pangely increased

God

:

that the

future, and

Dale church shows increased
ilding of a new meeting house.

REY. JAMES NASON has accepted a call fo tte |
HEL
Meredith Center, N. H., church, and has ‘enter
To Consumptives.—Wilbor's Cod

precions blessing she has broughtto my desolate
eart.,
;
iy
Miss Libby, in referring to her visit among the

‘dence Journal, will give some idea of her ad-

nection with the graduating exercises,
there were Prize Declamations, also exer-

~

guided

number of missionaries may

give, in her own words, her graphic description
of the condition of the women am:
whom: she

con:

In

assurances

Itis a matter
of regret that we can not

its ‘has labored.

uating class of seven then performed

and

for-haptigm
the

$5.00 from F, Capwell, of Providence, for dis.

the Woman's Society since its organization
The meeting was rendered very interesting by missionaries says:
the presence and atldress of Mrs. J. L. Phillips.
just
Miss Crawford very: pleasantly situat.
arrived inher native land after ten years’ faith- ed. I found:
Her work seems inperféct order. She has
ful and effective setyice in our. India mission many intelligent looking girls, and they do many

the
The addressof Dr. G. H, Ball before was

part in a most creditable manner.

auxiliary societies,

were given that sisters
in some other churches
would soon form societies.. The Olneyville so-

mafoundation is well laid, considerable
would
$5,000
terial is already on hand, and
make it ready for occupancy.
Literary Societies,

Pra

ee——

LI | Br AR PTR
EH

went to Balasore to aid Sister Smith without
waiting to consult authorities at home, The
M
“were out among the patives nearly all
the cold season, consequently great’ burdens fell
upon Sister Senith, and that too, when she was
slowly recovering from a dangerous illness,
Mrs. Smith writes :
hit
That you were ‘enabled to choose wisely in
selecting your first missionary, we have already
the most abundant evidence. That
may be

Bt.
§ o'clock,
meeting of the
ow]

), 18765.

————

CITI FY

Pursuant to the call of Mrs, J; M. Brewdtér,
the District Secretary of the

wr

—————

R. I. Woman's Miss. Meeting.

The business meetings of the Trustees
were harmonious, The past year has been
one of financial success,and the same teach-

o

.

*
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Abridged from Webster’s Quarto, illustrated with
nearly
TWO HUNDRED Engravings.
This volume

embraces a careful ge'ection of more than 18,000
of the most important words of the language; and
contains Tables of Money, Weight and Measure, Abbreviations, Words, Phrases, Proverbs, &o., from
the Greek, the Latin, and the Modern Languages.
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Poetry.

my

tude, but one which alwgys

regretted that he had been so violent

The sky is ark with threat’ning clouds;
November’s winds blow-chill;
The birds of summer sing no more
Their songs on yonder hill,

ly have to shoot Burton
selft

but he

He

would

;

_ The winds no chill impart ;

and the mother was

- a Return of warmer suns?

-

but she

°

The shadows come and go.

v

. I hear along their reedy beds
The low songs of the rills.

joicing in her liberty, in the blue sky above,

The hours go by on swiftest wing,

having gasped a moment, she quickly renewed her brave march in search of the
great unknown.

, 11ong no more for future joys,
‘Would not the past restore,

The mother missed her, but supposed that

For now I love and am beloved,

Jdues, who could not get enough of the

What could I wish for more?

him.

Jones, poor fellow, sure- that the child
was safe within, chorped away uatil that

pr

haste

make

dear,

>»

:

awful storm broke

housed

be

to
;

;
as old as May;
;
She and my pet first saw the light the same
summer day.

frozen

soft

cold,

and

snow

house.

into the

last

at

When

second

It" was

day,

forty

the

-degrees

helplessly.

lay;

our autumn set,

A fair white

in our

blazing

jewel

faded coroin

down;
:

bars

clover

straight as yonas ks
With glossy flanks, and bac
der table-land;

The fragrance of their breath pours in
bergris and myrrh;
They're just the neatest

cows

to

like am-

milk—John

says they never stir.
They

know

seldom

tone—’tis

his

they

loud;

’

know his touch—tis kind.

¢ John has a way,”

:

ihe neighbors say,

dratiures mind;

Perhaps—I only know
blessed years,

that I, through
:

make

to

all these
;

his voice
when
Have never seen the moment
- has brought me tears.
— Hearth and Home.
r

eight that night,

now a sick husband, with frozen hands

and

all the heat he little cook stove in Joneg’s
shanty could give would hardly keep
from freezing. ~~
7
=

It doesn’t do men any good to live apart
from women and children. I never knew
a boys’ school in which there was not a ten-

Burton had stayed upon

them

that forty-acre

lot all day, weiting for a chance to shoot bis
old partner, Jones. He had not heard of
the arrival of Jones’ wife, and so he bad
coneluded that his enemy had proved a

And lumbermen, sail-

ors, fishermen, and other men who live only
with men, are proverbially a balf-bear sort
soften down coward and left him in possession, or else
of people. Frontiersmen
when women and children come—but I for- that he meant to play him some treacherous
3
get myself, it is the story you want.
trick on his way home.
Burton and Jones lived in a shanty by
So Barton resolved to keep a sharp lookthemselves. Jones was a married man, out. But he soon found that impossible,
but finding it hard to support his wife in a for the storm was upon him in all its blind-

had emigrated

he

to

northern Minnesota, leaving his wife under

her father’s roof until he should be. able to
« make a start.” He and Barton bad gone
into partnership and had

** pre-empted”

a

town of three hundred and fifty acres,
There were perhaps twenty families scattered gpursely over this town site at the time

this story begins and ends, for it ends in
. "the same week in which it begins.

The partners disagreed,

quarreled,

and |

‘Jivided their interests. The land was all
shared between them except one valuable
forty-acre piece. Each of them had’ claim-

The introduction tells us that

place, determined to shoot Jones if he came,

and Jones had sworn to go out there and
Barton, when the fight was postponed
ve “byshoot
the unexpected arrival of Jones’ wife and
child.

!

. Jones’ shanty was

ry

!
not

finished,

and

** Jones,

old

he

wife and baby comfortable for- the night.

~ For the winter sun was surrounded by “sun

Instead of one sun there were four,

an occurrence not uncommon in this Mati

For example, the Latin

terances

valuable

terested in

ding

wood, general

that *“ The

despised,

and

the paiv

Eiijah Kellogg.

in this

eyes were wide awake still, and

she

i

adventures in the wilderness is as good as any
story he has written, and will be as popular. He
is no sensationalist, but writes for the profit as
well as entertainment of the juveniles, whom he”

loves.

mo. pp.
368. Price $1.50,
The Yacht Club series draws to a close.

So

you

see

she

does

have been followed will be augmented

od and imitated

His

ing to.

“ The owl and the pussy-cat went to sea
1n a beautiful pea-green boat,” etc.,

of his own house.

It never does any

good

to

space before the creation of any

get

time be * begot a perfect human soul,” Christ,
Then this begotten Being was incorporated into
God’s own being,~a unity, composed of two

and

to Christian

ry youngsters were enjoying the sport, and

making all the hills about us ring with their

looks like

the direction of the path, he heard a smoth- | the pictures of Little Red Riding Hood ; and

g up, cover- | every individual garment she wears can be
ered cry, and saw somethinrise
down agaiu, | put off and on at pleasure.
fall
then
and
snow,
ed wiih
In the far-off days of Frizz'etop’s infancy
He raised his gun to shgot it, when the

But at the top of the

hill,

a

little back from the starting-point, stood a
queer-looking little fellow, all by himself.
I think he

must

be

poor;

for

he -was

dressed in u man’s ragged coat, and had an
old handkerchief tied over his head,
As he moved forward, und cast his eyes
ago-she
years
two
some
say,
to
is
—that
|
creature ultered another wailing cry, so
on the descendin sleds, I saw he was lame.
human that he pot down his gun and weut | used to call me “ Mit Edie”—her best atNo one seemed to notice him for a long
tempt at pronouncing
Miss Edith. Of late, time, except once, when a naughty boy
cautiously forward.
however, I find. we are upon a different threw a big snow ball at him. My heart
It was a child !

started through the drifts, And the child
s fingers on Burton's rough
its it
ini

And

; ton beld her closer and foughts-#ié snow
more courageously than ever.

Then, when he got the, room a little

warm

he took the little thing upon his knee,

dip-

ped her aching flngers

and

in cold

asked her what her name was.

water,

,

readers.

It

will,

without

doubt,

prove to many an edifying book, although its
fundamental teaching is not wholly new. There

door pannels
visitation,

annonaced

too old

to say

the nature of the

hi

the rest follow his example,
m.i8t have been a ha ppy boy, What do you
think about it = Zion's Herald.

the young

people for whom

Mrs. Stowe has made herself famous i
authorship of books of widely different character.

Making ber debut in stories of Southern life, she
sustained her great reputation in books of travel
and tales founded in puritan New Eagland.
Latterly she has located her stories amid city
life, and they by no means lose their power and
interest. We and Our Neighbors live in an un:
fashionable street in New York city. The story,
as the title suggests, is a continuation of “My
Wife and 1,” the latter relating the life of Harry
Henderson until he married and settled. “ We

and Our Neighbors” takes the story at this point,
describes the beautiful home which they arranged at small expense, the delightful tea parties they gave, and all those little thi
which

a sensible married couple can doto make home

pleasant. Mrs. Henderson’s two sisters are
with her a large partof the
the interestof the

story

time, and much ot

turns on

the

acquain-

tance they form with the young men whom they
meet often at their
*y house. One is an Epis-

copal minister,
the

¢

a young editor,

The

two plensant old ladies who live opposite are an
addition to Mrs, Henderson’s company, and the

interest of the story.

Among the: neighbors are

people of ull stamps,and one of the author’s moss
praiseworthy talents appears in. the ease with
which she presents people, pf
rent characters and mukes them all talk and act consistent
with themselves. Bt. John, the clergyman,is never betrayed into carelessness of speech ; apd Jim,
the editor,never loses an appearance of brusque

ness which

he has contracted

corners of the city for daily

in searching the

news,

Aunt

Maria

always storms till vanquished, and then. takes
the honor of victory to herself, Harry is the
gentlemanly publisher and his wile the presiding
genius of home, regulating and, directing all the
rest. Even the little dog Jack is true to himself,
and barks at the strangers in the opening chapter and goes to the wedding in church in the last.

For, even more than the ordinary story-writers
give us, there were two weddings, the minister
and Angie, and the editor and Alice. Mrs.
Stowe’s fund of humor does not fail, but gleams
like sunbeams through a waving tree all through
the book. The following passage from Eva Henderson’s letter to Harry’s mother will encourage
editors and publishers to believe that Mrs, Stowe
has a just appreciation of their work, Eva is explainiog how busy Harry is, and says:
Whut is exacted now-a-days of an editor seems to

be a sort of general omniscience, He must keep the
run of everything,
agriculture, general

litics, science, religion, art,
literature ; the world is alive

and moving everywhere, and he must know just
what's going on and be
ready mule and
ment.
He must tell
doing in Ashantee and

able to have an opinion
to go 10 press at any motoa T just what they are
Dahomey, and what the

don’t do aud ought to do in New York, : He
- must be wise and instructive about currency and
taxes and tariffs, and able to guide Congress; and

then he must take care of the church,~know just
what the Old Catholics are up to, the last new
kink of the Rituslists, and the right and wrong
i all the free fights in the different denominations.

In the chupter “ What
at one of Mrs, Henderson’s

They

Talked About,”

pleasant diuner par-

ties, the conversation turned on the disagreeable
results of

American

society where rich and poor

are some practically bumanizing tendencies in
it, but they are hardly of an objectionable nature.
The volume here appears in a second, revised
and enlarged edition, and the price brings it
within: the means of most persons
who will
want to procure it.

are constantly thrown together. One of the
guests prefers the sheltered kind of life they lead

THE MORALSOF ABOU BEN ADHEM.
Edited by
D, R. Locke (Petroleum V.dushy).
Boston:

refined and sensitive suture; and yet how constunt and how close was his affilintion with the

Lee & Shepard,

Dillingham,

12mo.

New

York:

pp. 231,

Lee,

Shepard&

Price $1.50.

The old Kentucky post-office at thg confederate cross roads seems to have disappeared, and

the renowned

Nasby, P. M, (*/ wich 1s Postmas-

ter”) basesfoliowed
it. Deacon Pogram, and
Ketchum, and all the rest of the grocery loafers,
have accompanied him,—a striking illustration

down the long slope they went together.
Then
I heard the boys hurrah; and a halt of the mutations of time. A wonderful trans”
Mig, ” so now she calls me “Edius,
doezn strong little cha s took hold together, formation has also occurred. The redoubtable
Sometimes
the
usual
six
visivs
per
day
3
ut
Des
and drew the sled up t e hill, with the lame Post-Mastemhas become an Eastern philosopher.
thirst for
fail 5 to sa’isfy this young person's
Then he had another slide down He has ulso learned to spell, andto sign his own
J
J
and anothér ride up. Other boys came to name without a mark, So much probably for
:
| S0¢ie!y:
Riog-a-ting-ting!" went - the door-bell help; and no one among them npd a merrier the late spelling mania. The material le brings
timem coasting than the ragged, lame child.
| last eveding. It was Frizzletop come to
Now wasn’t that a beautilul sight? I us 1 fresh, and quite as: mirth-provoking as any
| stay all night with Editts. She could net think our Father in heaven liked to see it; tof the “ Kentucky ekkoes.” It is oriental food
| reach the bell, so brother"Willy came along don’t-you? And I think the fine lad who on western dishes. Ina vein that will delight
had courage to do a kind action, and influence the most fastidiqus, he sativizes our modern life,
[to ring it for her, but'a lively tattoo on the enough
uniting story and romance snd adventure, social
10 make

ago that she was growing

So he took the little thing in his arms and
«Papa !”,

In due

‘cross; for that’s just what he likes; but,
|.
and decline to chant any longer; and even better even than this, Sim does like'a sled; distinct beings. Finally, after the lapse of ubout
then Frizzle ‘“ comes round again” in a few and—ell, maybe its foolish—but I've half 4000 years from the creation of Adam,” this Son
minutes. Sober reflection always teaches a notion to give that old sled to him. It came to earth, where a body was prepared for
ber that I am Yoo valuable a friend to be might make him think, and so do him good. him. Thus the author states his opinions, and
then dévotes himself to a consideration of the
neglected.
A store of illustrated maga- Mightn't if, mamma P
“ Sonship of Christ,” with a few words on his:
zinés and a picture scrap-book are not to
* ‘Yes, it might,’ said the mother,
“ Pre-existencs,” and on the ** Atonement.” His
be found everywhere, and when the owner
‘¢ So Sim got Charley's sled, which pleas- case Is clearly statedhe uses language and terms
of such treasures can tell ever so many ed and touched him beyond everything; that are easily understood, and his positions are
fairy stories and ‘‘ make up truly ones,” and they do say he is einder, not only to the in the main well fortified. .*‘The Trinity and the
and spin yards and yards of rhyme, she is little boys, but to everybody, than he was Holy Spirit” is the subject of a portion of the
book, in which the. most that is done is to prenot to be lightly snubbed.
Moreover, I've before.”— Well Spring.
sent the Bible authority for the generally acgot a doll! Do n't tell anybody, I beg and
cepted belfef. In the chapter on the Atonement
pray, or my dignity will be forever comHow to Do a kind Deed.
it is held that Jesus died just us mortals now die,
promised amoung the *‘ grown-ups;” ‘but I
b that is, his death ** included the state or condi
have got a doll, and sometimes when Friz_
Just in front of my window is a hill where tion of soul and body both before and after their
zlelop comes we: go up stairs and take the village children come to coast in snow- separation.” The author also gives his views of
time, luis very long, and the slope is so the resurrection of the Lord, and presents very
Dollabel out of her Lox in the closet and
gentle that it is quite safe,
much Seripture doctrine that will be comforting
play. She has * really” hair, and eyes that
Well, this morning quite a crowd ‘of mer-

But endeavoring to keep | a scarlet cloak with a hood,

put Ke ’ Bitte Jo} fags

object.

by

WE AND OUR NRIGHBORS; or, The Recordsof
an Uufashionable Street. A
uel to“ My
wife and L.” By Harriet Beecher
Stowe. New
i
B. Ford & Co. 12mo, pp. 480. Price

provokes a

go-

by read-

be writes. There is a good deal of sensible talk
in the volume which is composed of this excellent story,and the amount of its sea-lore will
breeze and
delight every one who loves
illustrations
sparkle and toss of the ocean.
add to the interest of the book.

not

things from us, or pretending that he’s

The

ing of the cruise,which we may su
occurred
last summer, and the accountof which has furnished the author occupation during the winter.
It is a good quality of
Mr. Adamas’s heroes that .
they are not saints, and hence can be approach-

great poet, but he has a very pleasant and striking way of lelling a fable @wnd pointing its moral:
which

By

interest with which the fortunes of ite members

“ Translations and Paraphrases,” and ** Epigrams.” We can hardly admit that Saxe isa

kind

the Cruise of the Clubs.

Oliver Optic. Ilfustrated. Same Publishers. 12

Ruvymes.
By John Godfrey
Publishers. 12mo. pp. 268. Price

wit is of that agreeable

:

OCEAN-BORN ; or

sitting-room ta-

to some noticeable defectin human nature.

given him

present tale of the boys who had such exciting

“ Fables and Fairy Tales,” occupies more pages
and is more valuable. The other divisions are

the Owl and the Pussy-cat and Little Dame

His stories,

vein of quaiontness, originality and humor runs
through bis character. His stories are mainly
founded on scenes which have somehow been a
part of his own experience,and hence they are not
only life-like, but are most excellently told. This

The title of the book belongs also to the first di-

with long time ago, ” and then for Little
Red Riding Hood and The Three Bearsand

of writing.

quainted with him, and have learned what a rich

vision of the conteunts,though the second division,

truly story "bout the little girl you played

live

passed by the esteem in which be is held by the
grown-up people who have been personally ac-

bles of our readers, both in town and country.

for “the fairy story "bout Cinderella an’ the

particular

Same Publish-

a reputation among the juveniles that is only sur-

tree, seventeen’ caterpillars. We heartily commendto all loversof Nature this volume, and

asked

Illustrated.

too numerous to be named here, have

one minute by a watch, destroyed, on a cherry

neater than they had done for weeks.
When the gas was turned down, the blue

-

could

ers. 12mo. pp. 292. Price $1.25.
We know of no writer who excels Mr. Kellogg

worm-

insects from the orchards and gardens. - He noticed a golden robin who, daring the space of

the work was done, Editts’ boxes looked

We

WOLF RUN; or, the Boys of the Wilderness. By

bird} are the farmer's greatest help in keeping

Leisure-DAYy
Fr) Same

acquaintance.

been

has

was nothing less thun

hope it will find a place on the

This volume

ly stadied, to result in public good.

60 degrees, the keynote.is G, with only a few individuals singing slowly and feebly.
Farmers are in no danger of reading too carefully the essays on ‘‘ Plea for the Birds,” and
¢¢ Calculations,” in which the author shows that

little boxes and draws are marvels of neatness. She empted everything into a profolded
and
miscuous. heap,
smoothed and patted each article carefully
and put it away in its proper place. When

organization.

but we can to enough to say that the book is re~
ally valuable, and that it will be likely, if clear-

many of the insects out of time and tune, and at

beg-

that

will be in-

Roman

Enh

He

things him.

not assent to all the opinions that he exprisses,

“closet, but the author has dedweed some. facts
from close observation which are highly interest»
.

of

has given hima-tide

little creatures, at least the housewife does not
when she hears one qn her parlor
“carpet or in a

of friends

rash

employ his pen. He is well known: as a newspaper writer, and his connection with the press

instruction.

scholar who

and impractical

and that he holds very sensible opinions on the
various social and public questions which here

work treats

trying to clear his'garden from weeds

=~ite has a genius for order, and all her own

He tried to follow the path, but
ing fary.
he could not find it. ®
Had he been less of a frontiersman he | close quite of themselves when she is laid
down ; and she has a long blue dress and
must have perished there, within a furlong

BS
We

much

is known as the

extravagant

shows that he is a sharp, facile, graceful writer, *

ing or picturesque. They are-written in a beautiful, poetic style, and aside from pleasant decontain

of this volume

of that

self, but for a good many reasons it would hardly be fair to hold him responsible for all the ut-

clear

those habits which render them useful, interest.
scriptions,

author

has frequently said some very

of Scenes and Flowers as well as Birds and Seasons, The essays are not biographies of birds,
but descriptions of them as songsters and of

fellow,

tive at the ninth or tenth repetition of

was forced to forego the luxury of fighting
He found the shanty at last, and rolled the
his old partner, fn his exertions to make child, in a buffalo robe while he made a fire .

dogs.”

the

16mo. pp. 271.

:

organization, the Labor Reform League.

render the reading more a pleasure than a task,
| while the twelve heliotype illustrations complete
the unusually superior execution of the book.

began to acoe for him, he looked so loneHe did not remember that there was such | footing. She has at last got a, fan, a para; some standing there by himself. .
|
sol,
aud
a
dress
with
an
overskirt,
apd
con* ed that piece of land, and the quarrel bad. a child among all the settlers at Newton
Presently; a bright-looking lad leit his
grown so high that the neighbors expected He must, without delay, get himself and the siders herself ‘most a lady. " Henceforth mates, and went to him. 1 could not hear
them to shoot at sigh. In fact, it was un- child to a place of safety,.or both would be | We are peers; odious distinctions are fio’be what he said; but directly T saw him help
done away with. Ste told me a fow weeks the lame boy to a seat on his sled, and
derstood that Burton was on the forty-acre frozen.
i

The

president

introduction to the
The

Same Publishers,

Price $1.25.

typography and the finé quality of paper used

The 1dea of

sitting down in the middle of the bed,

.

father’s house.

feet and face, to cave for. Every minute
the thermometer fell lower and lower, and

Kitty's Forty.

village,

|B. Greene.

& Co. 8vo.
:

and plants whieh it describes.

fog:

next door to the cottage is Frizzletop’s

vain little searches she had been making in
the neighborhood of the shanty. She had

Th § amily Circle,

down-east

R. Osgood

spray in its beak are a fitting
birds

said - good-nighit to all and . climbed the

you.”

As it was, his wife must needs give up in

dencyto rowdyism.

SOCIALISTIC;
COMMUNISTIC,
MUTUALISTIC,
| AND FINANCIAL FRAGMENTS. By Willinm

Illustra

Crump, and,at last, she said: “S'pos’n we smile but never offends. He will always be a
popular author, for he attempts no learned dising whither he Went. After an hour of de- bave to come very far when she makes a go to sleep; good-night,” and was fast play, and only writes what every one can cow~
asleep in ten seconds. —Liberal Chrisspairing, wandering and shouting, he came visit.
prehend.
!
Frizzletop isn't her real name, of course.
upon a house, and having rapped upon the
doorhe found himself face to face with bis It is a nickname somebody gave her when
BIBLICAL STANDPOINT.
By Asa Wilbur,
BosGood for Evil.
: she came ovef one day before breakfast,
ov
Williams & Co. 16mo. pp. 213. Price
.
wife.
1.00.
He had returned to his own house in his without being combed, and with ber yellow
It is a characteristic of hooks of this class that,
¢ ‘Mamma,’ said my little Charley, ‘ now
curls in such a tangle and snarl and friz as
bewilderment.
in presenting views of the sonship and atonethat
I
have
a
new
sled,
what
shall
I
do
with
When we remember that Jones had not you never saw. She likes the name, and
ment of Christ, of the creation, trinity, &ec., their
the old one? His face wore a puzzled authors claim that they are based essentially on
slept for two nights preceding this one, on calls herself ** Fizzytot.” ©
look for a little while; when a thought the Scripture. This need net, considering that
Her'** Sunday name,” she tells folks, is
account of his mortal quarrel with Burton,
¢ Mamma, there's a chance to hardly any two of these books perfectly agree in
and had now been beating an arctic hurri- ¢« Miss Susan Eleanora” (which it isn’t at
do
something,—real
‘good, too. What's the their theories:and statements, imply that the Bibiltreacherous
cane,and trampling through
all) ; but she owns a host of other names—
use
talking
so
mnch
about a thing, and bleis a many-sided and not clearly intelligible
lows of snow for an hour, we can not won- Dot and Blossom, Goldilocks, Brooks of
book. It may be ‘beth, in some respects. But
never
doing
it?
a
der4hat he fell over his own threshold in
the authors
of the volumes in question, and
Sheffield, Pettikins and Muggins. The oue
“ “What, Charley ?
their methods of interpretation, mainly account
state of extreme exhaustion.
she likes best of all is Sweetheart.
“Well, mamma, if there’s any boy. in for the variety of views presented.
Happy for him that he did not fall bewilWe ara * ever the best o' friends,” Friz the world that [ hate, that boy’s Sim Tyson.
In the present case, the author is satisfied that
dered on the prairie, as many another poor and I. In fact, we never have a disagree- He's always plaguing and teasing me and
he has adopted the correct belief, and makes the
way farer did on that fatal night.
ment unless I refuse to play ** Bears,” or all the other little boys, either taking our wrrect explanation. Deity, he believes, filled

net. p
But see, Jobn lets the
deep they stand,

With

that its merits are genuine.” The tasty cluster of
ferns on the cover and the little bigd bearing &

ging for *“the lit’-wee box in the top drawer.” KEditts gave her the box, and she
you may have thie forty-acre patch. It came overhauled all the little trinkets it held.
mighty nigh makin’ me the murderer of Then she pleaded for ‘“all the boxes. ” So
Kitty's father.”
glove-box, handkerchief-box and hoxes fuil
“No! you shall take it yourself, cried of lace and ribbons were submitted to the
Jones, “if I have to go to law to make investigating fingers.
This queer little

He stumbled through the drtfts, calling
out to Kitty in his distress, but not know-

spring jin

the

The biz i in our failing years,

two

ENGLAND,

This book is prepared in a style calculated to
attract, and a close inspection of its pages shows

more about the

“*Editts’ bed-time" came about. balf-past

And Jones actually deeded his interest in
to death, and Jones had fled none too soon.
or
‘When once the wood was packed by the the forty acres to Burton. But Barton
stove, Jones looked around for Kitty. He transferred it all to Kitty.
But she was spared, and so was May. It someThis is why this part of Newton is called
had no more than inquired for her when
times seems to me,
¢
Kitty's
Forty.”
pleadMay’s
other's’
eyes,
the
in
father and mother each read
In Starbright’s soft and gentle
:
ing glance I see.
wild,
the
in
lost
was
she
that
face the fact
s my
1 love the creature—you may smile—perhap
dashing storm of snow.
Frizzletop.
faneles mock ;
was
dark
so
and
fall,
snew
the
did
fast
So
|
sweetthe
She's the fairest of the herd, as May’s
the night that Jones could not see three feet
Frizzletop comes to see m2 sometimes.
est of the flock.
ahead of him. He endeavored to follow In fact, Frizzletop comes to see me a good
There’s May, her arms round 8 tarbrigut’s neck; the path which he thought Kitty might have
many times.
About six timesa day, I
the girl is nine to-day.
taken, but it was buried in snow-drifts, and
should
say,
would
be quite a fair average.
at
or
A frolicsome and genial thing ‘at study
he'soon lost himself.
Next door to our heuse is a cottage, and
5
rear

to

whole,

I thought it best, upon the
calves together.

tions, Boston: James
pp. 467. Price $5.00.

to have

_ | stay up till Editts’ bed-time.”

ims,

And Burton said:

freezing in the coming swiftness of the
night, which now seitled down upon the
storm-beaten and sno w-blind ed world.
It was the begianing of that. horrible
storm in which so many people were frozen

John laugh-

New England.”

After tea she played “Bears,” and looked

and then choked up and sat down,and cried

enough to keep his wife and Kitty from

I said it was

a sin
To cagt her off, for Maybud’s sake.
ed, and’asked me whether

with

and

there was nothing left but retreat, he bad
seized an armful of wood and carried it into
the house with him, to make sure of having

cold,

and

upon

him,

drove him half smothered by

The first one, with the snow-white horns, is just

A tender creature was she, so weak,

with

out

pet

child ’s society, had taken the

Are Coming.

fit to raise.

glad

NEW

* The Woods and

When he reached Jones’ he found
Jones i
Le
yunly ie. Tne xe
‘The notes of these- nocturnal pipers on very
tii
ct
," aiyan
d by Frizzletop.
and his wife sitting ih utter wretchedness
She undressed
the bright coal fire, and warm evenings are in unison and accurately
timed, as if $0eF wire singing in concert, It is
by the fire. They were both sick from
worthy of notice
that they always vary their
ef. . Kitty they had given up for buried | PU OP ticle flange] uight-drawers, and keynote according to the temperature of the atow-Ilay. mosphere, They are evidently dependent on a
Er iin inks mound. ni would knelt down sedately tn sayr her
:
%
me, adding to the verse a littl ‘prayer of summer heat for their vivacity, and become
find her when spring should come and melt her own: * Dod, please. bless
sluggish and torpid as the thermometer sinks
erybody
below a certain point. When the tempe:atare
the snow cover off.
in the world, an’ take "em up to heaven, *an is 1 they Roch good time, singing shrilly and
* When'the exhausted Barton came in with
rapidly. As it sinks they take a lower key and
make me a good girl! Amen,™
do not keep time together. When the thermomhis bundle of buffalo skins, they lookod at
And then the “goody time ” began. She eter is nol above sixty, their notes are very low,
him with amazement.
But when he opened
$
danced and sang and chattered ; she bounc- and there are but few performers,
The author then presents at
by which it
: it and let out little Kitty, and said :
ed upon the bed, shrieking with laughter appears thal at the temperas,
80, 75 and 70
*“ Here, Jones, is this your kitten 2” Mus. and tossing up and down upon thé springs,
degrees, respectively the key
these insects
Jones couldn't thick of anything better than and turned somersaults and kicked and is F natural, E flat and D,
to scream.
:
: rolled about more like a lively India-fubber | are perfect. At 6 and 60
And Jodes got up and took his old part- ball than a little girl.
C and B flat, respectively, and the time and tune
per's hand, and said : ¢‘ Burton, old fellow I”
After a while she grew more sober, and are imperfect. At 85 degrees the keynoteis A,

but,

storm;

ride blast, a forerunser of the

Each brighter than the last.

By-Ways of

foot-stool ; for this is a houshold without
babies, and therefore without high-chair,
so Frizaletop sits at table on a throne made
of an arm-chair and a * big Dixnary,” o
her pet footstool.

started out, ** traveling like mad,” the wom
an said, as she watched him.
:

chubby hands red as beets? Now and then
she paused to turn her head away from the

No cares the day o’ercasl;

and thin!

were

company.
Pretty soon we learned

Barton looked at Kitty 2 moment in. per
plexity. Then he rolled her up again and

and the rusty prairi¢ beneath. She would
find out where the path went, and what was
at the end of the world! What did she
care if her nose was blue with cold and her

No visions sad distarb the night;

John said she was oh

So out into the world she went, re-

alone!

beauties

We all told her we

\

pleasant and not unwholesome book. It is a
story, and it isn’t, Itisa little of everyfhiog
that is humorous, and will be likely to get a
wide reading.

skins, and with much difficulty reached the io =p ast oul eps wing —
She the Ambrosia which was served with nectarat
the feasts of the gods.”
A unique feature of the
nearest neighbor's house, suffering only by
the later it grew the wider awake the blue essays on birds, is the description of their notes
a frost-bite on the way,
:
eyes seemed to be. When we asked if’ she upon the gamut. We wisli we had the “type at
*¢ That child,” said the woman to whose
ks
ath
was not sleepy, she said with emphasis, hand for printing the sengs of the sparrow and
house he had goue,** is Jones's; 1 saw them “« At home I wus' go to bedat —
the golden robin, Even the grasshopper bas his
take her out in the wagon, day before yessong reduced to potes, We are not in the habit
but
mamma
says'when
I'm
confip'ny,
I
can’
terday.”
of considering
Wugust pipers as very musical
:

How often had she longed to escape from
the restraint, and paddle out in the world

Float o’er the jasper hills;

et

storm had subsided.

stalks of the wild flowers.

1 see the summer’s crimson clouds

There are twenty milky
and fed to-night.

away, | cobee.
On the morning of the
grass

She pus hed out through the door, caught
her breath again, and started away down a
"| path bordered®by sere grass and the dead

And o%er the fields of clover blooms

°

and

that the little feet were fain to try. and ex- | cold, but knoging somcbody must be through all the picture-books.
Kitty
4 » mpurning
Fr
. for dead, he wrapped; her in sleep, to Frizzletop®
plore.
;

For me the modest May-flowers blush,

"The sweet June roses blow,

day,

wood, and laughed at the droll baby talk,
[and fed her on biscuit, fried bacon and

so big

without, and the new world seemed

shed,

Their softest airs around me waft,
Spread clearest skies o’erhead.

and see the sight;

breath

that one

ed by her all day, and stuffed the stove with

A gust

caught sight of the brown

SEASONS OF

take Kitty out nor leave her alone, he stay: rang, and Friz marched out. hugging her

little

otherwise,

of cold wind almost took her

All seasons blend their brightest hues,

Jessie

busy

little fingers easily swung it back.

e joy that flows from love returned

The cows are coming,

down.

Kitty managed to get the shanty door open,
There was no latch as
#8t; and the prying

Why with the oaks should I implore

tl

backed

be

THE BIRDS AND

By Wilson Flagg, author of

juto the important little stove to keep the { bundle. It was a pair of long blue flannel
baby from freezing to death. Never having wigh!-drawers, Frizzletop climbed upon a
had anything to do with children he firmly footstool and waved them wildly, and made
believed. that Kitty, sleeping snugly under a long speech, all in gne breath:
blankets and buffalo robes, would freeze if
‘I mus’ undress by the fire, an’ put on
he should let the fire subside in the least.
dese an’ say my Now-I-lay-me, an’ not kick
As the storm prevailed with unabated fen I go to sleep.”
at
fury the next day, and ag he daved neither | We had a game of romps till the tea-bell

While the father was busy cutting wood,

For music fills my heart.

Cows

not

but

h

Witerury Review,

For she had|p'ny—come to stay all night.”

now she believed that Burton was he.
Burton sat up all night and stuffed wood

shoot or be shot.

It seems not that the groves ave still,

The

known her father

him-

' | that she should be.left fatherless,
would

1 mind not now the darkened sky;

»,

shot

Te

*“ I'm comp’ny, ” she said, ‘Editts' com-

“Qose Kitty,” she said.

killed by his old partner, the prospect was
He
lookea
wistfully at
; not pleasant.
Kitty, his two year old child, and dreaded

Hold up imploring arms.

Their sweetest perfurhes

be

9,

Frizzletop stood on the door-step hugging

“Whose Kitty are you

about

When he-hougbt of the chance of Ueing

The conscious oaks, in sober gray,
Despoifed of verdant chafms,
~ For April nirs in mute appeal

Through all my being runs,

or

JUNE

a bundle.
She stood so close. to the door
« Kitty,” she answered, nor could he find | that she tumbled right in when it opened,
out any more.
' | but she never let go of the bundle,

the piece of land. But he was determined
not to be backed down, and would certain-

ve

STAR,

*¢ Kitty," said she.
.- “Kitty,” he said, “and what else!"

a terri-

ble storm.
:
“ In his endeavor to care for wife and
child, Jones was mollified a little, and half

Satisfied.

* #

bodés

MORNING

in good

English

families,

and the

hostess

self-forgetful enthusiasm exclaime
“I have often thought,” said Eva,

* that

with

the

pressure of valgar netoriety, the rush of the
crowd wround omr Saviour, was evidently the
same kind of trial to him that it must be to every
lowest and poorest in his day.
He lived with
them, he gave them just what we shrink from
giving—his personal presence—himselt.”
The contents of the twelfth volume of

‘CLASSICS

are,

The

LITILE

Gold-Bug, by Edgar Allan

Poe; The Fairy-Finder, by Samuel Lover; Muby Maria Edgeworth; The Chilrad the Unlucky,

dren of the Public,by Edward Everett Hale; The
Rivil Dreamers, by John Bunim ; The Threefold
Destiny,by Nathaniel Hawthorne. Most of these
are already familiar to the reader, Several re-

late the adventures of persons whom fortune

suddenty favors by the bestowal of unexpected

riches, The Fairy-Finder is a humorous rebuke
_to superstition, and The Threefold Destiny be-

neath the pleasant

recital teaches a truth well

We can not bid adien
for many people to learn.
to this: series” without feelings of regret. It has

and political. moralizing, good and bad prophe- been delightful in every sense.
sying, and all fhe features which make up a. Osgood & Og”:
:

Bostou:

J. R.

=

THE

Ro]
—

%iterary Wiscellany.
No, my dear friend; Shakespeare never
said anything
; lefuindeed so little record

of himself that hus very identity is doubtful,
You pay quote from” Hamlet, from Rosalind, Irom Mercutio or from

Beatrice,

but

when you would call the mighty magician

himself

of

todask for the

peo)

sudde
cate Ariel

as

epinions

dramas,

of all sor(s

behold! with the

his owntrickey Puck or deli§ Las vanished {rom Jour eyes,

respongibli Tort @ Speeches of his

dramatis persone as it seems

Mr,

Greeley

J “is inbe for the tenor of any Congressional
8 that maybe sent from the White House

with his signature.

“ "The drop that in its cavern can

nog wait

But the disgrace of the

morals or theology,
it is the
&rtist to be unburdened with

a conscience, since he is to

own life to the world, but
30 itself}

reveal,

thaw), iE guyou en}ean the. bareVv fho J rat:
sat,

eat.

‘Exe ise an Tights but again I say, ok

ger of all vime, ” our thought must not bub-

ble forth unrestrained from the depths of
our own souls merely, but be given io the
world strained, classified and filtered, as it
has slipped slowly
through the centuries
fiom the sourceof all truth thgengh the
minds of Shakespeare, Goethe and
Emerson.
It is quite
ible that he will bhaye the
most original and individual.
mind, who
‘has stood the ,test and discipline of culture.
ir
:
Wordsworth wished that
“The lit le
Conscious

flowers were born to live
of balf the pleasure that they

give;

That to ‘this mountain dalsy’s self were

known

thrown
statesman is the glory lop the artist, Where The beauty of its star-shaped shadow
tinciples'are at
stake, there must be no On the smooth surface of this polished stone, »
oubt where the sympathies of our hero lie,
A
t man will be ‘a Sumner still, even To be ab le to be his own critic and delight
dn his fall ; the wordsin which he recants in the perfection of his own finished creaprecious
will be as strong and unmistakable as those tion, is one of the artist's most
Counterof his first declaration. - But while it is -the ‘rewards, Said the little boy in **
duty of the man to define ‘clearly his posi- parts,” I have written some poetry, papa,

tion ip politics,
privilege of the

have o
y if

The infiltration of a thousand yea
"ok
Will never shine a dinmond,”

““ drop,” yet if it is to be a jewel that will
‘ sparkle forgver on the stretched forefin-

** Shakespeare said, you rein éinliot4- »

not

his

the world’s

life

Genius hides itself behind ' its creation.

and it is so beautiful it makes’ me ery. "|
Tennyson, murmuring to himself some of
his own exquisite
the friend who

‘* Good ! why

lines, turds fiercely on
pronounces them good.

I

tel you, man, there are no

finey lines than those in ‘the language!”
Thackeray, walking
quietly through the
streets of London; strikes his companion
suddenly on the shoulder: “ Down on your
knees,my boy ; theve i§ the house where
‘Vanity
Fair’ was written!” Dickens writes

£3

y and

woul

18g

in arstill

i
e i Be ew & db dy hor
nmphs under the great Corsican, and

bry]

get
quietly.-and peace- over the delusion which she indulges that
ablywe all get on, the
better—the better she must become again the great war power
for onrselves, the
better for.our neighbors, ‘of Europe. '
deihy
Tl

In nine eases out

if a man cheats

him;

n the wisest

policy is,

po

you, to quit dealing witk

if he is abusive, quit his company;

if

he slanders you—unless there be something

Domestigity of German

Ladies.

~

outrageous to complain of—the wisest way
is, generally, just to let him alone, for there

a peuceful

happy death,

A constant attendant,

in pastoral relation on our deceused sister dur«
the closing scenes of life, I was made glad
now that in ber case, as in many others, a
simple reliance on Clirist can lift our weak humunity into a Josition of almost regal strength,in

tok

the presence of the last enemy, Our sister had led
the true, practical life ofa/ Christian, giving evidence of the real presence of a real Christ in
her soul, As wife, mother, friend, she leaves
a pure and unblemished record behind ber. It is

A recent visitor to the rural retreat of no edlogt to affirm, that
all who
Prince Bismarck made a morning call and ‘spected ‘her as a true,
woman,
is nothing better than this cool, calm, qaiet expressed himself much surprised at being Christian, Her experience
of
way of dealing with most of the wrongs we introduced to the wife of the great states, a period. of 17 years, baving
meet with. —dmerican Homes.
ver
of
the Lutheran .church-at
man,
with a busch of keys hanging from’
for 14 yeurs, and of the Freewill
“
her girdle, .:But she was quite as proud of of
Ames 8 years, entering into
these ‘while ‘attending to her domestic dus with the latter by baptism on
edral of ‘Orvieto,

Fhe Cath

yo

—

ties as of her diamonds when

Be

receiving the

diplomatists of the world in her evening reFrom one of the narrowest and darkest of ceptions while at the capital.
And he who
the streets of Orvieto, we come suddenly is privileged to see the empress herself durupon the cathedral, a blaze of light and ing the morning hours would most likely
color, the most aerial-gothic structure in the find her engaged in arranging or dusting
world, every line ‘a line of beauty. There het privafe aparuments, for this duty she
is something in the feeling that no. artists is saideto attend to regularly. It is no wonworked ‘at this glorious temple but the der, therefore, that any system of bringin
test architects, the greatest scalptors of up young girls which would render these
eir time; that no’ material was used Lut
od customs obsolete is received with disthat which was most precious, most costly, favor. The general feeling of the Gerand which would produce the most glorious mans of the better class is decidedly adeffect, which carries one far away from all verse to the wife and’ mother having any
comparisons with other earthly buildings— duties outside of the house, ex ept those of
[3

to the description in the Revelation of the

New Jerusalem. The ver
which the cathedral stands

platform on
is of purple

Apennine marble; the loveliest jaspers and

general

benevolence

and

of

charity,

in

which woman's hands and presence, are
‘most effective. But while demanding this,
the

are by no means

in favor of confining

hvu

ment
though Spaclou
intensely, and
the full fru tion of the Christian’shope,

knew

her

re-

and as a true
religion covers

been a memBerne, N. Y.,

Baptist church

Bins

The 8 ring Term will open LIEGE,
close J he nT .
will
dad
"
The Summer Te rm will open Junot) and
closp
September 2d.

The Fall Term will open September 7th, and close

| November 25th,

REC

For Catalogue, address the Secretary,
~~
WM. REED,

Ind.
Ridgeville,

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY,

Wis."

The location of this mstitution at Evansville
is a beautiful one, being surround
ductive, farming country. The vi
ville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its inhabitants, having no liquors or billiard saloo ns.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased

facilities for the accomplis!

of its wi

of.

Bradley and wife haying, after
four years’ ¢
of
the school, recently enterea into a ¢ontract
the
to conduct it for five years to.eome, thus
July 80, 1872. | Trustees
.
.
She leaves a busbund and family and a sorowing giving permanency.
;
3
CARENDAR
church, to mourn their loss, May the infinite
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov, 21.
Father
‘grant them and us a happy reunion,
WINTER TERM opens Bec. pl
March 6, 1874.
when we like her shall buve passed over the
SPRING TERM openg March 24, 1874,—ends. June 12%
** Beautiful River,
8S. 1M,
For tucther particu ars address
asia
BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.
Rey. 6. 8.
WM. DENNET died in Prairie du: Sac, Wis.
April 21,1815, » ed 856
years, He was born in
WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.
Gilmanton, N,
H. He &mbraced religion when
THE summer term will commence March 22.
!
a young man, and united with the F. Baptist
and best in
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Whittier - ocensionally + enthusiastic ? and
Bret flarte once fon while gdimmatical ?
Would not Alger's jewelsbe quite as likely
to sparkle on the forefinger of Time if they
were not all * five-words long? ? Why

must

the author be pursued by Lis styld

rope-lraclion engines bmve been for years
in nee, for carrying passengers up, very
steep Tnclines, and models have latterly

been under exumination at Rome with a
view to the'nscent of Moant Vesuvius, At
as) Vienna and at Buda very severe test ex-

the man is by his shadow ?
To say that & writer's style is invariable,
is by no means equivalent to saying thatins
style is always the expression’ of himself,
Seif is not intellect, but ¢haracter; and ligerary work being the ereaticn of the brain
rather thau of the soul, it is quite possible
for a‘ man’s essay or poem to be as unlike
himself as. the heayens arc unlike the earth.
Few things are so sad as to see character at
the mercy of mind; to loek wistfully but
in vain to find M the poet’s eyes the tenderness of his poems; to know that the man is
unworthy to be the guardian of his talents.
If a thrilling sentence springs to your lips

riments were made,

and

it was found

that, éven inthe case of the traction cord
being cat, the earriages- would be effectually stopped by means of the powerful

brakes, catehes,or cogs,in use on such lines,

A powerful brake will certainly be required
in making the aseent of Vesuvius !
Up to the very foot of the mountain it is
proposed to construct an ordinary locomotive line. The pope-traction line will then
commence and contizue the communication

up to the sammit. ~The topmost station
will be vaulted over with a toof of lava,

and it will be so constructed that any lava
thrown out by the crater will bé turned off
which you know has no ccho in your life, it at the sides. “The rapidily of the incline
were better that you
will prevent the lava ‘from getting hardened
and heaped up in ona place, ind any damage
“Break it in your heart,
that may accrue will only be small—a little
Abraptly, as a mag Span his tongue
injury to the permanent way can be repairMuy break it, when his pussion masters him, ??
If a brilliant phrase glides easily trom your
pen which shines only with a cold glitter

irom your brain without even a reflection in

ed at small cost.
The observatory on Vesuvius will

telegraphic

communication

with

most station, and from that

point

the

be

in

top-

informa-

your soul, draw your pen through it as you tion can be forwarded of anything that may
wonld through a grammatical mistake. happen, calling for repairs either of the line
Why should we not be as Haug asham-, or the rolling stock. The experience of
ed of appearing before the world
decked in | many years shows that great eruptions are
finery borrowed from our’ own intellects, rare, and besides, several Assurance Comas we are of being found quietly approprial- panies have already offered to indemnify. this
ing
the intellectual work ot others? The railway company at a moderate rate: of
a

should wear the

colors

of

the soul,

premium.

\

*t as the valet does those of his master.”
Some one was wishing the other day that
he could discover a new poet; one who
7 had been shut oul from the world

of books,

“and was therefore uncontaminated by Swinburne and Alexander Smith.

Haunted

by

—

ings, or

f

Browning

answered

them,

it is

supposed he would seek ~fplef in writing
poetry that would be truly ‘original.
Suppose the experiment tried.
"First, catch
your poet; isolate him in a politude as pro-

things

whom,

armies

the

of

other

is,—to

man,

peace

of Europe.

knows that it is the armed man who is the
dangerous and aggressive man, and rhat
in all communities in which arms ave carried the law is constantly violated, if, indeed, violence does not become superior
to law.
It is the increasing armies of thé

leading military powers of Europe, which
make the public mind here and elsewhere

sensitive and apprehensive.
These armies
are not created for the preservation of the

peace; they are the preparations for war;
they mean war, and nothing else. Germany, the great military power of Europe,
not only maintains a very large and thoroughly drilled" regular army, but she has

enrolled

all

her

able-bodied

men,

of all

classes and conditions, in what may be
called a well-trained miiitia. France is
attempting the same thing; and is it to be
supposed that Germany will wait until
France considers herself strong enough to
assume the offensive before .she strikes
again at her old enemy ? Is France arming
without the intention of attempting the
recovery of the provinces

lost?

Are Russia

their armies

simply

she

and

Austria

to

protect

has recently

increasing

their

own

territories from invasion ? The large and
increasing armies of Continental nations
are not only menacing the peace of Europe,
but they are oppressing the people with
the growth of nations

areynow in

preparation

for

war disbanded,

there would be no breaches of’ the peace,

between

nations,

and

| ily be no national debts.

there would speed-

A period of peace

woman or child, or upon what pretense,
is especially needed by France, and she
provocation or occasion whatsoever. There d.would have that peace if she disbanded

18 no kind of necessity for.it; no manner of

her army.

* The Empire is peace,” was the

use in it, and no spedies or degree of benefit

found as that of Alger’s north pole, where

is to be gained by it. And yet, strange as
the fact may be, theologians quarrel, and
politicians, lawyers, doctors and princes
quarrel; the ¢hurch quarrels and the state

remark of the Thir
Napoleon. What a
blessing it would be to France, and to civilization everywhere, if she would row say,
“The Republie is peace,” and verify - the
saying by following the example ‘set by the

cheer. ”

quarrels ; nations, tribes, corporations, men,
women, children, dogs, cats, birds and

United States at the close of the late civil
war! If she should do so, she would shame

and on all manner of occasions. If there
is anything in the world that will make a
may feel bad—except pinching his fingers
in the door—it is unquestionably a quarrel.
No man ever fails to think less of himself
after, than he did before one; it degrades

France is a rich country, but

there is a lim-

it to her wealth,

high

there is “‘maught but the. ungregarious
walrus te comfort, the uneducated seal to
Let

him

think

his

long,

long

thoughts, and write bis long: lohg
poems.’
Is it probable the result will be startling in

‘its originality ? Will he be likely to suggest

anything that Goethe and Emerson have
left unsaid ? Tyue, he maytsay it just as

well; for Emerson's thought was not really

Emerson's own ; it was

in the

air,

as he

himself confesses, and the man of finest and

beasts quarrel about al

manner, of things,

the Saviour about 70
years.
Both herself and
husband were firm believers in, and active
- supporters of, our denominational faith. - For many
years their house was a pleasant pilgrim’s home.
Inatthe fathers. of the denomination dispensed the bread of life, and ull lovers of the Saviour
found a cordial and bearty welcome.
The unassuming piety, humility, and Coristian charity
of our departed sister will ‘long be remembered

countries that
It is an
absurd supposition that these large and
steadily increasing
:
armies are necessary to preserve Lhe peace.
Nations‘are subject to the same influence as are the individuals that compose them. Everybody by a large circle of friends, and will, we trast,
menace

by withdrawing millions of men from productive “industry. “Were the armies which

One of the most easy, the most common,

the long, long thoughts of youth, ignorant the most perfectly foolish
matter with
that Tennyson had expressed his question- Juarrel—no

standing

taxes, and checking

Don’t Quarrel.
3

France, and it is her sianding army and the

every European nution into doing the same.
She

bas

financial
an end
of her ability to borrow. United ermany,
unless her strength should be distracted by
ecclesiastical questions, which is not probable,—for when the testis applied it will
be found that Catholic Germans are more
German than Catholic,—~United
Germacredit, but there must be eventuall

exert a salutary influence upon their hearts and
lives.—** I,” said the preacher, at the funeril
services, ‘“ your contact with the world and your
observation of the conduct of professing Christians, should ever have led you to doubt the reality of the religion of Christ, the remembrance

of your mother’s consistent

life

would

always

be sure to bring back your faith,”
Four sons
and four daughters, with a large circle of other
relatives and friends, are left to mourn their
loss, and, it is hoped, profit by the example of
the deceased.
May they all be prepared, as she
was, to enter into rest.
Com.
MRS. REBECCA,
Brown, of Ossipee

widow
of the
{Water Village).

late James
died March

and stops not

reached;

until Lake

.Kampeska,

Dakota,

through Elgin and Reckiordto Freeport; and; via
the Iilinois Central, reaches Warren, Galena and
Dubuque, and the country beyond. “Still another
line runs almost <lue westward from Chicago, and
asses through Dixon, dterling, Fulton, Ciinton
Sowa) Cedar Rapids, Marshalllown, Grand Junetion, Missouri Val ey Junction, to Council Bluffs and
Omaha,
This last-named is the * GREAT TRANSCONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer overland line
for NEBRASKA, COLORiDO, UTAH, IDAHO, MON-

TANA, NEVADA,

OALIFORNIA and the PACIFIC COAST.
It runs through the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
is the best, safest, shortest, and quickest route for
OMAHA, LINCOLN, and other points in NEBRASKA;
and for CHEYENNE, DENVER, SALT LAKE CITY,

VIRGINIA CITY,
c1scn, and all
River.
If you want
Sheboygan, De

CARSON, SACRAMENTO, SAN FRANother points west of the Missouri

to go to Milwaukee, Manitowoc,
Pere, Ripon, Baraboo, Eau Claire,

Hudson, Stillwater, St. Paul,

Breckenridge,

Morehead,

Minneapolis,

Fort

G.rry,

Winona,

Plattville,
Dubuque, Waterloo, Fort Dodge, Sioux
City, Yankton, Council Bluffs, Omaha,
Lincoln,
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General Examinations, June 14, 15, 18.

Anniversary, June 17.

Fall Term opens August 31, 1875.

This School was never in better condition for doing
thorough work ia Academie Instruction. No primary instruction.
With three carefully arranged
courses ot study.
The Classical, Seminary and
English Course.
We are prepared to fit students for
any college in the land, or to
givea thorough English
and Scientific preparation
for the active duties of
life. For full catalogue, address the Principal,
at)
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Deaver, Salt Lake City, Sacramento, San Francisco,
17, aged 72 years and 10 months.
Sister Brown
or a hundred other northern, north-western,
or
Furnishes College Preparatory, Norma 1, 4 Academ-5
experienced religion some thirty years ago; and,
western
points, this line is the one
you should take.
ical and Ladies’. Full course of study.
erms,
The track is of the best steel rail, and all the appoint- weeks.
as 1t (was more convenient, united with a church
ments are first-class in gvery respect. The trains Fall term commences Aug. 17, 1874.
of another denomination,which lost its visibility.
Pullman Palace DrawWinter term commences Nov, 2, 1874,
‘When the F. Baptist chureh of Water Village - are made up of elegant new
ing Room and Sleeping Coaches, luxurious Day Spring term commences Feb. 1, 1875.
was organized,
ashe became a member of it;
Coaches, and pleasant lounging and smoking cars.
Summer term commences A ril 19, 1875.
which relation she sustained till she was transThe cars are all equipped with the celebrated
Miller KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A. B., Principal of
lanted to a mansion in her Father’s house.
Safety Platform, and patent Buffers and Couplings,
Latin, Greek and Chemistry,
:
Ter religion censisted more largely in deeds
Westinghouse Safety Air Brakes, and every other
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M,, Principal of Normal Deappliance that has been devised for the salety of
than in talk. Althouzh she did not take a very
partment. German, Physics and Diactics.
assenger trains. All trains are run by telegraph. Miss
LINDA C. VICKERY, Preceptress, French,
prominent part in the social meetings of the
n a word, this GREAT LINE has the best and
Geometry and Botany.
:
church, she rendered herself one of the most
smoothest track, and the most elegant
and comfortMiss
LAVINA
H. HAYNES,
Normalclasses includ
valuable members by the advice her sound judgable equipment of any road in the West, and has no
ing Drawing.
ment and good sense enabled her to give, ~ Her
competitor in the country.
It is eminently the fa- Miss ELLA C. HURD. Music and Algebra.
heart and hand were always ready to aid in evvorite route with Chicagoans traveling west, north
Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies.
or north-west, and is acknowledged by the travel
ery good cause, She always felt a strong averPenmanship will be taught by an experienced
ing
public
to
be
the
popular
line
for
all
poiats
in
Teacher.
»
sion to outliving her usefulness and becoming a
Northern
Illinois,
Wisconsin,
Minnesota,
Northern
No
deduction for less than half a term, except on
burdento others; in this her prayer was anMichigan, Dakota, Western Iowa, Nebrasks, Wyoaccount of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
swered.
One short week of lung fever changed
ming, Colorado, Utah, Montana, Idaho, Nevada,
beginning and middle of the term.
the laboring woman to a ministering angel to her
California, and the Pacific Slope.
The price of board, in clubs, varies trom $1.60 to
only son and daughter whom she leaves in deep
On the arrival of the trains from the East or South, $2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle
mourning.
t
8. P. FERNALD.
the trains of the Chicago and North-Western Rail- men’s are formed.
2
way leave CHICAGO as follows:
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
SiMEON SMITH died in Sundwich, N. H., Dee.
rates.
6, 1874, in the 76th year of his age. In early For Council Bluffs, Omaha and California,
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
youth he- consecrated himself -fo the Christian Two through trains daily, with Pullman Palace Pittsfield, Maine,
OC. A.FARWELL, Secretary.
religion, and at twh]ve years of ange, was bapDrawing
Room and Sleeping Cars through to
Council Bluffs.
tized by Elder John Colby.
The needy found in
LYNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTION
him an ever ready helper; he was a friend of the
For
St. Paul
and
Minneapolis,
Two
oppressed, and the cause of missions lay near his
through
trains daily, with Puliman Palace Cars atLYNDON CENTER, VT.
heart, as his constant interest and liberal donatached
on both trains,
tions testify. For more than forty years he was
Faculty :
For Green Bay and Lake Superior, Two
a subscriber of the Morning
Star, and its comntrains daily, with Pullman Palace Cars attached,
J. S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.
stant reader.
His whole fife, particularly the
and running through to Marquette.
G. H. STOCKBRIDGE, A. B., 4ssociate.
later years, were a preparation for that better
For Milwaukee, Four through traing daily
Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Preceptress.
life to which he has gone.’ * For the” last few
Pullman Cars on night trains,
With
a full complement of competent assistants,
‘months he seemed to have entéred the *“ Land of
For Winona and points in Minnesota, One Three
complete
courses
of study :— Classical,
through train daily.
Beulah.”
Bright must be the crown of one who,
Scientific, and Ladies’ course.
School first class
forgp many years, followed so closely in the
in every particular,
Library and Reading Room
For Dubuque, via Freeport, Two through
tree
to
students.
footsteps of the divine, Leader,
The wile and
traing daily, with Pullman Cars on night train.
SPRING TERM of 13 weeks begins Tuesday, March
children feel deeply their loss.
1. C, 8.
For Dubuque and La Crosse, via Clinton, 9, 1875.
Two through trains daily, with Pullman Cars on
FaLr TERM of 13 weeks begins They,
August
ALVA WHITNEY died of apoplexy in Blannight train.
A, 1875.
chester, Ohio, April 4, 1875, aged 72 years and 3
on:
TOITi
'
trains
Two
Yankton,
and
City
Sioux
For
days.
His parents moved from Me. to Va. in
iN.
.
od
Cars to Missouri Valley Junction.
1816; thence in 1823 to Mainville, Ohio, where - daily, Pullman +
$5.00
.
.
.
Primary Studies,
;
For Lake Geneva, Four trains daily.
Common Buglieh, .
they made their home. From about 1827 until
.
.
7.00
7.50
.
.
For Rockford, Sterling, Kenosha, James- | Higher English
near the last war, he spent his winters in the
8.60
.
.
.
ville, and other points, you oan have from two to Latin and Greek,
south, where he owned property ; but about that
time he sold and invested in lands in Ill. and Ia.,
which be held until his death.
Since the war
30
ra
Yse of Fidno or Organ (ex‘ra),
W.H. STENNETT,
MARVIN HUGHITT,
he hus spent a part of his winters in the south,
¥
- ’ Guitar,
on18 Lessons,
nstruction
: Gen’l\ Passenger Agent, Vocal
$50
/ .
p .
Musio,
Gen’l p Supernntendent,
but made his home in Ill." He was taken very ill
. 150
.
i
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
eowiv
last June and his friends despaired ot bis recovA@-Clergymen’s children and students relying on
POSTERS,
ery, but he improved enotigh to. come to Ohio
their own exertions for an education, received at re
with his sister
Rebecea, wife of Samuel Buldwin,

+".

foneiano ok Orgy +

Sani

Joh Work ls: Head,
BUSINESS CARDS, &ec.,

\

SEMINARY.
CALENDAR.
Spring Term opens March 16, 1875.

Duluth,

most sensitive raake was the first to seize! him in his own eyes, and in the eyes of
and appropriate it. In time, no doubt, it others—and, what is worse, blunts his
would
have pierced
the more sluggish sensibility to disgrace on the one hand, and
brain of our man at the forth pole; but is increases the power of passionate irritability ny, with her freedom from debt, and her full
it worth while to wait ? There would be on the other. The reason people quarrel military chest; her larger Population, and and with whom he remained until his death.
He never made a public profession of religion,
something pathetic in the very beauty of about religion is, because they have so little the greater submission to discipline of her but
during his afflictionhe seemed resigned and
our new
poel’s work. As if a man shut out of it, and the harder they quarrel the more | citizen soldiers, will always be more than a puttent; and bore it without, a complaint or
done in the best manner at this Office.
match
for
France
in
wav.
France,
indeed,
abundantly
do
they
prove
it.
43
from all books of scientific reference should
murmur,
He quietly passed
away.
He was
—
Politicians need
not quarrel, Whoever has everything to lose and nothing to gain interred Ly the side of his sister, Mehitabel
think, study and experiment by himself till
Whitney,
at
Blanchester.
He
leaves
four
brothhisdiscovery dawned upon him witbjtriomph- quarrels with a wan for his political by another contest with Germany. As a
Academies
&c.
two sisters, and a number of other relatives
ant . success, and a patronizing world opinions, is himself denying the first princi- military nation she is not equal to Germa- ers,
to
mourn
their
loss.
N.
M.
SIMONTON.
y, but she is superior to
Germany in the
lo of freedom —freedom of thought, moral
WILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE
should greet hi with the ' condéscending
Mgrs. ORPHA WOOD, wife of John M. Wood,
"WILTON, MUSCATINE CO + IOWA.
, praise,“ Really, very ingenious indeed; fiborty, without which there is nothing in excellence of her soil, the variety of its
of dropsy of the heart, in Ames, N. Y.,
Fall Tarm ot 15 weeks, begins September 1st, 187
quite creditable to you; the same discoy- politics - worth a "groat; it is, therefore, productions, and iw the taste, the skill, and died
April 18, 1875, nged 67 years. Sister Wood had
Winter erm Jan. beh, ws
ery, you remember, that Sir Humphrey wrong upon principle. You have on this refinement of her people, The aim of been
an favahd for some years, but the disease
Spring Tera
vil Oth, 1875
Davy made several years ago.”
France should be to excel all nations in the only assumed an acute form a téw weeks prior
subject a right to your : own opinions;.so
Nin
Ho 7 di oh
' "SHANNA, Principal,
..
.
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is

another line starts from Chicago and runs

x

duced tuition.

v

A

Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; m dubs ag
lower rates, and rooms furnished.
for self-boarding,

Far full particulars in regard to the

for catalogue,
of Trustees.

I. W.

School send

SANBORN, Sec’y. Board

Lyndon Center. Vt. 1878.

J)

LEBANON
ACADEMY.
W. E.PULSIFER, B. P. Principal. with full
board of teachers.
a regular courses for both
sexes,
leis
‘
“Spring term, of 11 weeks bogins Feb. 2nd. Sums
mec
of
10
weeks
beging
a
pril
27th,
| For particnluxs, address 5
ELIHU AYES, Sec. Trustees
| W. Lebanon,J
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Grasshopper Ravages.
Rural and Domestic,

the money.
the postThe Postmaster-general instructs
master in the city wherea lottery is drawn not
,to pay the manager any money order or deliver

I

have

received

have been

recently

award

from

for 1,457

the

bales

of

of cotton, or

to

the Centennial arrived in Washington, Friday.
. They asked for and obtained double tke space

Professor Muir, the State Geologist of California, spent the night of April 20 on Mount Shasta

him.

be sent

commission

Two members of the British

avérage of ten times a year.

for Great Britain that was at first allotted.
Tornadoes in Richmond, and Indianapolis,

with one companion.
wind was severe;
bitten. The object
monument could be
object is said tg be
thirty
ment will be

Ind.; have caused an immense amount of damage to buildings. Gales in Columbus, O., and
Louisville, Ky., Wednesday, also unroofed sev-

eral buildings and did other -damage.

A dispatch from Michigan says reports from
‘Grand Haven, East Saginaw, Kalamazoo, Jackson and the surrounding country all say, that
doing well,
the wheat and small crops

New

The

Hampshire

the summy.
The following letter, dated May 4, 1861, and
addressed ‘To His Excellency Jefferson Davis,

on

met

or

President C. S. A.,**was exhumed, recently, in
the Post-Office department at Washington fron
a large number of letters which found their way

Wednesday.
On Thursday, the Senate passed
a bill referring the, senatorial questions to the
superior court, and in the House the Barton
resolution was passed, It will probably be sevIn the
eral days before a decision is rendered.
meantime the election of governor will be deferzed and no important business will be tran:
sacted.
Gen. McClellan and family are in Egypt."
A convention of the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity was held in Providence, R. I, on Wednes-

day and Thursday.

The envelope is addressed ** To his Excellency
Jefferson Davis, President C. 8. A.,Washington,
D. C., to be kept till called for.”

The Boston Advertiser says that Minnie Hipwood, a girl six years old in West

has attended school but about two weeks, merely
knows her letters, and has no apparent hnowledge of figures. written or printed.
She has
shown an uncommon aptitude for reckoning the
cost of articles she was sent out to purchsfe, and
her father found on questioning her that she
could mentally multiply much more qaickly than
he could. The question must be asked in a pecaliar way, for instance; ‘ Two 65s,” not“ two

Thurs-

idence of the bride's parents,in Chicago,

day evening. The wedding was very quiet and
plainly conducted, only friends and comrades
belonging to thé army being present with their

times 65,” ** four, 79s,” not

to the grasshopper ravages, and the exchange
was closed, and business generally suspended in

feats without much thought and by the
of genius.

large quantities of grain were given for the sufferers at the meeting in the St. Louis exchange
:
2
on Wednesday.
Vice-President Wilson was interviewed on the
He believes the
third term business Friday.
President perfectly honest in his declaration that
he is not seeking re-election, and deprecates the
advocacy of it by republicans.
Sourmeard,

M. Du

lessinterview with the officials at the Interior
department on Saturday, and in the evening left
They were the recipients of some
for home.

very plain talk from Commissioner Smit¥:
FOREIGN.

This failure involves

Gelead A.

and

A
Smith,
1t is reported in Madrid that Generals Socias
and Patino have been arrested for complicity in
a republican congpiracy.

A letter received from J. M. Reid, our minis* ter at Greege, says that Greece though protound-

subject

"Jy impressed with the importance of the

partici-

is compelled to decline the invitation to

of Abraham

drew Johnson,

official

German

duced any

warlike

on

intentions

Prussia.

army in-

French

that the increased force of the

denies

now

newspaper

part

the

of

Schiller began at Greenwich, Eng., Tuesday.

The Duke d’ Audiffiret Pasquier was, Wednes-

Asssem-

day,re-elected president of the French
and
7

and

secretaries

were

The German government announces that it
reserves the right of holding an inquiry on the
to the

loss of ‘the steamer Schiller, in addition
one now in progress at Greenwich.

I thought I would try

ground

and auch property destroyed and the
;
badly damaged,

that the Mexican

Mexican advices state

gress recently

shipping
i

consilered

con-

the impeachment of

upon charges made by Vincentio
the Presi
“Riva Palacio. The discussion was excited, but

. resulted in hisacquittal by 128 to 10.

The annual revenue of the Egyptian govern-

mentis equivalent to about $50,000,000.

Twenty thousand pilgrims visited the shrine
at Paray le Monial, Friday,

tinguished prelates were present.
The Emperor William, of Germany, has con-

ferred the order of Civil Merit on the-Hon, George
Bancroft, historian, and Henry W.

poes, of America.

:

ating class numbered seventeen.

Longfellow,

:

eminent

Eyench

,

ity school

numbered

ver of students in the
representing 85
nominations,

the

and

over

Meal

large

windows®
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not

with

it as though it was the most important

year.

next growth of grass, after being

new crop

which

roots.
s
All under growth of witch grass

many

at or near the surface of
two joihts near together;
grows lenves; from the
plant is strong enough,
propagating roots start,

3 the

surface und

forming

It was
once

have
twelve
to hoe

leafs

cut ubove

a dozen, de-

to

I

of

plant on

the old

‘as they

the?leal bud
grow from that

bud,it must make a new start from
below, come up and form a new leAf bud before
© @omm ne ment exercises at Dartmouth begin it can grow gras-<. It will do this
eyes are ripe enough to grow when
June 20. Rev. Wm. M, Taylor, D.D,, of New
York, will deliver the uddress before the Theo- he i8 cubessdn that little if lies the strengt
logical Society, and: Hon, J mes W. Patterson weakness of witeh grass,—New EnglanN FarmThe concert
before the Phi Beia Kappa Society
5
| er.
will be given by the Germania Bavd, of Boston.
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School Music Readers. |
American
Book 1 (35 cents), Book II (50 cents), Book III (50

METHOD
RICHARDSON'S NEW TE.
FOR PIANOFOR

Clarke's New Method for
REED ORGANS."

($2.50), which occupies very nearly the rame
position with respect to books of its ciags as Richardgon’s does to other Pianoforte Methods.
And if, as i8 likely, yo are a leader ot h choir or
musical society, you will find excellent material in
our new books, Thomas’s Quartets and Anthems,
Anthems, ($1.50), or

Four

Part

German Songs, ($1.0), for Mixed Voices, or Dank’s
A
Anthem Services, jEpiseopal) $2.70.
for Reuail Prices. fold by all
Sent Post Paid
:
principal music dealers.

OLIVER DITSON & €0,

begins Sep. 23:
¢«

and morals;

nearly

TooLs,

full. Next year

Address,
CHARLES C."BRAGDON, Pyjpcipal.

toes, Fancy

s and T'ravel-

Goods,

ing Bags. Bats, Balls and Games,
New Books at publishers’ lowest prices.
Plaase call and look at the goods and note
prices.

JOHN

M.

GATEHOUSE,

Opposite City Hall, Dover.

at

sale and retail.

Beston.

:

Nature wears her
The World is in Bloom,
summer smile. But the victim of Nervous Debility
is like a blighted branch in the sunshine. Let him
re-vitalize tone and purify his system with

Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient.

For Sale or Exchange
eastern

more

city or village, a Farm of 12) acres, in Tama County,
R, half mile from |
Towa, on the Ch. and N.W.R.
Tama City, one aud a half mile from Toledo, the
Comfort
wooded.
and
watered
Well
county-seat.

able buildings. Belongs to the village school districk;
of sale:
Terms

where there are first-class schools.

$4.000 for farm; 1,000 down; the remainder can remain on mortgage, to be made in annual payments
‘
of $y with annual interest.

e first man who makes an acceptable sale shall

receive $200 for

receive anything,

RAMSEY,

P,

G.

Berwick, Me,

none others will

and

services,

his

5

North

19,

J. JAY GOULD Gf or giv.

Chance for Agents.

.

Scrap Pictures,

eto.,

Novelties,

Decalcomanie.

ete. A nice presemt to Agents.
tells all. Boston, Mass,

6d page

catalogue
18t11

DEAFNESS.

ISCHARGES from the
Bronchitis,
Catarrh,
sumption, Throat Affection
ous System, from whatever

gure

A

1y8&8ple
MONTH
— Agents

where.

Business

clags.

Particulars
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WORTH

&

THE SONG BOOK

GOSPEL SONGS. BEST
BY

wanted

every.

honorable and first
gent free.

BLISS,

the

vivals in England&
Chosen
the State

sung

Scotland.

BURDE

ved

Field.

over all others for
of New
Meetings

Wise.

rer pos. i D$ PEL
Prive 85 cts.j $3.60
copy sent on

Single sample
receipt of 30 cents.

-

JOHN CHURCH & CO, Songs. CINCINNATI,

O.
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A
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LEto S SULTINGBARING:
Or TVRs irawe LodMARU
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great re- The

York, Iowa, Illinois,
consin,md others.

0.s St. Louis, Mo.
®
30t57

914 BROADWAY,
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”

SONGS

Songs

Ira D. Sankey in the

Address

a

Book

By
nest Workers animated
music that will live, Pure,
:
Simple and Powerful.

SMITH'S IN
ads

P.

Book
Not an ordinary Song
Words of Earbut the Earnest

STRUo CTION

BO. Box 8055,

P.

Tried and Found Not Wanting.

“ GOSPEL

ear, noses 1 she head,
Offensive Breath, Cons
and Debility of the Nervcause, cuted by

an answer,

and within a week he will feel like a new man.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
22

Contains

3} Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
Letters of inquiry must contain ene dollar, to in.

711 Br'dway, N, York.

Ld
SEMINARY FOR YOUNG WOMEN, Aubwrnda'e,
(uear Boston,) Mass. Attractive home ;
all branches ; special care of
© >t instruction in
health, manners

Havixg

Row,

Merchants

CHAS, H. DITSON & CO,

Boston,

Address

anan, Mich.

Also
PATENT
DRAG
RAKES, the best made4n

Dr. Lighthill,

$3.75, greatest and best of Piano Instruction books.

Bae

the country,and all kinds

Send for circulars and our extra terms to Agents.
4t21
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Philadelphia, Pa,

Uneguglled as a class book for singing schools.

cents, Excellent graded books for schools.

ts, every-where.

MPG. Co.

together with about 50,000 Rolls of

with
in
ndent Sled
runner teeth rakes clean
er and easier than any
other.
We have overcome the
objection
to all iron or steel tooth
horse rakes; a8
now
made, it will not scratch
any more than the longknown wooden tooth revolving horse rake. Buy
no other rake and have
clean hay.

For a House and Lot, in or near some

,)

to

WHITTEMORE BROS,

MONARCE

Perkins

:

SCRATCH.
OUR NEW

whol

ForSatineMusic
Teachers.
and defect poke gy next rob
In our c

York,

Chicago.

Street,

Satins, Blanks and Buffs,
ially called to the new
Attention is
and beautiful styles new opening, direct
from manufacturers, comprising the finest
oods ever displayed heroy—shsh as can
other stores east of
found in
Boston, These goods will be sold at the
lowest cash prices.
prices cheerlully fur& Samples and
nished, by mail or otherwise.
Window Shades and Curtain Fir
sures, of latest styles and improved
.
makes,
in every variety, School
Stationery
Mot
Books, Pictures and IF

repre-

as

LAST.

of

”

and of ‘the best quality.
ipa

ftreet, New

Having
made arrangementsto be su
lied with
all new styles of PAPE
fiANGInG
as soon as introduced, intending purch
s wanting fine goois
are assured that they can save from 40
to 50 per cent. by purchasing their
goods of me.
;
The stock includes sll the fine grades
of Embossed and Geld Papers;
Best
Tints,
Washable
Tints, Frescoes and Decorations;

gave Perfect
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Philip Phillips did a good work in the cause of the
Sunday Schools with his singing book, the ““ GOSPEL
SINGER,” which has already been successfully introduced into thousands of Sunday Schools—cheerful words and beautiful melodies. Sample copy by
mail, 35 cents. Lee & Walker, Philadelphia, Pa,
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die during the present

insurance
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Th2 New Boston Magazine for Girls and Boys.
Profusely illustrated, “It takes at sight.” Subear. Agents wanted everyscription price $2.00
dress, DLO HROP & CO., Boston.
srg
Specimen copies 15 cents.
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Is being adopted everywhere. Over 330,000 Copies
already sold.
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suckled by a good

know that he will not die this year?

I wanted to know the source of its
the farm.
strength and, if it had a weak spot; I wanted to
find it. I found plowing witch grass stopped
the growth of the crop plowed, as digging poThe
\atoes stops the growth of the crop dug.

profes.

to die

man that he will

In the summer of 1872, T made the study of
witch grass and the laws which. govern its
growth a specialty. I planted itin half barrel
tubs; I manured, watered, tended and watched

at

expeet

But suppose it should

it once. a

ten hours

Hams smoked.
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do without the aid of life insurance.

took my hoe and, in ten minutes, put the
ground in better order for the summer than it
before
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If people believed what they
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We announce that (until further notice) we will
sell to abplioants in any city or town where we have
BO age Frey
Sine {orm and M she Same als
large dealers who purchase
from $:
to $30,000 value Annually.
i
>,
. The fact of ours bei
the oldest and largest
martufactory in the United
States, with 55,000 jnstruments now in use, is a sufficient guarantee of our:
responsibility and the merits of our instruments.
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for Infants.

Accordingto them,

life insurance.

effect hoeing
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Royal ‘Diadem
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experiment

an

weeks, than it would

for twelve

would never

The: whole numSchool last year was 109,

colleges

, ..

rods

Napthat.ooaones

of a

ment which, by reason of its plastic and respiratory elements, makes the nearest approach to
human milk.
It also is one of those which contains most iron and salts, and especially the phosphate of lime, so necessary for infan’s.
It also
has the property of preventing and arresting
the diarrheas which are so frequent and so dangerous at this age.” According to trials made by
M. Marie} infants from four to eleven months
of age, fed exclusively upon Scotch oatmeal and
cow’s milk thrive very mearly as well as do

all the grass, while hoeing it once in three weeks

to Cor-

largest

labor on two

laborto hoe

when hoed often.

The class recently graduated from Yale Divin856, being

infants.

I said to

to hoe it once in three weeks, for
been
weeks, because it was so much easier

20,000

The gruda-

and see what

very little more

Professor John 8.

gewell, of Bowdoin College, waschiosen

essentials

Hardy made known the results of the employment of oatmeal, says the Medical Press and
Circular, on the alimentation and hygiene of

unsatis-

most

there has been none in the ground since.

to be awarded in prizes of $300 and $200 each to
the undergraduates who pass the best examina.
tion in Greeks
The exeicises at the Bangor theological semi-.

“sor of sacred rheto ic und oratory.

the

In a communication to the Societe Medicale
des Hopiteaux, MM. Dujardin-Beaumetz
and

gust, the grass gave out,—it could do no more,—

The Government abated the duty of $10,000.
Ms. John Jacob Astor of New York has given
to the inter-collegiate literary association,”
$500

nary closed on - Wednesday.

of

Sr

would have upon it. Aboit the middle of Au-

cost in Europe $30,000.

University

The archbishop of. graduated in this department.

Paris, archbishop of New Orleans and other dis-

les de Remusat, the
fi
author and politician, is-dead.

Vanderbilt

means

Oat

week as’ long as a sprig of grass was to be seen,

Penikese has been obliged, by want ef means, to
suspend its operations for the coming season.
Sixty persbiis were drowned, Thursday,by the
Dr. Alexander Wmchell has been elected to
capsizing of a lighter in the Tagus.
the chair of geology in the Vanderbilt UniversiThe condition’ of affairs between the British ty at Nashville; Tenn. His fame is national, and
A peacehis services in the University ot Kentucky have
government and Burmah is critical.
im- ‘| made his electors familiar with his style of work.
able settlement of the difficulty is probably
Vik noegre vo fie chemical and philosophical apparatus of
=
possible.

QQ It is reported that during a typhoon at Miso.
a, on Wednesday, several lives were lost,

worth of good

ground in a very busy time,

;

History

by

many a man who Joves

aweek,

School of Natural

are

often arise in the funcy.

dollars’

pell University, amounting to $100,000.
According to the Japan Mail, there are 60,000
persons in Yeddo,studying the English language.
Boston has 1,236 teachers in its public schools
—188 male, and 1,068 female.

Anderson
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I know ofmo
him, * You have hit it exactly.
word that will describe the work of witch grass
It was two
fighting so well us unsatisfactory.”

Michigan University is to have a homeopathic
medica) department.
The graduating class at Amherst College this

The

cellars,

The next spring

in the latter part.
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.

these points are secured, the cellar becomes one
of the most important rooms in the house.

style, that is three

factory day’s work he bad ever done.
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another man was set to dig, pick and wheel
witch grass to the hog pen. He worked all day,
and at night, told me tbat, without any ex-

large vessels can not pass each other, but are
coprpelled to wait at the mouths of the canal unItis probable that high
{il the channel is clear.
along the banks of
built
be
eventually
will
walls
the sandstorms
{he canal as barriers against
which are so common.

President White

Cellars.
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or four times in the early part of the season, and

lefg to itself

systematically

about
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stone or: brick; the floor of cement upon a
foundation of cobble stones previously imb®dded
in the earth by means of a maul ‘handled by two
men; plastered ceilings
and walls; complete

where dry earth’ is
sulphuric acid in a

pick out-the

The ground was hoed

ed through the quantity of sand blown into it at

In the Baltimore public schools
children are taught drawing.
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contrary, that he intends to live until he can enjoy

elaimants of Chris-

fill it completely.

be

twitched with a

while in the heart each one declares that he does

tian philanthropy, irrespective of . creed, nationality, and race.
Late reports from Egypt state that the nsefulness of the Suez cunal has become much impair-

removed, will soon

it may
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voted to the eare'of hospitals, asylums, and the
relief of the poor, the suffering, the defective
classes, neglected children, fallen womeu, or-

certain places, and

scars,
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wheel them to the hog pen. He worked all day,
and, at nights told me he had ‘given the grass a
terrible terrifying, and that it wouldn’t grow
:
.
much that season.

1874, reached the grand total of two und a half
millions of dollars, nearly all of which was de=
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good cellar? It must be dry; it must: have
stone walls outside and division walls of either

rods. In the spring_of 1871, this ground was
full of witch grass. A man was set at work to

:

other

Carpetings—

As the rows are about eight rods long, the necessity for reasoning with them on the subject
ground not plowed equals about two square | of life insurance? The truth is that men give as-

The benevolent receipts of the local societies of
the cily of New York alone, during the year,

prisovers,and

of

XY. Tribune.
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Perfect Manufactory,

;
Now in use, *
be
No other Musical Instrument ever obtained.the same

breathe; but weare sorry to tell the truth that
thousands are breathing impure air on account

about, the germs
filth that float in
surcharged with
they alight and

Fighting witch grass, as we

5}
1

Ma

Mous.deLaines 00 @.. «.. (Varnishes...

A dry and neatly kept ce llar is a pretty good
guarantee of heaithof the family whose members are breathing the air from it day and night.
Everybody
believes in having
pure
air to

unsatisfactory work we did on the
the most
On our farm there is a row of pear trees;
farm.
between the trees are currant bushes, When
plowing in the spring, we leave two feet on each
side ot the bushes, not plowed, thus leaving a
strip about four feet wide to be worked by hand.

of his

the intercession

thropglh

‘year numbers 49.

)

The official inquiry into the loss of the steamer

bly. The vice-presidents
also re-elected.

was an eccentric

wife.

pate in the Centennial,
‘An

He

just

the

has been

Healthful

—i —

has

cireulhr

the horse

€

Fighting Witch Grass.

intuition

Lincoln

presents

nose

when

nurse.

|

a year in Fortress Monroe, where he became
partially paralyzed. fe was released by An-

phaps,

A London despatch states that the Abardere
Iron Company has failed, with liabilities to the
amount of £750.000. Their nominal assets are
& Co., bill brokers,

necessary.—XN.

somewhat dissipated lawyer, by name George
W. Gayle. It was in 1864 that he published his
assassination notice in the Cahawba Gazette—
He was
not over his own signature, however.
not worth at the time even a million cents. After the great President was aetually murdered,
Colonel Gayle was discovered to be th€ author of
the notice, and was arrested and confined about

“He has been the principal man of that mation in
all large exhibitions, and his selection insures a
great display from that nation.
The Sioux delegation had a final and fruif-

Sanderson

assassination

died in Selma, Ala.

Cluny, has been appointed chief commissioner
of France, for the coming Centennial Expesition.

estimated at £980,000.

Put

and

Lo

| ever cotton or woolen goods’ it happens to fall.
Plenty of sun, abundance of fresh
air, thorough cleanliness, with due attention to diet and
sleep, should make medicine and doctors un-

The man who offered a reward of $1,000,000 for
tte

Museum

of the

director

times 79.”
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Ticking .vevesss
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cord to ensure his quietness while being
shod
or having had to submit to some painful opera.
tion.

weak
solution, carbolic acid, lime, and copperas, may be so used as effectually to quench
all odors.
Sulphuric acid must be used with
care, as it destteys
the fiber of textile goods, and
co pperas will leave an 1ron-rust stain on what-

* God tells me.” _ She apparently performs these

and

A liberal amount of money

St. Louis.

four

In cities and villages
rot readily obtainable,

in the usual way she seemed to be confused. Her
tather asked her how she did it. She refused to
suy anything for some time, but finally said,

Missouri, owing

Thursday was Fast day in

Troy, Mass,,

can perform arithmetical feats reminding one of
that youthful prodigy, Zerah Colburn.! Minnie

?
by the Hon. Charles Hale, of Boston.
The anniversary: exercises of the Maine WesFemale College, took
Seminary and
leyan
place last week. The class numbered twentysix.
The marriage of Lieutenant-General Sheridan
and Miss Irene Racker was celebrated at the res-

the more

remove the cargo to their mouths.
When theyare yubbing their legs and wings, us we often
see’ them doing, they are enjoying a savory
meal.
Sometimes they. partake directly of solid
and liquid foods, bat their dependence is upon
what is invisible to us. The horror of flies possessed by the tidy housekeeper is thus seen
to be well founded, and the
only
way
to
be clear of
them is to have nothing about the
house or grounds that will attract them.
We
may put nettings in al our windows and doors
to
keep
them
away,
and in that case we
need to be more particular than ever about ventilation and cleanliness, so that there will be no
scavenger work for the flies to do,else by excluding them we shall only injure our own health.

to the dead-letter office in 1861:
As soon as you take possession of the White
House, I should like to receive the job for refurnishing the same, which I guarantee to do on Lhe
most liberul terms.
Respectfully yours,
CONRAD BREWSTER.
Upholsterer, 800 Broadway, N. Y.

The oration was delivered

the

season will destroy

and their bodies, as they move
of disease and the particles of
the air. When they are quite
‘these, which they live_upon,
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to observe if the pupil Bas contracts

of staggers,
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of Selecting Horses.

withthe hand.
If the hollow over the eyes be
profound, and the temple grey, old age is to be
concluded; wounds about’ the temple
suggest

attacks
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100
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ed; if not, the sight is feeble; others, to test the
power of vision, feign to strike the forehead

all seeds of typheid fever. There must be a
“ {rash pile ? jn every back. yard, but it may be
so managed
as not to draw flies or produce ill
odors.
Wherever flies abound, cleanliness is
in greater or less degree wanting. These are the
scavengers of the air, gathering upon thejr wings

taken to * pack” the “material to

already beef

examined

good will they do us. Inthe country there is
no manner of excuse for nauseous smells.
Dry
earth is a perfect deodorizer for all kinds of im-

contract has

A

1319-24

Cod-largeqt.s

concluded

both men were badly frostof the ascent was to see if ‘a
built on the summit.
The
quite feasible.
The monufeet high and from twelve to

iaks
Ordinary

exposed to full light. After the animal has been
Jed out of the stable, the eye ought to be again

the

purity, and if applied in due

»00d

Superfine...
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out-doors

and

ale..

|Neatsfootdgal
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largeness of the pum! of the eye, which ought
to be more dilated when in the stable, than when

en in the open air, and the more we can bring of

very cold and the

fourteen feet/wide at the bave.

lime

is kept perfectly sweet,

better shall we enjoy our dinners

;

It'was

thoroughly

into the kitchen and dining-room

‘Do.
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A Paris correspondent of the Lancaster Farmer says: The purchasers of horses for the French
army always endeavor to obtain a first look at the
animal when he is tranquil and in the stable,
noting if the animal supports itself equally well
on its legs, and if one seems to yield, to specially
examine it; attention is then directed to the

there will be a flavor in the meats aud the bread
and the cookery generally, that will by no means
make them more appetizing.
In families where
there is nolaundry, and the weekly linen is
ironed and aired in the kitchen, the clean clothes
not according (0
perfum®d in a manner
are
A discriminating nose
any formula of Lubin’s.
can frequently detect the odor of broiled steak,
roast + coffee, “and soap-suds in the bureau
drawers; but this is an aside. We all know how
perfectly delicious food is when cooked and eat-

'
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the air of the kitchen

made

Ceurt

Mode

water, or carbolic acid, 80 that no unwholesome

about $256,000, seized in the statsof - Mississippi
on the maternal plantation.
39,274
contains
The Chicago public library
Since the 1st of June, 1874, 20,638
volumes.
book borrowers have been registered, who have
drawn over 400,000 volumes, or twenty volumes
each a year, and each volume went outon an

" to him any registered letter that may
VORP
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sons,

be
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odor can enter the kitchen from the waste-pipe.
Many foods are great absorbents,
and unless

M. and Stephen A. Douglas,

Robert

rich.
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he saw

© Tail § refused to sign the treaty until
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attention.

eaten doww

specting the future,
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cleansed, washed with a solution of strong

the road this week.
Stephen

removed and
taken
away,

nuisance

been
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The sink drain is another

quires

have

be replanted.
Prospects look gloomy and those
who reside in this vieinity are very anxious re-

spread upon the whole,

more parlor passenger cars, that will cost $3000
each, for summer travel. The Manchester locomotive works shipped a fifteen ton switcher to

agreement to sell for $25.000 was looked on
with favor by most of the party, but Spotted

to and’

copperas in solution has been ndded, be Jiberally

ward the erection of a tapacious music ball.
The Boston and Maine are now finishing three

An

sale of a portion of their hunting grounds,
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The National Temperance Association conVice-President
vened in Chicago, Tuesday.
Wilson delivered the opening address,
had a conference with
The Indian wp
Tuesday, with reference to the
SecretaryDelano,

be looked

acres of later
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poison

and a coat of whitewash, to which a quantity of

The city of Cincinnati continues to have muA prominent
nific ent gilts showered upon hér,
gentleman has now offered to give $126,000 to-

in

an epidemic

Small pox has become almost

New York.

should

put in perfect order, old barrels
cleansed, every sprouting tuber

raid is considered an
Ling | ed this year.

The

and railroad bonds.
important one,

and
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officers,
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Secret
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elect Seelye, A. L, Williston,
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There are now only fifty-three revolutionary
They extend over a
events to commemorate,
period of six years, ending with Yorktown in
1781.
Guizot left a triennial prize of 3,000 francs for
the best work on one of the great epochs of
French literature. The first prize will be award-

not seriously

ait
nthracite:.. un
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Congressman-

ley, Mass., was 181d on/Fuesday.

to

vestige of garden vegetables has long since dis.
appeared.
Some fields of early planted corn are
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The corner stone of the new art building at the |
Richmond, for ‘the erection of a monument
Mount Holyoke fem.le seminary, at South Had- Gen. Robert E. Lee.
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control in perfect sanitary condition. First of
all, the cellar demunds attention, fot anything
therein that can decay will send a subtle, per-

prospect for any
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A fuud of $18,000 has been raised by women of

steamers, with 964 lives, have been lost.
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the

of a crop is yery doubtful. Most fields of wheat
and oats are as bare and brown as a rock. Every
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letters.
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for

State prison

These warm suns,—for they are
warm
at
last,~remind
all good housekeepers that it is
full time to put the entire premises under their
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“Our farms are again ravaged by the Rocky
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in Italy fitting for the operatic stage.
Since the first of Junuary, twenty-six
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years in the
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A correspondent J.
Sas, says:

Markets.
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John Forster has finished his Life of Jonathan
Swift.
The Prince of Wales will dress in eastern fashion during his tour in India.
letter- « Three hundred American girls are said to be
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